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ABSTRACT 
Be!"na:d Randall : ~eado'Ns 
A compa~ative analysis of two models of readL~g: Goodrr;a~ a~d Gutr~ie. 
Two models of ~eading ~e co~pa~ed: ~ ysychc-li~6~istic model, 
p~esented by Goodman (1967), and a psychological model, p~esented by 
Gut~ie (1973). A ~eview of the lite~atu=e p~cyides examples of 
suppo~t fo~, and dissent ~orn, each nodel. The possibility of 
integ~ating these models is discussed. 
Expe~L~ent One is a pa~tial ~eplicaticn of a study by Allington 
and ?v1cGill-F!-anzen (1980), in which subjects a.!"e ~equ~ed to read 
aloud lists followed by equivalent texts. The ~esults suppo~t the 
findings of the o~iginal srudy. 
Expe~L~ent Two is simil~ to Expe~iment One, but investigates the 
effects of incon~ous homophones on the readL~g behaviour of good 
and weak ~eade~s. ~he results indicate that the~e is no significant 
diffe~ence in the extent to which incongruous homophones affeot the 
o~al reading of both good and weak ~eade~s. Both g~oups appe~ 
simila~ in thei~ awa~eness of the inte!"nal structure of wo~ds when 
~eading texts aloud. 
It is concluded that ~eading is too complex a p~ocess to be 
explained solely by the models of either Goodman o~ Gut~ie. 
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1.0 Int~oduction. The ~easons fo~ this study. 
1.1 The need fo~ furthe~ investigation into the ~eading £~ocess. 
Reading is an L~o~tant component of mode~ life in all the 
advanced, technologically well-developed count~ies of the world. 
Those people who can ~ead a wide variety of textual ma.te~ials with 
good unde~standing are mo~e likely to educate themselves in an 
independent way and to inte~ate themselves effectively with their 
society than those who are unable to ~ead. 
The autho~ is a teache~ at a North London boys' camp~ehensive 
school. His pupils include some of those whom teache~s and parents 
consider to be below ave~age at ~eading. He is inte~ested in 
imp~oving his unde~standing of how to assess pupils' ~eading problems 
and how to help them to imp~ove their reading ability. 
Some autho~ities have advocated teaching phonic skills in ~emedial 
~eading p~o~s, but others have provided alte~native suggestions as 
to how best to help pupils to le8-~ to ~ead effectively. The author 
decided to undertake a small-scale investigation in o~der to aid his 
unde~standing with a view to changing or modifying his teaching-
methods. 
He studied various theories concerning the processes involved in 
~eading, and this brought to his attention several models of ~eading. 
According to Collins DictionB-~ of the English Language (1979), 
" theory" can mean 
(1) a hypothesis (ie. a suggested explanation for a group of facts o~ 
phenomena); or 
(2) a set of hypotheses related by logical or mathematical argument to 
explain and predict a wide variety of connected phenomena in 
general tenns. 
1. 
Acco!'ding to Collins Dictiona-ry, "model" can mean a simplified 
!'ep!'esentation o!' desc!'iption of a system or complex entity, 
especially one designed to facilitate calculations and predictions. 
Fo!' the pu-~ose of this thesis the author inte!'p!'eted these 
definitions as implying that, whe!'eas a theory attempts to suggest 
the !'elationships between a group of facts o!' phenomena, a model 
attempts to !'ep!'esent these !'elationships in a simplified form. 
Davis (1972) stated that nume!'ous models of reading had been 
published in !'esea!'ch jou-~ls and specialist books. They included 
neurological, pe!'ceptual, behavioural, gene!'al-memory, verbal and 
psycho-linguistic models. The autho!' chose to study two such models, 
which seemed particularly relevant to his work as a teache!', because 
they were so cont!'asting that he wanted evidence as to which model 
to follow. 
Guthrie (1973) presented the view that phonic knowledge is 
fUndamentally necessary for e£fective reading, whereas Goodman (1967) 
p!'esented the view that the reader's reliance on linguistic knowledge 
is of p!'ima-~ importance. The author chose to study these two models, 
because they seemed to him to be rep!'esentative of two important 
schools of thought as to how best to help child!'en to lea--n to ~ead. 
Guthrie's (1973) !'esearch was in the t!'adi tion of behavioural-
psychology, whe!'eas Goodman's (1967) research used psycho-linguistic 
methods. This contrast is explained more fully in the next section. 
2. 
1.2 Two models of pa:ticular impo~ance. 
Goodman (1967) produced a psycho-linguistic model of reading, which 
resulted from his obse!"Vations and interpretations of children's 
reading behavioU!" when reading n8-~tive texts aloud. This task 
involved reading passages for meaning. He analysed the children's 
responses to linguistic elements within the texts and his findings 
have helped and encOU!"aged teachers and researchers to reconsider the 
nature of the reading process. 
Until Goodman introduced his psycho-linguistic approach to reading, 
teachers had tended to stress the desi-~bility of reading every word 
accurately. For example, it was the custom for infant teachers to 
introduce pupils to previously unseen words (eg. on C8-~, or as a 
list at the beginning of a text). It was believed that pupils would 
benefit if they developed a knowledge of individual words ("sight 
vocabulary") before they were presented with these words in a 
particular text. Infant teachers tended to encou.~ge children to aim 
for the accu-~te reading of every word and to this end used phonic 
schemes which were designed t.o help pupils to become aware of the 
possible ways of pronouncing various combinations of letters. Teachers 
also tended to prompt pupils by hinting at the sound of part of a word, 
or even by supplying the whole word, if the pupil were slower to 
pronounce it than the teacher wished. Goodman (1965) suggested that 
these methods were questionable (see Chapter Two, Section Five). 
Guthrie (1973) tested his model of reading by using traditional 
psychological methods of research, in which he tested and compared the 
reading skills of several groups of children and then subjected the 
results to statistical analysis. The. task involved the perception of, 
and response to, individual words, pseudo-words and parts of words. 
Although Gut~ie's ~ese~ch did not directly involve his subjects in 
~eading passages for meaning, the conclusions which he ~ew from his 
~esults implied that Goodman's model was not unive~sally applicable to 
the ~eading p~ocess. 
These models ~e impo~tant for two ~easons. Firstly, they are 
~ep~esentative of diffe~ences in methodology. The psycho-linguistic 
app~oach (Goodman) concentrates on examining the ~esponses of each 
individual ~eader to a meaningful passage of text. It is a form of 
case-study. The psychological approach (Gutre-ie) compa:es groups of 
~eade~s as they ~espond to tasks which involve a limited number of 
skills which can be meas~ed and statistically analysed. 
Secondly, the two models present alternative interpretations as to 
the ~elative importance of basic word-recognition in the reading 
process. For the pu..-,.opose of this study the term "basic word-
recogni tion" means that the reader is able to pronounce, and/or 
provide a meaning to, a word which is not p~t of a connected text. 
This refe~s to a p~ocess which is not the same as normal "wo~d-
recogni tion," which usually occurs when reading wo~ds as part of 
connected texts. 
Go~n's (1967) view was that the use of context facilitates the 
, 
process of basic word-recognition and that linguistic skills ~e of 
pa...---amount importance. Gut~ie 's (1973) view was tha t quick and 
accu..~te basic word-recognition is an essential step which enables 
readers to make use of their linguistic skills. 
The author decided that it would aid his unde~standing as a 
remedial specialist if he were to examine the relative merits of these 
contrasting models. He produced a compa...~tive analysis of the two 
models of reading, Goodman and Gut~ie: 
4. 
(1) by ~eviewing the ~ticles in which they p~esented the~ models 
(see Chapte~s Two and Three); 
(2) by ~eviewing a v~iety of written so~ces which seemed ~elevant to 
an app~eciation of these two models (see Chapte~s Fo~ and Five); 
( :3) by mentioning some aspects of ~eading which appeared to be lacking 
in the two models (see Chapter Six); 
(4) by unde~aking two pieces of ~esearch (see Chapte~s Seven, Eight 
and Nine); and 
(5) by p~oducing a gene~l conclusion (see Chapter Ten). 
5. 
2.0 Good~an's ~odel of ~eading. 
2.1 The psvcho-linguistic nat~e of his model. 
Goodllan's model was f~st published in his article, "Re3ding: 
A Psycho-linguistic Guessing Game." (1967). It was rep:-inted by 
Gollasch (1982), who suggested that it was perhaps Good~an's most 
cited work. The article reprinted a paper which Goodman had presented 
to the American Educational Research Association, which represented 
his views after the f~st five years of his research. For the 
puryoses of this thesis the wO!'ds "Goodman's model" refer to the model 
presented at the end of that paper. 
The articles in Gollasch's book indicate that for over a decade 
Goodman's (1967) model of !'eading remained essentially unchanged. This 
model presented the view that reading does not depend primarily on the 
accurate perception of texts, but on the skilful use of the linguistic 
knowledge which a reader is able to apply to texts. 
Goodman's ideas challenged what he took to be the accepted view at 
that time - that reading is a precise process involving the exact 
perception of sequences of written symbols. He did not agree with the 
view that the reader accurately identifies letters, worqs, spelling 
patterns and large language units. His view was that reading is a 
selective process, by which he meant that the efficient reader is 
skilful in selecting the fewest, most productive cues.necessa-~ to 
produce guesses which are !'ight first time. "Skill in reading 
involves not greater precision, but more accurate first guesses based 
on better sampling techniques, greater control over language structure, 
broadened experiences and increased conceptual development." (Goodman 
(1967), quoted in Gollasch (1982), page 39). It was for this reason 
that Goodman labelled reading as a "guessing ga'De," and suggested that 
6. 
linguistic elements we~e the most impo~tant aspect of ~eading. 
7. 
2.2 The cycle of steps in his model. 
At the end of his (1967) ~ticle Goodman p~ovided an outlL~e of h~s 
model of ~eadir~, having f~st commented that the steps do not 
necessa=ily take place in the sequential o~ st~etched-out fo~ shown 
in the list. He p~esented it as "my model of this psycholinguistic 
guessing game we call !"eading English." 
1. The !"eade~ scans along a line of P!"int f!"om left to !"ight and 
down the page, line by line. 
2. He fixes at a point to pe~it eye focus. Some p~int will be 
cent!"al and in focus, some will be periphe!"al; pe!"haps his 
pe~ceptual field is a flattened ci~cle. 
3. Now begins the selection p~ocess. He picks up ~aphic cues, 
guided by const!"aints set up th!"ough p!"io~ choices, his language 
knowledge, his cognitive styles, and st!"ategies he has le~~ed. 
4. He fo~s a pe~ceptual image using these cues and his anticipated 
cues. This image then is pa!"tly what he sees and pa!"tly what he 
expected to see. 
5. Now he sea!"ches his memo!"Y fo~ related syntactic, semantic, and 
phonological cues. This may lead to selection of mo~e g~aphic cues 
and to !"efo~ing the pe~ceptual image. 
6. At this point, he makes a guess o~ tentative choice consistent 
wi th g!"aphic cues. Semantic analysis leads to p~tial decoding 
as fa~ as possible. This meaning is sto!"ed in short-term memo!"y 
as he proceeds. 
7. If no guess is possible, he checks the !"ecalled pe~ceptual input 
and t~ies again. If a guess is still not possible, he takes 
anothe~ look at the text to gathe!" mo!"e ~aphic cues. 
8. If he can make a decodable choice, he tests it fo!" semantic and 
8. 
~tical acceptability in the context developed by p~io~ 
choices and decoding. 
9. If the tentative choice is not acceptable semantically o~ 
syntactically, then he ~eg~esses, scanning f~om ~ight to left 
along the line and up the page to locate a point of semantic o~ 
syntactic inconsistency. When such a point is found, he starts 
ove~ at that point. If no inconsistency can be identified, he 
~eads on seeking some cue which will make it possible to 
~econcile the anomalous situation. 
10. If the choice is acceptable, decoding is extended, meaning is 
assimilated with p~io~ meaning, and p~io~ meaning is accommodated, 
if necess~~. Expectations are fo~ed about input and meaning 
that lie ahead. 
11. Then the cycle continues. 
Goodman concluded by commenting that t~oughout the p~ocess the~e 
is constant use of long- and sho~-term memory. 
The autho~ suggests that the ten steps of the cycle could be 
summarised as follows, fo~ the sake of simplicity: 
1. Scanning. 
2. Focussing. 
3. Selection. 
4. Perception. 
5. Memory-search. 
6. Initial Response. 
7. ~the~ Response (if necessary). 
8. Monito~ing. 
9. ~the~ Monito~ing (if necessary). 
10. Adoption, Adaptation and Expectation = Conclusion. 
9. 
2.3 Cues and miscues in ~eadL~g. 
Goodman's moael of ~eading developed as a respo~se to his research 
into what appea=s to happen when children read texts. He developed a 
~ethod of analysing chil~en's ~esponses to texts, which he entitled 
"~/Uscue Analysis." By' miscue t Goo<1i1an meant that a child o::li tted to 
~ead a wo~d aloud, o~ p~onounced it in a non-stan~d 'NaY. T~is was 
simila~ to the method of using IRIs (Info~l Reading Inventories) 
whereby teachers made notes on how children read texts aloud. 
Good~an's method of analysis differed from that of the IRIs, however, 
in so far that he suggested that each miscue could not necessarily be 
considered equivalent to another. The previous method of listening to 
children read had tended to assu~e that all miscues were equally wrong, 
for they were inaccurate responses to the text. Since Goodman 
considered that the search for meaning was the prime--y pu--pose of 
reading, he believed that it was possible for a child to read a text 
aloud in a non-standard way and still understand it adequately. 
Accu-~cy of oral response to each individual word was less important 
than global, holistic understanding. 
Goodman (1973, in Gollasch, 1982) described his system of miscue 
analysis. He explained that a miscue was an actual observed response 
in oral reading which did not match the expected ~esponse, and claimed 
that this was like a window on to the reading process, since nothing 
that a reader does in reading is accidental. The procedure for 
undertaking miscue analysis was as follows: 
1. An appropriate story was selected which was somewhat difficult fo~ 
the pupil. 
2. The material was prepa~ed for recording on to tape. 
3. The reader was tape-recorded while reading from the book, and the 
10. 
~ese~che~ m~ked miscues on a copy of the text. 
4. The subject then ~etold the sto~ without inte~ption. 
5. The ~ese~che~ ~eplayed the tape late~ in ~de~ to check ~iscues 
and finish noting them on the copy, and then coded them acco~ding 
to the analytic p~oced~e used. 
6. Finally the patte~s of miscues we~e studied in o~de!' to p!'oduce 
info!'mation that could become the basis of specific inst--uction. 
Goodman (1976, in Gollasch, 1982, pages 104-105) stated that he and 
his colleagues had p~oduced a taxonomy for the analysis of o~al !'eading 
miscues. Since taxonomy can mean the science o~ p~actice of 
classification (Collins DictionB-~, 1979) it seems that Goodman 
wished to indicate that his miscue analysis involved the classification 
of miscues into groups in a systematic way. He p~esumably wished to 
make it cle~ that the~e was a contrast between his analytical system 
and the p~evious system of IRIs, in which the use of the wo~d 
"inventory" had implied a list of equivalent items. 
Goodman explained that each miscue needed to be examined by asking 
a number of questions about the !'elationship of the expected ~esponse 
to the observed response, and claimed that what then emerged was the 
patte::-n of how the cuing systems we~e used in continuous ~eading. 
He!'e is his list of questions: 
1. Is the miscue self-cor!'ected by the reade::-? 
2. Is the ~eader's dialect involved in the miscue? 
3. How much g!'aphic sirnil~ity is the~e between the ER (Expected 
Response) and the OR (Observed Response)? 
4. How much phonemic simil~ity is the::-e? 
5. Is the OR an allolog of the ER? 'Typing' and 'type~iting' ~e 
allologs of the same word. Ccnt~actions ~e also allologs. 
11. 
~. Does the miscue p~oduce a syntactically acceptable text? 
7. Does the miscue p~oduce a semantically acceptable text? 
8. Does a g~ammatical ~et~ansfo~tion ~esult f~om the ~iscue? 
9. If the miscue is syntactically acceptable, how much is syntax 
changed? 
10. If the miscue is semantically acceptable, how much is meaning 
changed? 
11. Is intonation involved in the miscue? In English changed 
intonation may ~eflect change in syntax, meaning o~ both. 
12. Does the miscue involve the submorphemic language level? 
13. Does the miscue involve the bound morpheme level? 
14. Does the miscue involve the wo~d or f~ee morpheme level? 
15. Does the miscue involve the phrase level? 
16. Does the miscue involve the clause level? 
17. What is the g~atical category of the OR? 
18. What is the g~a~atical category of the ER? 
19. What is the ~elationship between function of ER and OR? 
20. ~bat influence has the s~~ounding text (pe~ipheral visual field) 
had on miscues? 
21. ~Nhat is the semantic ~elationship between ER and OR wo.!"d 
SUbstitutions? 
12. 
2.4 Good~an's fi~st ~esea~ch ~enc=t. 
Acco~ding to Gollasch (1982), Goodman's ~ese~ch ~epc~t (1965) was 
the fi~st public statement of miscue analysis ~ese~ch. In this 
~ticle Goodman defined ~eading as the active ~econst~ction of a 
message f~om W!"i tten language, and sta ted that reading :;.lliST involve 
some level of comp~ehension. He assumed that all ~eading behaviour 
is the ~esult of cues and miscues which appe~ as the child inte~acts 
with w~itten language. These cues included: 
(a) cues within words (eg. wo~d configuration), 
(b) cues in the flow of language (eg. syntactical ~t~ctures), 
(c) cues exte~l to language and the reader (eg. pictures), and 
(d) cues within the reader (ie. his innate ability and gene~l 
experience) • 
His subjects were 100 children in grades 1, 2 and 3 (ie. aged 6.0 -
9.0), who attended the same school in an industrial suburb of Detroit. 
Goodman (1965, page 640) explained his procedure as follows. "·An 
assistant called each subject individually out of the classroom. The 
subject was given a word list fo~ a story at about his grade level. T." 
the child missed many wo~ds, he was given a list for an earlier sto~. 
If he missed few or none he was given a more advanced story. Each 
child eventually had a w~d list of comp8-~ble difficulty. The number 
of words which each child missed on the lists, then, was a controlled 
variable. " 
Goodman explained that the child next read aloud, from a previously 
unseen book, the story on which his word list was ba&ed. The assistant 
me~ely listened and made notes of the child's oral reading behaviour 
on work-sheets. Finally each subject was requ~ed to ~etell the stor:, 
as best he could without previous wa.-~ing. The reading and ~etelling 
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of the sto~ we~e ~eco~ded on to tape. Good~an's ~ticle gives the 
irnp~ession that the ~eading of the lists was not ~eco~ded on to tape. 
Goodman found that t~e chil~en we~e able to ~ead ~any wo~ds in 
sto~ies which they could not ~ecognise in lists (see Table 1). He 
inte~~eted this as an indication that context could be an irnpo~tant 
element in wo~d-recognition, and this supported his view that ~~es 
could be supplied by the child's knowledge and utilisation of 
language. His statistical results showed that as chil~en grew olde~ 
they became increasingly efficient in using cue systems that we~e 
beyond the use of p~int-to-sound cor~espondences. 
Goodman also found that as chil~en grew olde~ they used wo~d­
attack skills with increased f~equency, though not necess~ily with 
inc~eased efficiency. He p~efe~~ed to define "word-attack skills" as 
"responses to cue systems within words." Younge~ chil~en we~e 
inclined to omit unknown words, whe~eas older chil~en tended to 
produce substitutions in their attempt to pronounce the wo~d. None 
of the chil~en consistently missed a word in the sto~ which they had 
read correctly in a list, but they often made an incorrect substitution 
in the reading of the story in individual occu..rrences of known wo~ds. 
As the chil~en g~ew older they made many mo~e "one-time substitutions" 
pe~ line ~ead. 
Goodman suggested that t~ee possible causes of these one-time 
substitutions might be: 
1. the ove~-use of 'cues within wo~ds' to the exclusion of othe~ 
cues, 
2. miscuing by book language which differs f~om the language as the 
child knows it, and 
3. ineffective use of language cues. 
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Average WO!'ds Missed in List and in Story 
List Also Missed in Story 
Average Ave!'age Percent Ratio 
G!"ade 1 9.5 3.4 2.8: 1 
G!"ade 2 20.1 5.1 25% 3.9: 1 
G!'ade 3 18.8 3.4 5.5: 1 
-Table 1. Good~nts (1965) Table 1, showing the average number 
of wo!"ds missed (omitted o!' mis-!'ead) by subjects when 
!'eading a list ~~d its !'elated story. 
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Good~an also found that vi--tually every ~e~ession ~ade by the 
chil~en in ~is study was fo~ the pu-~ose of co~~ectL~ p~evious 
e~~o~s in ~eaaing. ~e suggested that, cont~3-~ to wr~t he believed 
to be the popula= view at tha.t time, ~e~essions themselves ~e~e not 
e~~o~s, but we~e atte~pts to co~ect e~~ors which had been made 
p~eviously. 
As a group his subjects made an approximately equal numbe= of 
single-word re~essions and phrase regressions. He considered both 
kinds of ~egression to be self-co~~ections which playa vital ~ole in 
children's lea~ing to read, and he suggested two reasons why 
er~o~s went unco~ected: 
1. The er~or made no diffe~ence to the meaning of the passage. 
2. The reader waS relying so heavily on analytical techniques, 
using only cues within wo~ds, that he had lost the meaning 
altogether. 
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2.5 Good~an's conclusions in his fi~st ~ese~ch ~epo~t. 
Goodman's (1965) a~ticle was ~~po~tant since its results led h~~ tc 
conclude that some then common practices in tte teaching of reading 
were questionable. ~e suggested: 
1. that int~oducing new words out of context before new stories were 
introduced to children appeared neither necessary nor desirable. 
2. that it seemed unnecessary and undesirable to prompt or correct 
children when they were reading aloud, since their knowledge of 
language led them to cor~ect themselves. 
3. that regressions (ie. looking back and re-reading part of a text) 
were the means by which a child not only corrects him-herself, but 
also le~-ns, and that it was therefore unfortunate that teachers 
discouraged such regressions. 
4. that the effectiveness of teaching phonic skills to groups of 
pupils was highly questionable in view of the extreme diversity of 
the difficulties displayed by the children in his study_ 
5. that since the children in his study found it mo~e difficult to 
recognise isolated words than to read them in stories, it would be 
better to abandon the previous emphasis on individual words when 
teaching reading and to stress the importance of language. 
His views are of direct relevance to teachers of reading, because 
they question the effectiveness of what appear to be traditional and 
popular methods of instruction. If Goodman is correct, then those who 
help others to learn to read need to modify their attitudes and 
techniques by turning their attention away from a stress on phonic. 
skills and towa~ds the psycholinguistic aspects of reading. Goodman's 
conclusions have been investigated by various researchers, and Guthrie 
is one of those who have provided alternative interpretations of the 
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reading process. 
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3.0 Guth~iets model of ~eadi 
- ng. 
3.1 A compa=ison of' the Assembly Model and the System ~"cdel. 
Gut~ie (1973) p~esented two ~odels of ~eading which he had tested 
and compa~ed. The Assembly Model po~t~ayed ~eading as ~equi=ing an 
assembly of independent components, as opposed to the System Model 
which suggested that ~eading ~equi=es the p~esence of components which 
~e not identical in function o~ st~ength, but that a~e inte~-
dependent. He conside~ed that these two models had been implicit in 
much of the p~evious ~esea=ch into the na~e of reading (see Fig. 1). 
In the Assembly Model the components a=e independent since they 
may exist in high o~ low deg~ees of strength fo~ a given individual. 
Gut~ie conside~ed that this model was widely used fo~ the study of 
cognitive processes in "disabled reade~s.tt Such ~esea.rch was based on 
the assumption that children develop ce~tain skills independently and 
that one or mo~e of these skills may be weake~ than the othe~s. This 
approach assumes that such sub-skills as auditory discrimination, 
visual discrimina tion, auditory memory, visual memory, and the memory 
fo~ word meaning ~e independent skills which can be isolated. As 
examples he quoted Johnson and Myklebust (1967) as making implicit use 
of the Assembly Model in their approach, which maintained that a 
defect in anyone of many processes might cause dyslexia, and Katz 
and Deutsch (1963), who claimed that the inability to shift one's 
attention from auditory to visual stimuli is the perceptual p~ocess 
which accounts for the reduced proficiency of the poor ~eade~. 
In contrast to this the System Model supposes that such sub-skills 
in normal ~eaders are inter-~elated and that the development of one 
skill depends on the development of othe~ skills. Guthrie suggested 
that Goodman was a proponent of the System Model, and quoted 
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(A) T~e A.ssembly '.1odel. 
The components a~e independent. 
A specific deficit in one component leads to impai~ept of 
!'"eading. 
normal !'"eade~s 
st~ength 
III'1--il 
I ! I I 
1 I ! 
I l 
st!'ength 
2+:; ~ __ _ 
components 
(B) The System Model. 
The components are inte!'"-dependent. 
disabled !'"eaders 
1m nn I ! I ' 
t 
t 
! 
-
1 .2 3 i- 5 
components 
Components do not inc!'"ease in st!'ength more =apidly than the 
component with the slowest g!'"owth !'"ate. 
normal readers disabled readers 
st!'ength strength 
1 2 S of S ,, __ _ 
components components 
Figure 1. A rep!'esentation of Guthrie's (1973) models of reading 
• 
and reading disability. 
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Goodman's (1967) model, surnrna=izing it in five steps in place of the 
o~iginal ten. Acco~ding to this, ~eading ~equi=es the individual to: 
(a) sa~ple visual cues f~om the a-~y on the p~inted page; 
(b) fo~ a perceptual L~age; 
(c) search memo~ fo~ psycholinguistic cues related to the pe~ceptual 
i~age; 
(d) conve~t the pe~ceptual image to a unit of new meaning; and 
(e) inte~te the new meaning with p~eviously established meanings. 
Gut~ie pointed out that since the temporal sequence d~ing ~eadL~g 
consists of steps (a) to (e), the oc~ence of (e) depends on the 
occu-~ence of (a). The interdependencies among the p~ocesses would 
prevent a majo~ity of them f~om developing to no~al levels if one o~ 
two of the processes we~e severely deficient~ 
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3.2 Guth!'ie's study. 
Gut~ie examined these two models with !'espect to the developme~t 
of phoneme-g!'apheme association skills in both normal and "disabled" 
!'eade~s. His hypothesis was as follows: 
If the sub-skills evinced by no~al !'eade~s we!'e to exhibit a low 
inte!'-co!'!'elation, it would tend to confi-~ the assembly model, 
whe!'eas if the sub-skills in no~al !'eade~s we!'e highly inter-
co!'!'elated, this would tend to confi-~ the system model. 
His subjects we!'e 48 readers from metropolitan Baltimo!'e. There 
we!'e 19 "disabled !"eade!'s," 19 young normal !'eaders and 10 older 
normal !"eade!'s. The disabled readers we!'e matched with the older 
normal readers fo!' age and intelligence, and with the younge~ normal 
readers for reading level and intelligence (see Table 2). 
All three groups undertook the 15 sub-tests of the Kennedy 
Institute Phonics Test. Guthrie (1973) described this as a criterion-
refe~enced test that measured !'eading sub-skills, and explained each 
sub-test in some detail. The 15 sub-tests we!'e as follows: 
1. Word reading in context. 
2. Wo~d reading when flashed for 0.5 seconds. 
3. Word reading when untimed. 
4. Nonsense ,wo~d p!'oduction. 
5. Long vowel p~oduction. 
6. Short vowel production. 
7. Consonant cluster production. 
8. Letter-sounds production. 
9. Letter naming. 
10. Nonsense-word recognition. 
11. Consonant cluster recognition. 
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.AGE, IQ, .. ~m m:illr~G ~~ CF S;Y~8~S 
Cha!'acte!'is'tic :)isabled ~;o~al No~al oli 
(boys = 17; young (boys = 1:;. '-', 
gi:-ls = 2) (boys = 10; gi=ls = 5) 
gi!'ls = 9 
Ch=onological age 
X 9.17 7.00 8.61 
3D 1.24 .48 .32 
Intelligence 
quotient 
X 104.48 105.36 106.00 
SD / 12.53 11.14 7.66 
Reading 
comp~ehension 
X 1.80a 1.91a 4.20b 
3D .52 .57 .77 
Reading 
VocabulcLry 
X 2.07a 2.21a 
3D .73 .83 
a Grade equivalent of the Gates-MacGinitie, Primary A, Fonn 1. 
b G~ade equivalent of the Gates-MacGinitie, Prima-ry C, Form 1. 
Table 2. Gut~ie's (1973) Table 1, giving the Age, IQ and Reading 
Level of his subjects. 
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12. Initial lette=-sound =ecognition. 
13. Final lette~-sound recognition. 
14. Audito~ blending. 
15. Syllabication. 
Sub-test inte~co~elations we~e computed on the sco~es of the 19 
young no~aland 19 disabled readers. Guthrie explained that he had 
chosen to compa!"e only 8 of the o~iginal 15 sub-tests, because these 
8 sub-tests we~e highly reliable and provided a cogent basis for the 
evaluation of models of sub-skills. The f~st five sub-tests we~e 
conside~ed to be tests of production skills; the other three sub-tests 
were conside~ed to be tests of recognition skills (see Table 3). 
Gut~ie found that the interco!"!"elation among sub-tests for the 
young normal readers was high (see Table 3A). The table has been 
divided into t~ee sections. The section on the left side of the 
matrix contains the inte~co~elations among those sub-tests which have 
been defined as production tests. In 9 out of 10 cases these 
co~elations exceed the .01 level, with the cor=elations ranging from 
.49 to .94 indicating uniformly high co~elations. The lower right 
section of the mat~ix indicates the interrelations among the 
recognition sub-tests. These are significant beyond the .01 level in 
all t~ee cases. 
The disabled readers exhibited a different pattern of results from 
the no~al readers (see Table 3B). Guthrie (1973, page 15) stated that 
"In the production tests there a!"e only 4 co~elations of the total 
group of 10 that are significant at beyond the .01 level. For this 
g!"oup of poor readers there was little relation among the production 
sub-tests, although the relation was ext~emely high for normal readers. 
The recognition sub-tests intercor!"elated at beyond the .01 level for 
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(A) Guth!-ie' sTable 4: COR..I?F.TATIO::rS A2,~m;G ~IGE'i S:JBTSS':'S OF T::~ 
KENNEDY INSTITUTE ?EO:nCS TEST (l~~) ?CR YOUiTG :rCF~L:\.L EE.A.:~..s 
Subtest 
~ronsense-wo!"d p!"oduction (NP) 
Long-vowel p!"oduction (LVP) 
Sho!"t-vowel p!"oduction (svp) 
Consonant-cluste!" p!"oduction (CCP) 
Single-lette!" p!"oduction (SLP) 
Nonsense-wo!"d recognition(}ffi) 
Consonant-cluste!" recognition(CCR) 
Initial-letter recognition (ILR) 
~ p< .01 
ic 'C ~ :.c 
.90 .56.91 .57 .44 
, 
, 
.60~ • 85i: • 69:C • 57 <f. 
-1L If' 
.62 .55 
.82~ 
(B) Guth!-ie' sTable 5: CORRELATIONS AMONG EIGHT SUB TESTS OF THE 
KENNEDY INSTITUTE PHONICS TEST (KIPT) FOR DISABLED READERS 
Subtest 
Nonsense-wo!"d p!"oduction (NP) 
Long-vowel p!"oduction (LVP) 
Short-vowel p!"oduction (svp) 
Consonant-cluster production (CCP) 
Single-letter p!"oduction (SLP) _ 
Nonsense-wo!"d recognition (NR) 
Consonant-cluste!" recognition (CCR) 
Initial-letter !"ecognition (ILR) 
"* P -=::.. .01 
NP LVP SVP CCP SLP I NR CCR ILR 
& ". I ;( 'iC ~ 
.50 .8D .69 .371.68 .55 .52 
.. 
.52 .34 .18 .24 .24 .26 
~ ~ it. 
.66 .40 1.60 .52 .45 
\ 
, !f ,.. ~ 
.49 · .66 .63 .74 
I 
, ~ *' If( 
j .45 .67 .81 
• 69-!i'! .66'" 
.79'ti{! 
Table 3. Guth!"ie's (1973) Tables 4 and 5, showing cOrTelations among 
eight subtests of the Kennedy Institute Phonics Test, 
(A) for young normal reade!"s, and (B) for disabled reade!"so 
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disabled ~eade~s as they did for no~l readers. One c~itical 
diffe~ence between no~l and disabled ~eade!"s is tr..a t the p~od.uction 
skills a~e mo~e highly inte~elated fo~ nonnal than disabled :-eade!"s." 
Gut~ie's findings indicated that not only were the disabled 
~eade~s inferior to no~l readers matched with them for age, but that 
the disabled :-eaders we~e ne~ly identical to normal :-eade:-s matched 
wi th them for reading-level, who were about two years younger. It 
seemed that none of the sub-skills had developed to normal levels of 
strength in the group of disabled :-eaders. There was a high 
co~elation among the sub-skills of normal :-eaders, which thus 
supported the System Model of :-eading (see Table 3A). The sub-skills 
were not highly correlated in the disabled !"eaders, which therefo:-e 
supported the Assembly Model (see Table 3B). 
Guthrie concluded that the v~ious phoneme-grapheme association 
skills ~e distinct components that ~e highly integrated in normal 
:-eade:-s, but which remain independent and unique in disabled :-eade:-s. 
His rese~ch study therefo~e indica ted that reading appe~s to be a 
holistic p~ocess only when such sub-skills have been mastered • 
• 
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3.3 The ~elationship of Gut~ie's model to Good~n's. 
It can be suggested that Guthrie's model of ~eading ~eally consists 
of his synthesis of two cont~sting theo~ies as rep~esented by the 
Assembly Model and the System Model. In so fa.!' that Guth!'ie's System 
Model reflects Goodman's views it can be suggested that Guthrie's 
study tested, and to some extent supported, Goodman's psycho-linguistic 
model. The implications of Guthrie's work are, howeve~, that Goodman's 
model is not sufficiently flexible to be applied to all reade~s. 
Goodman claimed that, since all readers use their linguistic skills as 
the primary strategy in reading, there is little difference between the 
approach adopted by beginning readers and that of mature readers. 
Guthrie, in contrast, suggested that some disabled readers have failed 
to master ~pheme-phoneme association skills and so cannot approach 
the task of reading in the same way as normal readers, who have been 
able to inte~ate such sub-skills with their language skills. 
Guthrie's (1973) research indicated that the disabled readers were 
similar in skill to young normal readers, and so his model appears to 
equate disabled readers with immature readers, while his older normal 
readers could be considered equivalent to Goodman's mature readers. 
In effect Guthrie's study supported Goodman's psycho-linguistic model 
of reading, but only for one group of readers - those who are good at 
reading. It did not corroborate Goodman's theories as a universal 
description of the reading process. 
Various authors have presented views which tend to support either 
Goodman or Guthrie. Their views are presented in the next two 
chapters. 
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4.0 An evaluation of GOO~~An'3 model. 
4.1 Simila~ views to those of GoodTan. 
(a) So~e autho~s have p~ovided suppo~t fo~ Good~n's views in so fa: 
that they indicate the impo~tant pa~t which linguistic elements 
play in the comp~ehension of texts. 
Smith (1978a) p~esented simila: psycho-linguistic views to those of 
Goodman. He explained that sho!'t-term visual memory is limited and 
that the~e is a need to "t~ade off" visual and non-visual information 
when ~eading. The mo!'e that a !'eade~ can utilise non-visual 
information, such as linguistic knowledge, the less he-she will need 
to devote attention to analysing visual stimuli. For this reason, as 
much visual info~tion as a pe~son needs to identify a single lette~ 
in isolation will permit that pe~son to identify an ent~e word in a 
meaningful context. Smith suggested that reade~s a:e subject to 
"tunnel vision" in so f~ that ~esearch has shown that it takes the 
b~ain one second to identify 5 ~ndom letters from a single eye-
fixation. Since 60 wo~ds per minute is too slow to pe~it ~eading 
with cornp~ehension, the ~eade~ needs to find a way to speed up the 
process. He-she can do this by scanning mo~e quickly, looking less 
accu--ately at individual lette~s, and using previous knowledge of the 
English language to help fill in the mental gaps left by this sampling 
of the visual cues. 
Smith claimed that the recognition of individual wo~ds is not 
necess8-~ for the comprehension of text and that, on the cont~a-~, 
some fo~ of p~evious cornp~ehension is often necess8-~ if the reader 
wants to identify individual wo~ds. He pointed out that, like all 
othe~ languages, ~itten English involves the use of ~edundancy. This 
means that the~e is mo~e than one so~ce of information, eg.: 
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1. visual (ie. the p~inted signs of the text itself); 
2. o~tho~~phic (ie. the ~eade~'s knowledge of sFelling patte~); 
3. syntactic (ie. the ~eader's knowledge of sentence st=uctu=e); and 
4. semantic (ie. the contextual info~tion of the text). 
Smith believed that if the brain is ove~-loaded with visual 
information by concentrating too much on recognising individual 
lette~s and words, the reader will be unable to make use of other 
redundancy-cues of a non-visual kind. The ~esult will be "tunnel 
vision." These views support those of Goodman, for he, too, suggested 
that it is more impo~tant for a ~eader to use holistic, linguistic 
skills when ~eading than to concentrate his-her attention on 
recognising individual wo~ds. 
Niles (1975-76) examined one aspect of Smith's (1971) description 
of the reading process related to the redundancy available in English 
orthography. Niles' study involved 45 subjects: 15 we~e in the 1st 
~de, 15 were in the 3rd ~de and 15 we~e in the 5th grade. He 
examined threev~iables related to the p~inted aspects of the text: 
1. sequential dependency (ie. the fact that some letters corne 
together in English and others do not); 
2. discrirninability (ie. the physical ch~acteristics provided by 
the featu-~l information of the letters); and 
3. word-length. 
He found that the read~s were flexible in the~ utilisation of cue 
sources. Whenever one cue source was at a minimum, it became evident 
that the reader was dependent on another cue so~ce. His research 
provided support for the views of Goodman (1967) and Smith (1971): the 
reader predicts his-her way through written language by utilising the 
implicit knowledge which he-she brings to the task, and this includes 
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knowledge of English ortho~phy, which provides one set of redundancy 
cues. 
Horning (1979) also considered the concept of redundancy. She 
quoted Smith (1971) as suggesting that a fluent and skilful reader is 
one who makes maximum use of redundancy to get meaning from print. 
She explained that Goodman's theory of reading also rested to a large 
extent on the assumption that the reader makes use of redundancy and 
tha t the ability to make use of redundancy-cues was c!"Ucial to 
proficient reading. 
Recht (1976) discussed the self-co~ection process in reading. She 
pointed out that most of the standardised Informal Reading Inventories 
had treated regressions as oral reading e-~ors. She quoted from her 
unpublished resear?h study of 1973, in which she used 47 subjects from 
grades Z, 3, 4 and 6 (ie. about 12 at each level). She found that 
p~oficient readers demonstrated well-developed correction strategies, 
made comp~atively few miscues and successfully corrected a large 
percentage of miscues which they did make. Those readers who 
comprehended the text used the co~ection strategy consistently, and 
this suggested that they were aware of miscues which distorted 
st!"Ucture or meaning. She suggested that self-correction is a 
positive indicator that the reader is comprehending what is being read, 
and her article therefore provided support for Goodman's view that 
regressions should not be treated as errors. 
Kolers (1970) mentioned that one of his experi~ents had indicated 
that the more of a grammatical structure one grasps, the less one is 
likely to make an e!"ror when reading. He suggested that the 
grammatical complexity of a text is an important factor in 
comprehension. 
Fowler (1974) suggested that a sentence is more than just the sum of 
the meaning of the lexical p~ts within the sentence. The reader needs 
to re-create the meaning of a sentence, 
(a) by using ~is-her knowledge of how the words are related to all the 
other words in the language, and 
(b) by considering their interaction within the sentence. 
Many sentences imply more than they state, and even an apparently 
simple sentence may be ambiguous. 
Clay (1968) undertook a syntactic analysis of reading errors. Her 
subjects were 100 children aged 5, whom she saw once per week over a 
period of time. She analysed the substitution errors which they made 
and found that self-corTection occu-~ed more frequently in some 
linguistic classes than others, eg. e~ors involving nouns were 
corrected less often than those which involved pronouns. She 
suggested that there was evidence that the error behaviour of the 
children was guided by the syntactic framework of the sentences being 
read, rather than by the phoneme-grapheme relationships in the 
individual wordS. 
(b) Some authors have attempted to make Goodman's work more easily 
comprehensible. 
Gollasch (1982) collected together fifteen of Goodman's articles, 
• 
because he considered that Goodman's insights had made significant 
contributions to our understanding of the reading process. He 
suggested that a number of principles and attitudes underlying 
Goodman's work set it apart from most traditional research, and 
mentioned the following features: 
1. The utilization of a broad ~e of scientific knowledge from 
various disciplines in the formulation of a theory of reading. 
2. The utilization of desc~iptive ~esearch that observes what the 
reader is doing in as na~al a setting as possible. 
3. The insistence on integ:!"3. ting research and theory. According to 
Gollasch, Goodman sees theo~ NOT as being s~~ly the end product 
of research, but the operational base from which ~esearch evolves. 
The research then in ttL-~ adds to and modifies the theory. 
4. The use of whole stories, in an attempt to eliminate some of the 
problems of using short or ~gmented text. 
5. Detailed and complex data recording which allows a broad, holistic 
view of the on-going process in context, as well as a flexibility 
of focus. 
6. A positive view of all chil~en as competent language learners 
that focusses on the~ strengths and accomplishments ~ther than 
the~ weaknesses and failures. 
Gollasch commented that these principles and attitudes were positive 
factors that had contributed to the relevance and accuracy of 
Goodman t s research findings. 
Cambou-~e (1977) provided a sympathetic consideration of Goodman's 
views. He concluded that Goodman's work was not suited to an 
evaluative st-~tegy which seeks to validate or invalidate hypotheses 
produced from a theoretical position by testing them against other 
empirical resea-"1"Ch findings. Goodman's approach was nattL-~listic in so 
f~ that he claimed to study children while they read books within the 
school environment. His approach was not a 1aborato~-centred, 
experimental method in which the ~esearcher engages in a manipulative 
study of cause and effect within a specially created situation. 
Cambou-~e pointed out that although Goodman's model rested on the 
assumption that ~itten text and oral speech are merely alternative 
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forms of the same language p~ocess, some ~ese~che~s had disag~eed 
with him and had asse~ted that ~itten text is a secon~J, more 
abstract representation of o~l speech. According to Ca~bourne, 
Goodman's assumption led him to believe: 
(a) that chil~en should be able to le~n to ~ead quite easily because 
by the age of 5 o~ 6 they have acqu~ed basic language skills; and 
(b) that there was a direct link between the reader's perception of 
printed words and his-her semantic unde~standing. He strongly 
de-emphasized the role of decoding from print to sound. 
Cambou-~e explained that this brought the Goodman model into 
conflict with other theories of the process of beginning reading, 
since it: 
(a) denied the idea of distinct stages in reading development; and 
(b) denied the idea of decoding to speech or speech sounds. 
CambOUL~e pointed out that Goodman's model of reading was relevant 
not only to researchers but to teachers. If accepted by teachers, 
many of Goodman's ideas would have a profound effect on methods of 
teaching and therefore ultimately on Children. Cambou-~e suggested 
that so far as reading-researchers and teachers were concerned the 
major controversial aspects of Goodman's model we~e as follows: 
1. De-emphasis on decoding to speech or sound as a necessary 
intermediate step between grapheme and comprehension of meaning; 
2. Denial of the notion that a hierarchy of sub-skills is a 
necess8-~ aspect of beginning instruction; 
3. Support for the encouragement of making the fullest use of the 
internalized knowledge that the speakers of a language have; and 
4. De-emphasis on the teaching of phonics in any form and a denial 
that such analysis is either a useful or necessary method of 
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getting meaning. 
CambOlL."""ne suggested that we can evaluate Good .... nan' s wo:::-k in two ways: 
1. We can study the inte~l consistency and validity of the 
generation process which he has employed, eg. Are his categories 
clear? How fine are the distinctions? 
2. We can consider his two critical assumptions that the written mode 
of language is independent of speech, and that oral reading 
provides a window on to the process of silent reading. 
Cambou-"""ne's article may have educational implications which go 
beyond his immediate consideration of the controversy su-~ounding 
Goodman's model of reading. The four controversial items listed by 
Cambou-~e seem to indicate new roles for both teachers and pupils, in 
so far that Goodman's model implies that child.~n can teach themselves 
to read and do not need the traditional system in which teachers 
control their pupils' rate of progress by using graded books and 
phonic schemes. Guthrie's model, which presents phonic sub-skills as 
the prima.-ry factor in becoming a skilled reader, may encourage the 
view that a teacher needs to take cont:::-ol of the learning si~~tion. 
These educational implications are considered further in Chapter Ten. 
M. 
4.2 Alternative views to those of Goodman. 
(a) Some authors have p~esented views which. ~hough si~il~ to those 
of Goodman. p~ovide alte~tive ideas. 
Cla~k and Cla~k (1977) explained that while chil~en a~e acqu~L~c 
the~ knowledge of spoken lan~lage they use context to help them 
lea~ the meanings of p~eviously unknown wo~ds. They use their 
existing knowledge together with contextual cues to form hypotheses 
about what new wo~ds might mean. Goodman believed that chil~en use 
a similar app~oach when reading and it was for this reaso~ that he 
suggested that even beginning ~eaders should be able to read easily, 
because they can utilise the~ knowledge of language. Clark and 
Clark, however, were of the opinion that it can take years for 
children's understanding of spoken words to coincide with adult 
understanding. This L~lies that young readers cannot necessarily 
rely on their linguistic skills to the same extent as adult readers 
can. 
Fowle~ (1974) pointed out that any national language includes many 
different styles and registers of speech within it, such as baby-
talk, women's language, the language of' television advertising, and 
pub conversation. Native speakers of a language need to be able to 
appreciate dif'ferent styles of speaking, and the problem for the 
~ 
maturing child is to le8-~ to be flexible in his-her response to 
switches in style. Fowler stated that linguistic capabilities differ 
from one individual to another. There ~e subtle variations which 
result partly from general experience and partly from such factors as 
intelligence, memory and educational experience. He quoted Carol 
Chomsky's (1969) work in which she had spe~~ated on the possibility 
that some speakers never attain certain parts of' linguistic struc~e. 
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C~ol Chomsky's (1969) rese~ch p~ovided some evidence fo~ the idea 
that chil~en develop the~ linguistic abilities at diffe~ing rates 
and cannot be conside~ed equivalent to adults. She pointed out that 
fo~ a wo~d such as 'promise' a child seems to acqu~e semantic 
knowledge of its meaning f~st and late~ pro~esses to a knowledge of 
its syntactical use. She found that some chil~en aged 5.0 to 6.0 
years confused the following two const~ctions which appe~ to be 
simil~: 
(a) John promised Mary to shovel the driveway. 
(b) John told MB-ry" to shovel the driveway. 
C~ol Chomsky explained that a native speake~ knows the types of 
syntactic st~c~e that may be associated with each ve~b, and that 
the total set of const~ctions pe~itted by a verb is part of the 
information that a speaker needs to learn. 
She studied chil~en's acquisition of four syntactic structures by 
testing 40- children between the ages of 5 and 10 at elementary schools 
in the Boston area. She found that active acquisition of syntactic 
knowledge was taking place up to the age of 9.0 and perhaps even 
beyond. This contradicted the commonly held view that a child has 
mastered the structures of his native language by the time he reaches 
-
the age of six. 
Although Slobin's (1966) research led him to state that the 
g.!"aI1lm8.tical system appea.!'s to be well developed in a child by the age 
of six, he suggested that the more simple aspects of the grammatical 
and semantic systems a.!'e stabilised at an earlier age than the more 
complex. He thought it reasonable to conclude that linguistic leB-~ing 
continues throughout childhood. After the child is able to speak 
, 
grammatically, its leB-~g involves increasing skill in manipulating 
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the more complex and subtle aspects of the system. 
Clay (1969) quoted Festin~er:r (1958) work, which had discussed the 
concepts of "cognitive dissonance" and "perceptual dissonance" in the 
reading process. His view had been that the reade~ needs to be awa=e 
of any lack of agreement (ie. dissonance) between what he expects to 
read and his actual response to the print before him. Clay repeated 
the idea that the reader must not only predict what is going to corne 
but should check to ascertain that his responses have been correct. 
She suggested that in order to predict and check successfully a ma~e 
reader will use cues f!'om dimensions such as phonol~gy, mO:!"phology, 
syntax and g!"aphic aspects of a text. The beginning'. reader has 
limited knowledge of these dimensions. Clay's view differed from that 
of Goodman in so far that she considered beginning readers and matlu"e 
readers to be different in their. ability to use a VlU'iety of cues to 
help them predict their way through texts. 
(b) The following authors have queried Goodman's views mo~e strongly. 
Mosenthal (1976) attempted to validate the idea that reading 
competence uses the same linguistic competence that the auditory 
processing of language uses. His research findings suggested to him 
that although silent reading and auditory processing employ the same 
comprehension competence, reading aloud does not. 
A study by Lassen, Ingvar and Skinh¢j (1978) revealed that reading 
silently and reading aloud involved different patterns of activity in 
the cerebral cortex. This suggests that reading silently and reading 
aloud are not neurologically equivalent. 
These two articles seem to indicate that it is necessa.~ to 
reconsider Goodman's view that oral reading provides a window on to 
the reading process. There maybe processes in reading which do not 
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become evident when ~eade~s ~espond to texts o~ally. In that case, 
child!-en' s o~ reading may p~ovid.e only pa-Y-tial info::-ma. tion as to the 
nature of ·the reading process. ~~scue analysis may provide only one 
window among several. 
Blanchard (1979) made several comments concerning Goodman's (1965) 
~esea~ch study, which had been P3--t of the basis for his (1967) model 
of reading: 
1. Blanchard suggested that Goodman had drawn a number of causal 
implications ~om descriptive statistics. He had provided 
insufficient methodological information of the study to enable a 
robust ve~ification of his findings to be made. 
2. Blanchard cOITDllented that the study's only measure of reading or 
linguistic achievement had been oral reading fluency. The~e had 
been no other meas~es of achievement, such as comprehension 
tests, which might have provided a clearer pic~e of the effects 
of introducing new words in isolation rather than in context. 
3. There had been no control groups or othe~ training grouj2s besides 
those which received words-in-isolation training. No groups had 
received training on new wo~ds in context. Blanchard therefo~e 
concluded that Goodman had failed to support his most widely 
_ accepted implication: that subjects would "learn" better as a 
result of encounte!"ing new words in context. Blanchard implied 
that Goodman had made this assumption without sufficient research 
evidence. 
Newman (1979) disagreed with Goodman and Smith in several 
pa!"tiC\.ll.a!"s. He commented that they had failed to high-light the 
significance o'f: 
1. Those misreadings which result in the unmeaningful distortion of 
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text. He asked why many children fail to correct mistakes in 
~eading which they would almost ce~tainly co~ect when in a 
speaking o~ listening situation. 
2. The difficulty which reade~s face when attempting to dete~ine the 
meanings of new words in context. Newman stated that a review of 
the literature indicated that good as well as poor readers have 
problems in identifying wo~ds f~om their oontext. 
3. The idea that the inability to read accurately could res~t f~om a 
limite~ knowledge of phonics. He suggested that phonic knowledge 
is essential under oertain conditions, because there are basic 
differences between the perception and comprehension of speech and 
~eading. 
4. The p~oblem of snail-pace reading, in which the reader proceeds 
word by word, whioh results in inadequate oomp~ehension. 
Newman claimed that Goodman and Smith had not fully accounted fo~ 
these four types of common reading behaviour. 
Thompson (1984) provided a review of the literature concerning self-
co~ections. He commented on the idea that when readers cor~ect oral 
miscues this ~eflects efficient reading. He suggested an alternative 
inte~retation: self-co~ectioris to some extent reflect L~complete 
p~ocessing that oc~~s with premature responding. He claimed that on 
the evidence availa?le there was no adequate empirical suppo~t fo~ tte 
olaim that high pro~ess readers are more discerning than low pro~ess 
readers in the quality of the e~~ors tEat they selectively self-
oorrect. Nor was the~e adequate suppo~t for ~eco~~ending that teachers 
should try to increase the incidence of a child's self-cor~ections. 
Wixson (1979) p~ovided a ~eview of miscue analysis. She stated 
that the information reported up until that time suggested to he~ that 
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both the assumptions unde~lying ~iscue analysis ~~d the?~ocedu=es 
used to analyse mis~~es ~equi~ed additional empi~ical explicaticn ~_i 
validation. 
The~e was evidence that miscue patte~s VaL~ as the result of such 
facto~s as: 
1. the inst!"Uctional method received by the reader; 
2. the reader's background;; 
3. the reader's skills; 
4. the reader's pu-l'ose for reading; and 
5. the specific nature of the reading material. 
Wixson suggested that the~e were at least two possible implications 
of this obse~ation: 
1. Miscue patterns as identified by standard miscue analysis 
procedures did not provide an ac~ate reflection of the reading 
R~ocess. 
2. Alte~tively it was possible that the reading process is variable 
and that it therefore produces variable miscue patterns. 
The articles ln this section are representative of authors who 
have provided alternative views to those of Good'1lan. Their views 
indicate that it is desirable to ·reconside~: 
1. Whether young readers and ma~e readers may be considered 
equivalent in the~ ability to use linguistic skills when reading; 
2. Whether reading aloud may be considered equivalent to silent 
reading; 
3. Whether Goodman's descriptive research methods were adequate 
to sustain the conclusions which he drew; 
4. Whether Goodman underestimated the difficulties involved in 
reading new words in context; 
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5. Whethe.:- Goodman unde.:-estimated the value of using phonics as a 
strategy which aids the .:-eader to read new words in context; and 
6. Whether Goodman's model adequately helps to explain the behaviour 
of those reade.:-s who .:-ead at a slow, word-by-wo.:-d pace. 
Guth.:-ie's (1973) model of .:-eading is pa~ticula.!"ly concerned with 
item 5. He suggested that disabled .:-eaders a.:-e equivalent to young 
beginning .:-eaders in so far that they have similar weaknesses in thei.= 
ability to utilise phonic cues (ie. grapheme-phoneme associations) 
when reading, and that mature readers are able to integrate their use 
of phonic cues effectively with their other reading strategies. 
Various authors have provided similar views to those of Guthrie, and 
a selection of their work is presented in the next section. 
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5.0 A~ evaluation of Gut~ie's ~odel. 
5.1 SL~ila~ views to those of Gut~ie. 
(a) Some autho~s have ~~esented evidence to suzgest t~at t~e abili~, ~~ 
read well is closely ~elated to the ability to decode eas~l¥ frc~ 
p~int to sound. 
Clark (1976) studied 32 young children who were already reading 
fluently and ~th understanding when they sta=ted school in Scotland 
at about the age of five. She found that all these children showed 
the necessa-~ decoding skill to tackle, without contex~ual cues to 
help them, many words which they were lL~ikely to have met in print or 
even in their spoken language. 
Golinkoff (1975-76) reviewed lite~ture conce~ing comprehension 
processes in readers who reveal good and poor comprehension of texts. 
She explained that various pieces of rese~ch evidence suggested that 
poor decoding skills may hamper the p~ocess whereby the reader 
mentally organises text into units larger than the single word, and 
that poor comprehenders may possess inadequate decoding skills. She 
quoted Golinkoff and Rosinski's (1976) research which indicated that 
the good cornprehender seems to be capable of ~pid and accurate basic 
wo~d-recognition. 
Steinheiser and Guthrie (1977) used the experimental method which 
involves the analysis of response latencies. (A response latency is 
the period of time taken by a subject to respond to a stimulus). They 
obtained response latencies in word-matching and sentence completion 
tasks from disabled readers, normal readers matched with the disabled 
readers for age, and normal readers matched with the disabled readers 
for reading-level. 
The group of disabled reade~s was significantly slowe~ t~~ ~~e 
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normal ~oup on both tasks and did not differ from the young normal 
group. None of the groups required more time for completing sentences 
than for rna tching words, which indica ted that the semantic processing 
of these sentences was highly automatised. The disabled and younger 
groups were slower on words that looked similar than on dissimilar 
words, whereas the older subjects were the same on both types of word. 
None of the groups of children seemed to require ext--a. time for 
semantic processing beyond that needed for perceptual and decoding 
operations. Steinheiser and Guthrie suggested that this indicated 
that perceptual and decoding processes are learned by normal readers 
but are a prims...ry source of deficiency in disabled readers. 
Shankweiler and Liberman (1972) suggested that a basic question 
was whether the major barrier to reading acquisition is in reading 
connected text or whether it may be instead in dealir~ with individual 
words and their components. Their research studies investigated this. 
The subjects in their first experiment were 20 'boys from grade 2, 
18 pupils from grade 3, a complete class of 30 boys and girls, and 
20 boys from grade 4. The subjects were given two tasks: (a) they 
were requi-~d to read pa...~graphs which were graded so as to vary in 
level of difficulty (the Gray Oral Reading Test), and (b) they were 
required to read two lists of words. Shankweiler and Libennan found 
that there was a moderate to high relationship 'between errors on the 
word lists and perfo~ce on the Gray pB-~graphs. 
The correIa tions in their first experiment suggested to them that 
the child may encounter his major difficulty at the level of the word: 
his reading of connected text tends to be only as good or' as poor as 
his reading of individual words. 
The problems of the beginning reader appeared to have more to do 
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with the synthesis of syllables than with the scar~L~g of la=ge~ uni~~ 
of cor~ected text. Shankweile~ and Libe~ commented that thei= work 
p~ovided ~esults which we~e in ag~eement with Katz and ~icklund (197:): 
good and poo~ ~eade~s among young children do not diffe~ in :he ~ates 
at which they scan wo~ds but in the~ ability to cope ivith individual 
wo~ds and syllables. 
Shankweile~ and Libe~n suggested that the slow ~te of ~eadir~ 
individual wo~ds might cont~ibute, as much as inac~acy, to poor 
performance when ~eading pa=agraphs. They then suggested that this 
could be explained by the ~apid temporal decay in P~ima..-7 memory. I~-' 
it takes too long to ~ead a given wo~d, the preceding words will have 
been fo~gotten befo~e a ph=ase o~ sentence has been completed. 
A fu..--ther expe~iment by Sha.'1kweiler and Liberman (1972) compared 
their subjects' ~esponses to spoken and written wo~ds~ The children 
were requ~ed to ~epeat wo~ds from a word list on one occasion and 
~ead the list aloud on anothe~ day. Shankweiler and Libe!"man found 
that for the listening task the~ subjects made more e~ors involving 
consonants than vowels; for the reading task their subjects made more 
errors involving vowels than consonants. This seemed to indicate that 
mis-hea=ing diffe~s from mis-reading in certain respects. They 
concluded from these two studies that the wo~d and its components ~e 
o~ prima-~ impo~tance in the reading process. These components may be 
syllables, or smaller units such as letter combinations which represent 
vowel sounds (eg. ee, ea, 00, ou). 
Shankweiler and Liberman therefore claimed that the perception of 
"speech by reading" has p~oblems which ~e sepa--a te and distinct f~om 
the p~oblems of perceiving speech by ea=. 
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(b) Some autho~s have suggested that it is necessa-~ fo~ ~eade~s ~o ~e 
able to p~ocess p~inted ~ate=ial le~~e= by let~e~. 
Gough (1972) explained tr.at rese~ch studies by Tinker (1958) ar.d 
Spe~ling (1960) had shown that the recognition of individual letters 
can be ve~f rapid. He presented a model of ~eading in which he 
suggested that readers need to be aware of all the letters which a=e 
scanned when reading a sentence, because of the limitations of what he 
called ~im~~ ~emo~ (ie. a small-capacity mental storage system, 
where 4 - 5 verbal items ~e maintained for a matter of seconds). 
Gough (1972, page 354) stated that, "If it takes too long to read 
a given word, the content of the immediately preceding words will have 
been lost from the Prim~ry Memory and comprehension will be prevented. 
If the wo~d in question is ~ead aloud, it will necessarily be ~ead as 
a citation form, and ,the child's oral reading will sound like a list 
just because he is, in fact, reading a list. To prevent this, the 
child who would understand must t~ to read rapidly, and if he cannot 
quickly identify a word, he must guess ••• A guess rray be a good thing, 
for it may preserve the integrity cf sentence comprehension. But 
~ather than being a sign of normal reading, it indicates that the child 
did not decode the word in question rapidly, enough to read normally. 
The good ~eader need not guess: the bad should not." 
This theo~y seems to be supported by Allington's (1978a) study, in 
which it was concluded that weak readers appear to need the~ 
linguistic skills as an aid to word recognition, and therefore do not 
have sufficient attention available fo~ using the~ linguistic skills 
as an aid to fluent, meaningful reading (see Chapter 7.4). 
Gough believed that in order to identify words quickly and 
accurately, it was necessary to be aware of the individual lette~s in 
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each wO!"d. He concluded (1972, page 3E4), "In t~e model I r.ave 
outlined, the Reade~ is not a guesse~. ~om the outside he appears 
to go f~om p~int to meaning as if by magic. But I have contended 
that this is an illusion, that he ~eally plods t~ough the senter.ce, 
lette~ by letter, wo~d by wo~d." 
Baron and St~awson (1976) unde!"took an expe~iment which compared 
the time taken by subjects to ~ead t~ee diffe~ent kinds of stimuli: 
1. regular wo!"ds, which followed the "~lesfl of English ortho~aphy; 
2. exception words, which broke those !"Ulesj and 
3. nonsense wo~ds, which could only be pronounced acco!"ding to the 
~les, since they we~e not genuine wo!"ds. 
The~ 30 subjects we~e students at the Unive~sity of Pennsylvania. 
Baron and St!"awson found that the subjects !"ead the ~egular words more 
quickly than both the nonsense wo~ds and the exception words. Their 
analysis led them to suggest that adult readers continue to use 
spelling~sound cor~espondence. rules (ie. ~apheme-phoneme associations) 
when reading a wo:-d, despite previous learning of the association 
between the total visual impact of the wo:-d and its entire 
pronunciation. 
(c) Some autho!"s have a:-gued that basic word-~ecognition needs to be 
quick, accu=ate and automatic. 
LaBerge and Samuels (1974) stated that they viewed reading 
acquisition as a se~ies of skills. They pointed out that during the 
execution of a complex skill, it is necessary to co-ordinate many 
component p~ocesses within a very short period of ti~e. If each 
component p~ocess requires attention, perforrn~~ce of the complex skill 
will be i~ossible because the capacity of attention will be exceeded. 
A complex skill can only be pe~o~ed successfully if enough of t~e 
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components can be p~ocessed automatically. 
They suggested that v~ious sub-skills in the ~eading F=oce3s ~eed 
to be pe~o~ed automatically so that sufficient attention can be 
available fo= highe~ mental p~ocesses. They believed that, althcugh 
it is possible fo~ a child to lea~ to distinguish lette~s accu=atel:r 
afte~ ~elatively little experience of them, letter recognition 
neve~theless involves a considerable amount of attention; a child 
must lea~ to ~ecognise lette~s automatically if he is to acqu~e new 
skills which involve combinations of these lette~s. At each level of 
p~ocessing, the ~eade~ needs to achieve more than ~e~ely accu=ate 
~esponses: the ~esponses must be automatic, so that sufficient 
attention is available for ~the~, higher levels of processing. 
They ag~eed with most p~actitione=s involved in skill-learning 
that p~actice leads to automaticity. They suggested that the fluent 
~eader has presumably mastered each of the reading sub-skills at the 
automatic level, and has also made the integ=ation of these sub-skills 
automatic. They concluded that accu-~cy is not a sufficient ~iterion 
for readiness to advance to skills which build on the sub-skills at 
hand. One should take into account the amount of attention required 
by these sub-skills. 
Samuels, Begy and Chen (1975) undertook two expe~iments to comp~e 
the recognition strategies and speed at which less skilled and mo~e 
highly skilled ~eaders were able to recognise words p~esented on a 
tachistoscope. Their subjects in the first experiment we~e good and 
poor 4th grade ~eaders (ie. their ages were from 9.0 - 10.0); 
underg~duates and 4th g~ade pupils were used in their second 
experiment. 
Before Samuels et alia unde~took their main exper~~ents, the 
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subjects we~e tested and found to be able to ~ecognise the wc~is w~e~ 
they we~e flashed on the tachistoscope: with ~eg~d to ac~acy of 
wo~d ~ecognition, the fluent and less fluent reade~s we~e equal. The 
expe~iments the~efo~e seemed to llldicate that what diffe~entiated able 
and less able ~eade~s was the speed of !"ecognition of the individua::'" 
wo~ds. 
Acco~ding to Samuels et alia, thei~ ~esults suggested that, 
comp~ed with less able ~eaders, mo!"e fluent !"eade~s we~e: 
1. faster on wo!"d-~ecognition; 
2 •. superior in the ability to generate a t~get wo~d when given the 
aid·of context and mini~al cues from the ta~get word itself; and 
3. superior in the awa!"e~ess when a false recognition had been made. 
They warned that thei!" findings we~e co~elational and could not be 
viewed as cause-and-effect. They suggested, however, that one 
. 
implication of mo~e rapid wo~d ~ecognition is that better ~eade~s ~e 
p~obably getting the decoding done with less load on attention. Vvllen 
decoding can be accomplished automatically, mo~e attention is then 
available for pu-~oses of comp~ehension. 
Samuels et alia (1975) also demonstrated that at phrase level 
context can eithe~ facilitate or ~eta-~ the speed of word recognition. 
They used wo~ds presented in pa~s (eg. Th\RK NIGHT, LOUD NOISE) which 
we~e sometimes presented together in pairs such as DARK NOISE and LOUD 
NIGHT, in o~der to determine whether the incong~ous combinations 
would inte!'i'ere with the speed of wo~d ~ecogni tion. This was found to 
be the case. Statistical analysis indicated that, both fo~ good and 
poor ~eade~s, normally associated pa~s of words resulted in quicke~ 
wo~d-!"ecogni tion than the incongruous Ea~s. 
Stanovich, Cunningham and West (1981) found that the ove!"all 
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patte~ of ~esults in t~e~ two expe~~~ents was ~easonably consistent 
wi-th the automaticity model of reading p~esented by LaBerge and 
Samuels (1974). The two experiments involved two sepa.!"ate groups, 
each of 24 1st grade children Cie. aged 6.0 - 7.0) fro~ the sa71e 
elementa=y school. Three times ~ing the school yea.!" t~ey were asked 
to perform a Stroop word-colour interference task. This involved 
naming the colOtU"s of stimuli which were either letters, high-frequency 
wo~ds or low-frequency wo~ds. ~~en the amount of interference caused 
by these stimuli was assessed, it was found that the interference 
caused by letters exceeded that caused by high-frequency wo~da. 
Stanovich et alia suggested that the~ work indicated a sha-~ increase 
in the development of automatic recognition of letters and wo~ds 
during the first year of schooling. By the end of the year the 
development of automaticity had begun to level off. This trend was 
particularly true for the skilled readers, who appeared to have 
automatised the recognition of letters, high-frequency words and some 
low-frequency words to an equal extent. 
Biemiller (1977-78) undertook a research study to find !"elationshi~s 
between oral reading rates for letters, words and simple texts in the 
development of reading achievement. His work prov~ded additional 
support for Goodman's (1965) resea.!"ch in so fa!" that he found that all 
his subjects, children and adults, read words in context faster than 
words out of context. Biemiller found, however, that younger and 
poorer readers differed from older and more able readers in speed -
both at the level of reading material consisting of individual, 
unrelated letters, and at the level of reading individual, unrelated 
words. In each case the younger and poorer readers responded to the 
items more slowly than the older and more able readers. 
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These two sets of ~esults were ~elated: those chil~en who read 
lette~s ~elatively slowly, ~ead wo~ds propo~tionately mo=e slowly. 
Biemille~ also found that there was no evidence that the poor readers 
used inter-wo=d st~ctu=e (context) less effectively than the~ more 
able pee=s. He concluded that the results of his study led to two 
major educational implications: 
1. It appe~s that some minimal level of basic word-identification 
speed may be necessa-~ for success in reading. 
2. Slow readers use context as effectively as abler readers to 
facilitate speed. They therefore need to be encou-~ged to 
concentrate on improving the~ basic word-recognition skills by 
spending as much time as possible actually reading. 
Biemiller (1979) interpreted the results of this rese~ch study as 
indicating that, when faced with increasingly difficult reading 
material in relation to their normal reading level, children increase 
their use of graphic information strategies. He found that on their 
most difficult passages, the most able readers made higher proportions 
of graphic e~ors than other children. Bierniller stated that his 
results did not support the view that able readers make less use of 
graphic information than less able readers do. 
(d) Some authors have suggested that weaker readers ~ely on component 
processing when attempting to read individual words, whereas good 
readers ~e able to utilise holistic processing. 
Te~y (1976-77) used the measurement of response latencies to study 
the effect of orthographic transformations upon the speed and accu-~cy 
of semantic categorizations. She undertook a study which involved 
using text presented to subjects as am~or-image. She also used 
words presented in "degraded print", ie. the individual letters were 
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not always fully fo~ed. 
In her f~st experiment (using text presented as a ~~or-~~age) 
the most striking result was the extreme d:op in the subjects' speed 
when reading the transfo~ed text. Tne rate of reading fell as low as 
3.9 words per minute and the subjects' comprehension of the text was 
significantly lower than usual. 
Some subjects complained of eye-strain, which seemed to imply that 
they were reading the mirror-image text in a manner qualitatively 
different from the~ reading of normal text. It seemed possible that 
these subjects were looking at smaller features of the stimuli, such 
as individual letters or letter-features, instead of relying more 
normally on larger units, such as words, confi~-ation clues or 
phrases. 
In the second experiment her subjects were presented with single 
words on a computer-controlled television screen and were required to 
press a button each time that a word represented the name of an 
animal. Since some of the words were more clearly printed than others, 
they were easier to read. Terry found that there was a positive 
relationship between ease of decoding and speed of semantic processing. 
She commented that, depending on the nature of the decodiI~ difficulty 
of a text and the proficiency of the reader, one can undertake visual 
processing at different levels of the hierarchy. For example, with 
regular orthography, letter degradation may be unimportant because the 
reader is processing higher-order units in a holistic way. ".'lith 
unfamiliar orthography, however, processing may occur serially at the 
level of individual letters or even features. 
g~tels, LaBerge and Bremer (1978) investigated characteristics of 
word-processing at various stages of reading development. Their 
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subjects we~e at g~ade 2, g~ade 4, ~ade 6 a~d college leve~, a~i ~e:~ 
~equi~ed to judge whethe~ visually presented single wo=ds we~e a~~~al 
0: non-anillal. The words were in ~egula.r orthography ani va=ied --
length f~om t~ee to six lette~s. Samuels et alia a:tem?tei to 
cOTnJta.!'e component p~ocessing of a word with holistic p~ocessir_6. To 
this end they employed the tecpJrlque involving the meas~ement of 
response latencies. The assumption unde~lying the~ method was that 
component p~ocessing of a wo~d will p~oduce an increase in response 
latency as the number of letters in the word increases, since the ~or~ 
components that need to be processed the mo~e time will be needed for 
the recognition of a word. If on the other hand the subject processes 
the wo~d holistically as a single unit, then the latency of recognition 
should be constant as the length of the word inc~eases (up to some 
limit) • 
The results of the~ study apparently supported the hypothesis 
that beginning reade~s process a word on a component basis and that 
as skill in reading progresses, the reader processes a word in a 
manner which approximates more and mo~e to the holistic strategy 
shown by mature readers. 
The a~ticles and papers in this section have supported ~ut~ie's 
views by suggesting that good ~eaders probably need to be able to 
decode individual words quickly and easily as a f~st step towards 
~eading fluently and with understanding. Various authors have 
presented views which, though similar to those of Gu~hrie, provide 
alternative ideas. A selection of their wo~k is p~esented in the 
next section. 
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5.2 Alte~ative views to those of Gutr:ie. 
(a) Some autho~s have suggested that the findings of expe~i~e~tal 
~ese~ch studies a~e li~;ted in the~ apnlicaticn to an 
unde~standing of the ~eading p~ocess. 
How subjects ~espond to individual, :oa..1'ldom wo!"ds is not necess:~ily 
of ~ect ~elevance when attempting to explain the p~ocess of !"eading 
words in passages of text for the pu-~ose of obtaining meaning. 
Moreover, within the field of expe!"imental psychological research, 
v~ious ~ticles have p:ooduced cont!"adicto!"y findings about the 
pe!"ception, !"ecognition and unde~standing of individual written wo~ds. 
Such cont~dictions may ~esult pa~ly from differences in methodology 
and te~inology. 
Samuels, Begy and Chen (1975) pointed out that their research into 
wo!"d-!"ecognition st~tegies was not an exact duplication of real life 
reading. They explained that their research method had been derived 
f~om a p~tial model of word-recognition, the hypothesis/test model, 
whiCh had been p~oposed by Soloman and Postman (1952), and had been 
expanded from th!"ee stages to foU!": 
Stage 1. (Info!"JTIation Use). Info.nna.tion from the ~eading mate~ial 
already ~ead is utilised. Fo~ example: Fathe!" ~~t the green • 
Stage 2. (Hypothesis Fo~tion). Info~tion f!"om the reading 
material as well as knowledge of the st~ctu=e and rest~~ints of the 
language is used to fo~late hypotheses; that is, the reade~ makes 
p~edictions conce~ning the forthcoming wo!"d. In the example, Fathe~ 
cut the ~een , the next wo~ could be eme~ald, grass, money, 
plant etc •• 
Staie 3. (Test). The hypotheses ~e tested, using new information 
gathe~ed f~om visually discriminating the next word. Partial 
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pe~ceptions of the wo~d o~ the ent~e wo~d may be used fo~ hypothesis 
testing. Info~tion used to test the hypothesis may be a lette~, a 
~oup of lette~s, o~ the whole wo~d. Fo~ example, the ~eade~ may see 
the let te!'s "em" which rna tch t~e wo~d "eme!'ald." 
Stage 4. (Accept/Reject). If the new info~ation ~tches one of Lie 
p!'edicated wo!'ds, the hypothesis is accepted ~~d !'ecognition is ~apid. 
If the new info~ation does not match any of the p~edicated wo!'ds, the 
~eade!' must engage in c~eful time-consuming visual analysis to 
~ecognise the wO!'d. 
Samuels et alia (1975) pointed out that although this model had 
been used for over twenty years and had been considered one of the 
most useful models of wo~d-~ecognition, it p~esented a majo~ problem. 
It takes about 0.2 seconds to generate a prediction at stage 2, and 
yet it takes less than 0.25 seconds to ~ecognise a wo~d in isolation. 
Fo~ this ~eason the model did not account- fo~ the high-speed 
~ecognition ~esponses of fluent ~eade~s when reading meaningful 
material. Samuels et alia suggested that the hypothesis/test 
-
proced~e is too slow to explain adequately what happens in fluent 
~eading. 
Brewer (1972) questioned the ac~acy of Gough's (1972) view that 
reading is essentially a passive p~ocess in which the visual analysis 
of words letter by letter leads to positive !'ecognition of every wo~d 
through phonemic encoding. Brewer pointed out that if this were so, 
then p~oof-~eaders should notice all the er!'ors which occur in texts 
produced ~eady for publication. The fact that proof-read~s sometimes 
overlook mis-p:!"ints suggests that they ~e scanning wo~ds in some way 
that is not, st:!"ictly speaking, letter by letter. 
Wildman and Kling (1978) suggested that sirnil~ c~iticisms could be 
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applied equally well to the model of automaticity which had been 
p~esented by LaBe~ge and Samuels (1974), since this model did not deal 
with the effects of p~io~ semantic context. 
Johnson (1975) commented on the cont~ove~sy as to whethe~ basic 
wo~d-recognition involves letter-by-letter processing or whether it 
involves t~eating words as single-unit display patte~s. He undertock 
three experiments in which a total of 104 psychology students were 
~equ~ed to ~espond to individual letters and individual four- or six-
lette~ words presented on a taChistoscope. He discovered that: 
1. his subjects were able to identify a word more quickly than they 
could identify a letter within a word; 
2. words and letters in isolation were identified equally quickly; 
and 
3. word length appeared to have little or no influence on word 
identification time, even in a pilot study using three- and 
eight-letter words. 
The results seemed to indicate that, so far as adults are conce~ed, 
words are processed as single-unit patterns and that individual letters 
are not identified befo~e the word is identified as a complete entity. 
Patberg, Dewit~ and Samuels (1981) quoted from p~eviol1s research, 
such as Te~, Samuels and LaBerge (1976) and Samuels, LaBerge and 
Bremer (1978), which had indicated that althOU~l skilled readers have 
the option to use either component or holistic processing when 
P!esented with words in isolation, the unskilled reader seems to be 
limited to component processing. Patberg et alia set out to 
investigate the effect which context has on the size of the perceptual. 
unit for readers who would ordinarily use co~onent processing. 
Their subjects were 12 good and 12 poor 2nd g~ade readers, and 
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equal numbe!'s of 4th g!'ade !'eade!'s in a la:ge elements-7 school. T:-_e:r 
we!'e !'equ~ed to ~ead wo!'ds, which va=ied in length f~om ~r~ee to six 
lette!'s, unde= th!'ee conditions of exposu:e: 
1. context (eg. g!'een g~ass); 
2. miscue (eg. =ed g!'ass); and 
3. no context (eg. XXXX f=iend). 
The size of the perceptual unit, and therefore the level of 
processing, was infe~ed f!'om the duration of response latencies fo~ 
wo~ds of vs-~ing length. An inc=ease of ~esponse latency fo!' longe!' 
wO!'ds would indicate component p~ocessing, while the same ~esponse 
latency fo~ words of different length would indicate holistic 
processing. 
Patberg et alia (1981) found that the poor readers, both at 2nd 
grade and at 4th grade level, processed words in a component fashion 
and failed to use context to inc!'ease their speed of wo=d-recognition. 
The poor 4th g!'ade !'eade!'s did use context, howeve~, to help them 
increase the size of the word-recognition unit. The good ~eaders at 
both g~ade levels were using holistic p~ocessing !'ega:dless of how t;-,e 
wO!'ds were presented. The good 2nd grade reade~s did not appea= to 
use context to help thei!' speed of word recognition or thei= level of 
perceptual processing, but the good 4th g!'ade ~eaders seemed able to 
use context to increase thei!' speed of wO!'d !'ecognition. 
Acco!'ding to Patbe!'g et alia the findings of their study suggested 
that the size of the perceptual unit used in word-recognition is 
affected by: 
1. text-driven st~tegies, ie. "bottom-up" factors such as the 
graphic features of each individual word; and 
2. concept-driven strategies, ie. "top-down" factors such as 
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info~tion p~ovided by the ~eade~ in response to co~tex~~a~ ~~es 
within the text. 
Patbe~g et alia suggested that: 
1. As the efficiency of text-d=iven strategies increases, readers 
are able to shift from component to holistic processing. This 
increased efficiency could result from a use of wo~d-featu=e cues 
in order to recognise words instead of letter or spelling-patte~ 
cues, as suggested by LaBerge and Samuels (1974). 
2. The size of the perceptual unit, is also affected by concept-
driven factors. As readers acqu~e some skill, they can use the 
available contextual information and recognise words holistically. 
Graham (1980) examined the ability of three groups of subjects to 
recognise and identify ~itten words. The groups consisted of: 
1. 15 learning-disabled students with reading Rroblems (average age 
= 11.2); 
2. 15 average s~~dents matched with the learning-disabled group for 
reading level and intelligence (average age = 9.0);; and 
3. 15 average students matched with the learning-disabled group for 
age and intelligence (average age = 11.0). 
They undertook two tasks: 
1. They read words from the Sundbye Minimal Contrast Phonics Test, 
which consisted of three- and four-letter nonsense words~ and 
provided a measure of each subject's functional word-attack skills. 
2. They read passages of text at a level difficult enough to produce 
oral reading errors, but not so difficult as to cause extreme 
f~stration. 
Their oral reading miscues were noted. Statistical ar~lysis led 
Graham to believe that the three groups revealed simil~ functional 
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word-attack skills. He found that the 4th, 5th and 6~h g~ade 
lea--ning-disabled students in his study exhibited adequate ~astery Q~ 
symbol-sound associations at the level of single syllables. ~e 
therefo~e suggested that, although direct inst=uction on symbol-
sound associations (such as letters and letter clusters) might be 
beneficial for some students, the routine use of such instruction in 
remedial programs was questionable. 
He suggested that his study also revealed that the learning-
disabled students and the average students used the sa~e cues to 
recognise words in discourse. He pointed out, however, that he had 
not compared the groups' speed of reading. Measurements of the speed 
of oral reading would have provided a measure of the economy with 
which the words had been recognised and identified. 
The pu--pose of Guthrie's (1973) research was to examine the 
development of phoneme-grapheme association skills in readers. The 
tasks which he set his subjects required them to decode from print to 
sound and f~om sound to print. The sub-tests which he chose for 
statistical analysis all stressed the importance of coping with 
spelling patterns in individual words as an important part of the 
reading process. 
He suggested that phonic decoding involved such sub-skills as the 
ability to ~ead aloud (1) nonsense words, (2) one-syllable wo~ds 
containing long vowel sounds, (3) one-syllable words containing short 
vowel sounds, (4) consonant clusters, and (5) single letters of the 
alphabet. He found that these five skills were highly correlated in 
his normal reade~s, but poorly correlated in his disabled readers. 
He therefore believed that sub-skills such as these were separate 
co~onents which were essential to the development of reading skills. 
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(b) Some autho~s have gone beyond these views by suggesting that 
~eade~s need to be able to utilise diffe~ent mental ~outes to 
meaning d~ing the p~ocess of wo~d-~ecognition. 
Kole~s (1970) explained that he had made a nurnbe~ of studies 
concerned with pa tte~n-~ecogni tion and bi-liIl::,tTUalism. :-:e suggested 
that skilled ~eading involves t~ee levels of competence: 
1. pe~ceptions of cha~acte~s, and visual operations; 
2. pe~ception of syntax, and sensitivity to gramm~;: and 
3. di~ect perception of the meanings of p~inted words. 
He suggested that the maximum rate of letter-by-letter scanning is 
3 - 4 letters pe~ second and that the resulting speed· of 30 - 40 words 
pe~ minute is too slow to enable ~eaders to comprehend texts. His 
researches led him to believe that there might be two aspects to the 
co~ect identification of individual words: 
1. an initial schematization, ie. a rough sketch or general frame-
work of what the visual system must construct in orde~ to 
~ep~esent mentally what has been presented; and 
2. a subsequent impletion, or filling in, which puts the individual 
letters into order. 
He therefore suggested that the percept±on of serial displays, 
such as wo~ds consisting of lette~s, consists of three stages: 
1. Scanning in order to form a schema; 
2. Ordering of the schematic elements; and 
3. Impleting, ie. the filling-in of the schematized, but o~dered, 
items. 
He suggested that errors in word-identification might occur at the 
L~pletion stage ~ather than at the scanning stage. 
He quoted f~om his previous research study, (Kolers , 1966a), in 
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which he had p~esented subjects with lists of wo~ds, some of which 
appea~ed in English only, some in ~ench only, and some i~ bi-lingua~ 
pai~s. The ~esults had suggested that words a=e pe~ceived and 
remembe~ed prefe~entially in te~s of thei~ meanings and not in te:~s 
of thei.!- appe~ances o~ sounds. 
He also quoted f~om another a~ticle,(Kole~s~ 196Gb), in which he 
had suggested that when a reader knows the words of a language, he 
pe~ceives printed words d.irectly in terms of thei.!- meanings. 
LaBerge and Samuels (1974) discussed the theoretical ~elationships 
between visual and phonological systems in thei.!- model of automatic 
information processing in reading. They suggested that a fluent 
reader's mental ~esponses to a visually presented word could follow 
five optional routes to reach the final stage of activating a meaning 
within the mind. Two of the options ~e as follows: 
Option 1: The graphemic stimulus is automatically coded into a visual 
word code, which automatically activates the meaning code. 
I 
An example is "be~" o~ "b~e," or any very common wo~d 
which is not processed by Option 2. 
Option 2: The graphemic stimulus is automatically coded into a visual 
word code, which automatically activates the phonological 
code. This code then automatically excites the meaning 
code. An example is any very common word which is no~ 
processed by Option 1. 
LaBerge and Samuels suggested that these two optionsfrepresented 
what many people consider to be the goal of fluent reading, in so fa= 
that the reader can maintain his attention continuously on the 
meaning units of semantic memory, while the decoding from visual to 
semantic systems proceeds automatically. They quoted Kolers' (1970) 
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view that a visual wo~d code may be associated di~ectly with a 
semantic meaning code. The~ model included this possibilit:r: a 
visual input may at times lead di~ectly to a semantic ~es~onse a.r:.d 
thus by-pass the ind~ect ~oute which involves phonological decoding. 
Golinkoff and Rosinski (1976) found that with the com~on f~st-
I 
g~ade level wo~ds used in their study, even unskilled comp~ehende~s 
accessed the meanings of the dist~acto~ wo~ds in semantic memory and 
the~efo~e expe~ienced inte~e~ence. They suggested that with common 
wo~ds the ~eade~ can by-pass the "phonological code" and access the 
wo~ds d~ectly in semantic memory. They ~efe~edto the LaBe~ge and 
Samuels (1974) model of automaticity as p~oviding suppo~t fo= thei~ 
explanation of the~ findings. 
B~on (1977) also refe~ed to the LaBe~ge and Samuels (1974) model 
of automatic info~ation p~ocessing in reading, which had explained 
that many complex skills seem to ~equire automatization of the~ 
component sub-skills befo~e fluent integration can oc~. Baron 
suggested that the ability to p~onounce p~inted wo~ds aloud is a 
. 
sub-skill of ~eading which is one of the most difficult to leaL~ and 
yet apparently one of the most essential. He pointed out that it is 
possible to =ead aloud without any awa~eness of meaning whatsoeve~, 
since this is one aspect of reading Hebrew prayers aloud fo~ the 
Jewish Bar-Mitzvah ce~emony in No~h )~erica. 
His ~ese~ches seemed to indicate that different mechanisms exist 
fo~ the reading of wo~ds, and that fluent readers v~~ in the extent 
to which they ~ely on one mechanism or another. Words with ir~egul~ 
spelling patterns are treated differently from words spelt regularly. 
He suggested that the mature and fluent utilisation of multiple paths 
to word-recognition might =equ~e considerable intellectual effort i~ 
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the early stages of leB--ning that skill. The inexperien~ed reader 
might need to acq1.li..:-e st!'ategies for leB-""l1ing how to shift f:-c:n one 
mental path to another when attempting to recognise words. 
Baron commented that a beginning reader who understands the rules 
of o:-thography can in essence teach himself to read without continual 
feedback f~om a teacher who tells him the identity of each new word 
which he encounters. 
Bf.ifr;C)n and e.arO;'TI (1977) referred to various pieces of evidence 
which indicated that the~e are at least two ways in which an adult 
reader may derive meaning from a printed word: 
1. The indirect path involves representing the sound of a word ~~d 
then using the representation of that sound to obtain access to 
meaning in a way that is somewhat similar to listening to speech. 
2. The direct path involves by-passing sound and using a sirnItle 
association between the visual pattern of the printed word and its 
meaning. 
Baron and Barron suggested that a child who can decode from p~int 
to sound is able to figure out new words for himself and thus, in 
essence, teach himself to read. Once he has decoded a word he may 
then use the direct path to meaning from that time on. 
They concluded by suggesting that Baron's (1977) article provided 
evidence that phonemic memory is used in reading extended text. 
Children might need to rely on phonemic memory more than adults, partl3T 
because they read more slowly and therefore need to retain information 
for a longer time. Such reliance on phonemic memory might help to 
explain the use of sub-vocalization while reading. Barnn and 3B-~on 
commented that children's use of phonemic representation as a means of 
obtaining meaning from a text (the indirect path) would be a suitable 
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topic fo~ ~the~ study. 
(c) Some autho~s have p~ovided info~ation which £oes beyond the 
two models of ~eading. 
At least ~o~ aspects o~ ~eading - which seem ~elevant to any 
discussion o~ word-recognition - were not conside~ed in any depth 
eithe~ by Goodman (1967) or by Guthrie (1973). It seems desirable 
to examine: 
1. the phenomenon of dyslexia; 
2. the natu=e of memory processes;; 
3. the possible influence of emotional factors; and 
4. the reade~' s cul~_al backg!'ound so far as orthog!'aphy is 
concerned. 
In order to provide a wider perspective on the nature of word-
recognition some information concerming these four aspects is 
presented in the next chapter. 
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6.0 Beyond the two models of ~eading. 
6.1 Some recent resea.!"ch in-+;o deep- and surface-d::slexia. 
(a) Deep dyslexia and basic word-recognitio~. 
The previous section presented a selection of views from authors 
who provided alternative views to those of Guthrie within the field cf 
educational research. Some of the evidence indicated the possible 
existence of several mental path-ways to basic word-recognition. ':::':,e 
field of medical research has also provided evidence which indicates 
the possibility that readers recognise individual, random words by 
utilising a variety of mental routes to meaning. Some recent medical 
research into dyslexia seems to provide additional support for the 
concept of "two routes" to basic word-recognition. 
Marshall and Newcombe (1980) explained that in 1971 they had 
proposed the existence of a symptom-complex which they called deep 
dyslexia and which exhibited the following fo~s of behaviour when 
individual words were read aloud by patients: 
1. The production of semantic errors, 
eg. dinner mis-read as food, 
tall mis-read as long, 
uncle mis-read as cousin. 
2. The production of derivational errors, 
eg. wise mis-read as wisdom, 
strange mis-read as stranger, 
bi.!"th mis-read as born. 
3. The production of visual errors, 
eg. stock mis-read as shock, 
crowd mis-read as crown. 
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4. The p:-oduction of one function wo:-d instead of anothe!', 
eg. fo!' rnis-!'ead as and, 
his mis-read as she. 
Colthea:-t (1979) desc!'ibed th!'ee types of deep dyslexia. ~e 
explained that the essential symptom of deep dyslexia is the semantic 
e!'Tor, which was f~st described by the English ne~ologist Hughlings 
Jackson, in 1878. Jackson studied a patient in whom damage to the 
left ce!'ebral hemisphe!'e had p!'oduced a !'eading diso!'der. \Vhen asked 
to read aloud single printed words, the patient mis-read TABLE as 
"cha~" and mis-!'ead other words in a similar way. This type of e!'To:-
is called the semantic error, because the patient must have unde!'stood 
the meaning of the word to some extent. Although the !'esponse is 
incor!'ect, it is semantically related to the stimulus. 
Deep dyslexics also produce visual er:-ors, in which the response 
resembles the stimulus visually, :-ather than semantically, 
eg. scandal mis-read as sandals. 
The thi!'d kind of e!'!'or is more complex. The patient appears to 
produce an initial meaning which is related to a word which looks 
similar to the target-word. This leads to the production of a 
subsequent meaning, which is sirnilar to the initial meaning, but 
completely different to the target-word in both sound and meaning, 
eg. sympathy (symphony) 
favOUZ" (flavour) 
overtu-~ (overture) 
mis-read as 
mis-read as 
mis-read as 
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orchestra, 
taste, 
music. 
(b) Some possible causes of deep dyslexia. 
Va~ious autho~s have attempted to explain the ~easons fo~ such 
e!'~o!'s in ~ead.ing single wo!'ds, and Colthe8.!'t, Patte!'son and :,~shall 
(1980) suggested that the study of deep dyslexia might be relevant tc 
the study of no~al ~eading and language functions. 
Colthea!'t (1980) explained that a majo~ cha-~cte~istic of deep 
dyslexia is the patient's appa:ent inability to gain access ,to, o~ to 
c~eate, phonological rep~esentations of printed letter-st~ings. This 
can lead to p~oblems, when reading non-wo~ds and pseudo-homophones, 
such as "b!"ane" and "burd". He commented that until a short time 
p!"eviously the!"e had been no experimental work which provided 
convincing cla!'ification of the importance of phonological ~ecod.ing 
for adult reading, and yet v~ious authors had been willing to make 
p~onouncements on this issue. He quoted ten autho~s, two of whom a=e 
presented below to rep~esent the cont~asting views: 
1. Reading does not need to p~oceed by the ~eader's fo~ing auditory 
representations of printed words. (Kolers, 1970) 
2. The printed word is mapped on to a phonemic representation by the 
reader. (Gough, 1972) 
Coltheart believed that relevant evidence had been emerging f~om 
!"ecent experimental studies. He produced a f~ework which ass~~es 
the existence of an inte~l lexicon which embodies all the knowledge 
which a person has concerning the words in his vocabulary (see Fig. 2). 
His dia~ is limited to the two precesses of comprehension and 
pronunciation and it is assumed that a word is comprehended when access 
is gained to its lexical ent~. 
He explained that the~e ~e sL~ple p!"oofs that all th!"ee pathways 
must exist. Path A, the direct path from a p!"inted letter-string via 
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Figure 2. Ins and outs of the internal lexicon. 
(taken from Coltheart, Patterson and Marshall, 1980, 
page 202) 
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the visual code (by-passing the phonological code) must exist, beca~se 
normal readers can pronounce exception words cor~ectly. Fat~ C must 
exist, because no~al readers can read non-words. Path 3 TUS: exist 
since normal readers can make decisions about pseudo-homophones, 
eg. does FROCKS sound like a kind of animal? The answer to this kL~d 
of question must depend upon phonological recoding followed by 
lexical access to the word - fox. 
Colthea~t's research findings indicated that in a lexical decision 
task fo~ single words, lexical access is always by direct visual code 
(pathway A). Only when access to a lexical entry is L~ossible 
-
(ie. when the stimulus is a non-wo=d) can pathway B affect behaviour o 
He quoted research by B~on (1973), Kleiman (1975) and Doctor 
(1978). The last was an unpublished Ph.D. thesis, which repeated and 
extended Baron's (1973) experiment. Colthe~t suggested that their 
findings indicated that the only situation in which a clear 
phonological effect was observed was when subjects we~e asked to judge 
the meaningfulness of a short piece of text, and this phonological 
effect was post-lexical. He argued that the effect arose because, 
-
when a phrase is being evaluated, the words need to be stored in short-
term memory and this short-te~ storage uses a phonological code. 
Coltheart concluded that experimental findings had suggested that 
the role of phonological encoding in the skilled reading of single 
words is at best slight. It seemed likely that lexical access in 
skilled readers relies exclusively on a visual code, even though 
phonological encoding is oCCUL~ing. He pointed out, however, that 
short-term memory is used in the cornp~ehension of contLnuous text, and 
it is possible that this involves some form of phonological code. 
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(c) Su--face dyslexia and basic word-recognition. 
DeeE dyslexia is the label fo~ a pa=ticular set of symptoms 
exhibited by some patients. Some othe~ patients exhibit symptoms 
which ~e labelled as sUL~ace dyslexia. 
Fe~ (1985) explained that sUL~ace dyslexics fail to ~ecognise 
~itten wo~ds f~om the~ visual appearance. They reconstruct wo~ds 
from the sounds of the~ individual lette~s a.nd assign meaning only 
when they have ~rived at a p~onunciation via this ~oute. 
Colthe~t, Maste!"son, Byng, Prior and Riddoch (1983) described 
two cases of su~face dyslexia. They explained that surface dyslexia 
means that i..!-!'egular wo~ds such as "broad" o~ "steak" a=e less likely 
to be read aloud co~ectly than regul~ly-spelled wo~ds like "b!"eed" 
or "steam". One of thei= patients was an acquired dyslexic: ie .. he 
had sustained b!"ain damage in an accident. The other patient was a 
developmental dyslexic: ie. she had not suffered brain damage and 
seemed nO!"mal in intelligence and spoken language skills, but 
exhibited severe difficulties in dealing with printed language. 
Colthe~t et alia suggested that the close s~~ilarity of the 
reading and spelling perfo~ances of these two patients supported the 
view that su--face dyslexia can occur both as a developmental and as 
an acquired dyslexia. 
Marce~ (1980) explained that the nature of the errors made by 
surface dyslexics appears to be determined largely by spelling-to-
sound characte~istics. Any comp~ehension of written texts by a 
sUL~ace dyslexic aPEears to be based on the reader's oral respo~se. 
Marcel proposed that the su--face dyslexic is functionally equivalent 
to a beginning reader in what he or she lacks, and in the st~ategy 
which he or she uses in o~der to cope. 
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(d) A comp~ison of deep-dyslexia with sDeed reading. 
The following authors presented a view of dyslexic reading which 
seems reminiscent of Kolers' (1970) idea that the three stages of 
recognising an individual word involve filling in a mental framework. 
Andreewsky, Deloche and Kossanyi (1980) comp~ed elements of deep 
dyslexia with speed-reading, and made the following suggestions: 
1. With single-word reading by deep-dyslexics the graphic input is 
not analysed into its components (letters or phonemes), but the 
whole graphic input indicates the meaning of the word, and this 
meaning in tu-~ leads to the phonological response. 
2. With sentence reading by deep dyslexics the sentence is not 
analysed into its components (words) but from the whole sentence, 
using the content words as key-words, a framework of related 
information is retrieved within the mind. 
Andreewsky et alia suggested that analysis of the characteristics 
of reading in deep dyslexia could provide ideas abo'~t how a normal 
reader understands single printed words. 
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6.2 Scme theo~ies conce~ing aspects of memory. 
The p~evious section indicated that studies of deep- and s~face­
dyslexia may have some ~elevance to the conside~ation of basic wo~d­
~ecognition in non-dyslexia. Goodman and Gut~ie each p~oduced a 
model of ~eading which implied the need to utilise v~ious types of 
memo~, but neithe~ of them included a detailed analysis of how 
particula~ memo~y p~ocesses might influence the pe~ception of ~itten 
words. At this stage, some theories conce~ing aspects of memory 
seem relevant to an analysis of their two models. 
Lennebe~g (1967) conside~ed all aspects of behaviour to be based 
upon the modulation of activity in networks of ne~e-cells within the 
brain. He suggested that pe=manent memo~ies ~e probably inter-
cellular activities. 
Gu-~ey (1973) also suggested that many p~ts of the brain act 
together in an integrated way. He explained that when we speak, our 
b~ain receives f~edback information through our e~s, and this 
monito~ing process is ve~ important to the continuing control of tte 
utte~ance. The moto~ system is also important in initiating, and 
checking on, speech. He quoted Laver's (1970) list of five p~incipal 
functions which must be accounted fo~ by any ne~o-linguistic model 
of speech p~oduction: 
1. Some ideation process which gives the approxi~ate semantic 
context of the message. 
2. A pe~anent sto~e of linguistic data. 
3. A ~lanning p~ocess which converts the message into an appropriate 
neuro-linguistic p~og~amme. 
4. The execution of the p~ogramme by the muscles associated with the 
articulato~ o~gans. 
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5. A monito~ing system to detect and co~ect e~o~s. 
Gu-~ey explained that it may be that no single ~ental st=uctu=e 
encompasses anyone of these processes. ~f.ost of the cereb~al cc~tex 
could be involved in the planning and p~oduction of speech. 
Hunter (1978) described and explained various aspects of memory. 
He explained that the word "memory" is a label for a variety of very 
different kinds of mental behaviour. He mentioned the idea that in 
t~ying to recall an item from memory a person needs to reconstruct its 
salient characteristics. Recall of an item involves a complex 
interaction of mental activities directed towards representing in the 
present the salient characteristics of a past oc~rence. Recognition 
of an item, however, involves the person in supplying some 
cha~cteristic which, in a strict sense, is not present in the event 
confronting him. 
Hunter suggested that an expected event is more easily recognised 
than an unexpected event. However, being prepa=ed in the wrong 
direction is worse than being relatively unprepared, since it may 
impede recognition rather than facilitate it. 
He also explained that memory can be influenced by distractions: 
1. Research has indicated that i.."TIITlediate (short-term) memory has a 
very limited time-span which can be influenced by the age and 
intelligence of the subject, the nature of the task and the 
material to be remembered, and other factors such as fatigue. 
2. When using long-term memory, a person may be distracted by 
interference between the salient features of two items which have 
been stored in memory. ~o-active interference is when a past 
stored memory influences a person's present perception of ~~ ite~, 
whereas retro-active interference is when present perception 
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intI '~f .... uences a pe!"son s pas I" memory 0 an ~ ,~e::1. ":'he amount cf 
inte~erence is an increasing function of the si~i~ity be~Neen the 
o!"iginal and the inte!"polated activity' (Hunte!", 1978). I~ ct~e!" 
wo!"ds, people a:e mo!"e likely to confuse items ~n ~emo~J w~en t~ey ~e 
si.."Yli~ than when they ~e dissi'!lila:. This seems p8.----ticul~ly 
relevant to those miscues in !"eading which a!"e visually simila: to t~e 
original words (eg. "horse" mis-read as "house"). 
The p!"evious autho!"s ~e !"ep!"esentative of many who have desc=ibeQ 
and explained how the p!"ocesses of memory may involve complex 
inte!"actions between ~ious p3.-~s of the b=ain. The!"e are ma..'1Y 
diffe~ent kinds of memory and they ~e so complex that e~o~s ~e 
likely to ocCU!" when they a=e used. This is =elevant to a 
consideration of the na~e of basic wo=d-!"ecognition. 
Steinheiser and Guthrie (1977), for example, found that thei= 
le3.-~ing disabled g!"oup and the group of younger =eaders we=e slowe!" 
when =eading words which were visually simila= than when reading words 
which were visually dissimilar. 
When Dunn-Rankin (1968) investigated the simi~ity in shape of the 
lower-case letters of the English alphabet, he found that some groups 
of letters appeared to be more cOn!llsable than others. He =equi!"ed 
315 child.!-en in Hawaii at 2nd and 3rd grade level to indicate which 
letters seemed most simila!" to a series of target lette!"s. The !"esults 
we!"e used to p!"oduce scales of similarity, and analysis of these scales 
revealed clea=ly definable clusters of letters which we!"e likely to be 
confused. He found that the scales which had been developed in his 
study generally supported the findings of other studies, wh~ch had 
isolated confusing pai=s of letters such as b-d, d-p, b-p, c-e and n-u. 
He suggested that a wo=d can be thought of as the su~ of its pa:ts. 
The~efo~e, two wo~ds with highly si~il~ le~~e~s should be ~o~e 
confusing than wo~ds whose lette~s a:e not as pe~ceptuallycor.~~e~~, 
eg. stop, slop and slap. This seems L~ acco~iliLlce wit~ HUT-te~'s 
(1978) view that a pe~son's memo~ may be dist~acted by ir.te~e~ence 
between the salient fea~es of two items. 
This section has ~efe~ed b~iefly to one omission in the models of 
both Gut~ie and Goodman: the need to conside~ the complex na~e of 
memo~ p~ocesses and the~ ~ole in word-~ecognition. They have also 
omitted what may be anothe~ im20rtant facto~ in word-recognition: the 
emotional ~esponse of the ~eader to the WT.itten wo~ds which appear 
before him or he~. The i~ortance of emotional facto~s in word-
~ecognition is discussed in the next section. 
\ 
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6.3 The possible impo~tance of the ~eade~'s emotional state. 
Stott (1972-73) suggested that an impulsive ~eade~ is likely to 
p~oduce e~~o~s because a sequence is distli=bed in t~e cent~al 
p~ocesses of the behavio~al system. This could lead to ~istakes in 
memo~ which oc~ fo~ emotional ~athe~ than ne~ological ~easons. 
Bettelheim and Zelan (1981) suggested that emotional facto~s cou~~ 
lead to miscues in ~ea.ding. They suggested that a mis~eading :nay 
oCC1.U' because of "f~ee associations" in the mind ~athe~ than because 
of igno~ance, lack of skills or a ne~ological deficit. They 
suggested that it was a wo~hwhile assumption that not all e~o~s in 
~eading ~e due to lack of skills, knowledge o~ attention, but might 
~eflect emotional ~esponses to those wo~ds which ~e consciously o~ 
unconsciously impo~tant to'the child. 
They criticised Goodman's (1973) views fo~ not seeing things 
sufficiently ~om the pupil's point of view. Goodman had explained 
that a miscue was an o~al response that diffe~ed from the expected 
~esponse, but acco~ding to Bettelheim and Zelan the expected response 
was the ~esponse expected by the teache~. They suggested that by 
co~~ecting what a child has done to p~oject meaning into a sto~y 
which he is ~eading, the teacher seems to disapp~ove of his investing 
a sto~ with pe~sonal significance. Comp~ehension should be conce~ned 
with mo~e than just ove~t meanings • 
. Various othe~ authors have suggested that motiva~ion, powe~s of 
attention and othe~ emotional factors may influence the ~eade~'s 
ability to read wo~ds ac~ately and with understanding. Any 
dist~actions, such as a noisy env~onment o~ a st~essful learning 
situation, may also have a detrimental influence on the reader's 
ability to ~ecognise wo~ds. 
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6.4 Th~ee types of writing-system. 
Since Goodman and Gut~ie we~e conce~ed with the na~e of ~eadi~~ 
fo~ English-speaking people, they concent~ated the~ atten:ion on 
aspects of English o~tho~aphy. Goodman (1976) did, howeve~, s~g~est 
that his model was likely to be applicable to other languages and 
w~iting-systems. It seems ~elevant, therefore, to ~efe~ b~iefly to 
the alternative writing-systems employed in the developed count~ies of 
the wo~ld, especially as the study of other systems may lead to ~t~e= 
unde~standing of how ~eaders ~ecognise English wo~ds in texts. 
The autho~ has studied Chinese and Japanese fo~ many yea=s and has 
also made some study of Serbo-Croat, Greek and othe~ non-Latin 
alphabets. 
The t~ee types of ~iting-system in use today consist of 
alphabets, syllab~ies arid ideographs. The~e ~e seve~al alphabets, 
of which the Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew and Arabic are used by 
many millions of people. The Japanese system includes a syllab8-~, 
and both Chinese and Japanese writing-systems use ideographs, which 
are often refe~ed to as 'characters. I 
It is possible that readers need to employ diffe~ent strategies of 
basic word-recognition depending on the nat~e of the writing-system 
with which they ~e faced. Feitelson (1973) explained that the letters 
of the Hebrew alphabet a=e very similar in shape and that wo~ds written 
in Heb~ew lack distinctive visual patterns, yet the lett~s p~ovide a 
nearly pe~ect one-to-one symbol-sound rela tionship,. Educational 
experiences in Is~el in the period following World War 11 indicated 
that the Look-and-Say approach was unsuited to the Hebrew writing-
system; on the contr8-~, phonic drill seemed helpful as providing 
a suitable st~ategy fo~ reading. 
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Over a thousand million people in China and Japan are faced with 
non-alphabetical writing-systems in their books and jou..-nals. Thei= 
approach to basic word-recognition may need to be different from that 
of readers in Is~ael, who ~e presented with an alphabetical system. 
Chinese characters were originally developed from pictorial 
representations of things and ideas, but are now abstract shapes 
which represent concepts. Their configurations do not represent the 
sounds of the modern language. Most ch~acters in modern Peking 
Chinese are used to represent language at the level of the syllable, 
and the possible pronunciation or pronunciations of each character 
need to be le8..-~t by rote. The Look-and-Say approach is the prime 
strategy available for acquiring skill in basic word-recognition; a 
phonic approach is vi--tually impossible. 
The Japanese have used a mixed system of kanji and kana for several 
hundred years. Kanji are Chinese characters, most of which have at 
least two pronunciations: a native Japanese pronunciation (kun) and a 
pseudo-Chinese pronunciation Con). The 'on' is usually a single 
syllable, but the 'kun' may consist of several syllables. For 
example, the kanji for "vehicle" C$) may be pronounced /} / Con) 
or I klA : ('\.1: MA I (kun). 
Kana are symbols which stand for the sounds of syllables such as 
I Ku: I, I rt;1 ~ I, and I rnA I. They are used as a phonic system, which 
enables young Japanese to start reading texts before they begin to 
acquire a knowledge of several thousand kanji. I kL-1:rvt:MI\ I, cf1i), 
could also be written as ,,~~, which represents the sounds of the 
three syllables. Modern Japanese is virtually never written solely in 
kanji for adults. Kana syllabic script is used in conjunction with 
kanji in order to provide additional information, such as grammatical 
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elements, in the text. Vfuile atternp. ting to de~ive meaning f~o t t 
_ m ex 
a ~a~e Japanese ~eade~ is continually switching f~om ~~ocessing 
abst~act ideo~aphs to p~ocessing phonic script and back again. 
Coltheart (1979trefe~ed to studies with normal Japanese subjec~s 
by Takeshi Hatta, which had indicated that the left cerebral ~e~i-
sphere is better than the right at dealing with kana (the script in 
,which each symbol stands fo~ a syllable) while the right hemisphe~e is 
better than the left at dealing with kanji (the ideo~aphic script). 
Colthe~t, Patterson and Marshall (1980) p~edicted that further 
insights would emerge from comparing the diffe~ential aspects of 
similar brain-injuries upon the ability to read o~thographies as 
dissimi~ as alphabets, syllabaries and ideographic scripts. 
The author believes that studies of reading processes in some other 
languages might help to provide fu=ther insights into the nature of 
word-recognition in English. It is possible to argue, fo~ example, 
that English is similar to Japanese. Regular words such as "cat" 
could be considered equivalent to words written in kana, whereas 
LT'!'egula!" wo~ds such as "shoe ll , "yacht" and "butte'" could be- viewed 
as equivalent to kanji. In that case it may be that different mental 
p~ocesses are needed to recognise "cat" from those needed to cope wi tr. 
"shoe" L""respective of the linguistic strategies which are employed 
by ~eaders. 
Japanese can be written as a syllaba-~ alone or as a mixed 
syllaba-~ and ideog~aphic script. Serbo-Croat may be written either 
in the Latin or the Cr-illic alphabet in diffe~ent parts of 
Yugoslavia. The author suggests that such possibilities are 
fortunate. Miscue analysis on the sa~e linguistic text printed in 
different scripts, which is possible in Japanese and Serbo-Croat, 
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might provide f~esh evidence concerning the nature of word-
recognition. 
In the next chapter the author presents his views conce~ some 
of the ideas arising ~om the two models of reading produced by 
Goodman and Guthrie. 
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7.0 The possibility of integ~ating the two models. 
7.1 Some comments conce~ing the lite~ature. 
Psycholinguists such as Goodman and Smith have suggested that 
linguistic elements ~e the most impo~tant aspects of the reading 
p~ocess. They believe that quick, precise recognition of individual 
wo~ds is not of p8-~ount imRortance. In contrast to this, Gut~ie 
is one of a numbe~ of autho~s who have suggested that quick and 
accurate wo~d-recognition is an essential f~st-step towards the 
comp~ehension of ~itten texts. Research into this contradiction has 
been difficult because one set of skills tends to mask defects in the 
othe~. A ~eade~'s slowness in recognising and coping with individual 
wo~ds may be disguised to some extent if linguistic skills ~e used 
to compensate fo~ this slowness. Linguistic problems, on the other 
hand, may be disguised to some extent, if the reade~ is good at 
~ecognising individual words quickly and accu--ately. 
Goodman has suggested that a reader's knowledge of phonics plays 
ve~ little p8-~ in ma~e, fluent reading, and various research 
studies have supp~ted this view. It seems likely that good readers 
recognise individual words mostly through the direct visual-semantic 
~oute to meaning rather than through the indirect visual-phonological-
semantic route. Phonological recoding appears to be necess8-~ only as 
a st~ategy for dealing with written words which are new to the reader -
either to aid linguistic recognition of words which are part of the 
reader's spoken vocabula-~, or as a guide to the p~onunciation of a 
completely unknown wo~ with a view to ente~ing it in the mental 
lexicon. It is at the level of connected text that phonological 
recoding may be necess8-~ as a means of transfe~ing the meaning of 
words to the reader's memory. 
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Gut~ie's view that ~eadir~ can only become a holistic p~ocess 
once sub-skills have been mast~ed and integrated into a total p~ocess 
prompts the question: How does the ~eade~ cope until these skills have 
been mastered? The answer might be that the reader relies heavily on 
using linguistic skills, together with such basic wo~d-recognition 
skills as he-she has acqu~ed. This implies that in some respects 
Goodman's psycho-linguistic approach is more important for beginning 
~eade~s than for mature ~eade~. 
. Goodman may be mistaken, however, in suggesting that phonic 
inst~ction is ~elatively unimportant to the reading process. The· 
ability to decode easily and ~ectly ~om print to sound may at 
times enable the reader to utilise linguistic skills with less strain 
on attention. 
The phonic approach to reading English involves the assumption that 
the use of an alphabet provides the reader with an additional source 
of info~tion unavailable to the reader of an ideographic language 
such as Chinese. The ~eader of modern Chinese has only one option 
fo~ achieving basic word-recognition (ie. context-free recognition): 
the direct visual-semantic route to meaning. The reader of an 
alphabetical language, such as English, has the additional option of 
utilising the indi:ect visual-auditory-semantic route to meaning. 
When faced with a previously unseen word, the reader of English 
may be able to establish a tentative pronunciation for this word as an 
auxiliary strategy to that of using contextual cues. It seems 
desirable that all readers of English should be able to utilise this 
additional st~tegy by acqu~ing a general knowledge and understanding 
of the various phonic patterns (ie. grapheme-phoneme associations) 
whioh are available when using the English alphabet. 
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Since some pupils seem slowe~ than others at acquiring an 
unde~standing of the patte~s of English o~thography, it seems 
desirable to ensure that such pupils ~e given individualised phonic 
guidance of a kind suitable fo~ their level of development. Fo~ some 
pupils their disabilities in coping with phonic decoding may hinder 
their attempts to utilise their lL~istic skills. Some pupils seem 
unable to acquire an unde~standing of grapheme-phoneme associations 
me~ely by using their experience of ~eading, and may need guidance 
ftom teache~s. An unde~stand.ing of phonic patterns (ie. grapheme-
phoneme ~ssociations), either intuitively or through instruction, 
may be essential if pupils are to teach themselves to read. 
A related p~oblem is that of the acquisition of sight vocabulary. 
When faced with a text, it is impossible for a reader to begin to 
utilise linguistic skills unless he-she can first recognise or decode 
some of the wo~ds. Evidence from rese~ch into deep-dyslexia and 
other studies of memo~ has indicated that some reade~s may find it 
difficult to acquire a stock of mental associations, whereby they can 
quickly and easily ~ecognise the connections between a p~inted word, 
its possible p~onunciations and its range of meanings. It is possible 
that some pupils may benefit ~orn individualised guidance designed to 
help them to find ways to develop their range of sight-vocabulary. 
The author has found that the following techniques appear to be 
helpful in encouraging pupils to b~oaden their range of sight-
vocabulary: 
1. Book-and-Tape. The pupil looks at a book while listening to a 
tape-recording of the sto~. The pupil can pause the tape and ask 
for the meaning of wo~ds which are not in his-her spoken 
vocabulary. 
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2. Missing Word Puzzle. The pupil chooses a text ar:i copies it ou'":. 
Wnile doing so, he-she chooses to omit certain words which ~e 
!"eplaced by nU"11be!"s. The pupil later reads this co;;y and atte:npts 
to spell the missing words from memory. He-she can be encou:aged 
to choose to omit words which were previously unknown, but the 
meaning of which has been found in a dictiona-ry or by enquiring 
from the teacher or some other person. 
Goodman suggested that all readers are equivalent to each other in 
so f~ that they utilise their knowledge of language as the pri~3-ry 
strategy for making sense of what they read. In steps 3 (selection) 
and 4 (perception) of his model he refers to the reader's use of 
" strategies which he has le8.-~ed." However, he seems to overlook the 
possibility that some readers may be slow and inaccurate at basic 
word-recognition for intellectual and/or emotional reasons. This may 
cause them to recognise some ~oups of words so slowly that their 
short-term memory cannot retain the meaning of what they have just 
read. They may therefore find it difficult to develop strategies for 
integtating linguistic cues into the reading process. 
Goodman has proposed some answers to the question: Why do readers 
sometimes not correct their miscues? He suggested that either the 
miscue makes no real difference to the meaning or the reader has lost 
sense of the overall meaning of that section of text. This in turn 
leads to a further question: Why should the reader lose sense of the 
overall meaning of a piece of text? 
One reason could be that the level of vocabul3-ry and/or syntactical 
structu!"e of the text is beyond the reader' s level of experience. If 
so, then this suggests that Goodman should not assume that all readers 
may be considered equivalent in their ability to apply linguistic 
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skills to texts. 
Another reaaon for the reader's loss of understanding might be t~a~ 
he-she is concentrating too much on individual words because of 
problems involving his-her memory for L~dividual, printed words. If 
too much attention is needed to obtain basic word-recognition, there 
may be too little attention available for attendL~ to meanir~. 
Various authors have suggested that a reader is unlikely to 
understand a text if he-she reads it too slowly. The reader's 
ability to utilise automatic word-recognition will help to speed up 
the process. However, there is also the possibility that linguistic 
skills enable the reader to read so quickly that he-she does not need 
to rely on automatic word-recognition. If that is so, then it may be 
that some poor readers are suffering from weaknesses in their 
linguistic ability rather than ~om weaknesses in basic decodir~ 
skills. 
The author's study of the literature led him to conclude that both 
Goodman's top-down and Guthrie's bottom-up models present only a 
partial view of the total reading process. As a teacher he thought 
it desL~ble to find a way to integrate the two. During his 
literature search he discovered a model which seems capable of 
explaining and resolving the apparent contradictions between the two. 
In the next section a model of reading is presented which attempts to 
integrate bottom-up and top-down models of reading. 
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7.2 An integ;ated model of ~eading. 
(a) Stanovich's inte~active-compensatory model. 
Stanovich (1980) suggested that neither bottom-up models (eg. 
Gough, 1972; LaBe~ge and Samuels, 1974) no~ top-down models (eg. 
Smith, 1971; Kolers, 1972; Goodman, 1976) described the reading 
process satisfactorily. He commented that these models had been 
unable to explain adequately the ~esults of some pieces of empirical 
research. He believed that a new model was needed which would allow. 
for interactive-compensatory processing by the reade~ in o~der to cope 
with weaknesses at any level in the p~ocessing hierarchy. He 
explained that the essence of the compensato~ hypothesis was that a 
process at any level could compensate for deficiencies at any other 
level. 
(b) Bottom-up models. 
According to Stanovich (1980), bottom-up models claim that higher 
level processes depend on successful low-level processing. It has 
been found, however, that under certain circumstances, poorer ~eaders 
show a greater reliance on higher-level processes than do good 
readers. This seems to invalidate the bottom-up conception that 
individual diffe~ences in reading skill result ~om differences in 
ability at lower levels of processing. 
Stanovich and West (1979) found that the poor readers among their 
subjects, unlike the good readers, made a large number of errors 
where words we~e confused with each other apparently because they 
looked simila.!". These results seemed to indica te that the poorer 
readers were less likely to complete the internal analysis of an 
item, and this was probably due to poor letter-analysis mechanisms. 
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(c) Top-down models. 
Acco~ding to Stanovich the~e was evidence to suggest that the tc~­
down hypothesis-testing medel of reading was unsatisfacto~ in its 
view that hypotheses can be generated and tested at a speed which 
facilitate on-going word-recognition. He pointed out that there 
are two types of contextual processing (ie. precesses which involve 
the use of context): 
1. those which are involved in constructing a knowledge structure 
from the text (ie. the semantic integration of new info~tion 
with old); and 
2. those which involve contextual hypothesis-testing (as proposed 
by Goodman, 1976, whereby readers use previously understood 
material to facilitate on-going word-recognition). 
Mitchell and Green (1978) required their subjects to watch a. visual 
display which presented th.!-ee words of text at a time. The subject 
pressed a button as soon as he was ready for the next set of three 
words, and continued in this way. The time between each use of the 
button (the inter-response time) served as an index of the processing 
difficulty. 
Mitchell and Green failed to confirm an important prediction of the 
hypothesis-testing view - that processing should be faster in mere 
predictable pa...-ts of a text. Since the predictability of most 
sentences increases from beginning to end, it follows that the 
difficulty of processing, and therefore the inter-response time, 
should decrease as the reader progresses th.!-ough the sentence. The 
data, however, revealed a tendency for readers to slow down slightly 
as they pro~essed th.!-ough a sentence. 
Mitchell and Green concluded that the rate of reading is more 
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dependent on the speed with which a read~ can recognise words and 
const~ct a ~epresentation than on the ability to use predictions to 
facilitate wo~d recognition. They did not deny that the preceding 
context can affect comprehension processes, but they did distinguish 
between the two types of contextual processing mentioned above. 
Stanovich (1980) explained that top-down theorists tend to assume 
that eve~ highe~-level conceptual process must be more implicated in 
the performance of mo~e fluent readers than in the performance of less 
fluent readers. He clai~ed that there was empirical evidence which 
contradicted this assumption. The finding that in some situations 
poor ~eaders rely more on context than do good readers presents 
problems fo~ top-down models, which hypothesise that reading becomes 
more conceptually-driven as fluency develops. The interactive-
compensatory conception, however, allows for the reader with poor 
letter or wo~d-recognition skills to draw heavily on higher-level 
knowledge sources. 
(d) Comparisons between good and poor readers. 
Weber (1970) obtained results which were consistent with those of 
Biemiller (1970): the better readers appeared to pay ~eater attention 
to graphic info~ation than did poorer readers. Juel (1980) suggested 
that good readers are predominantly text-driven, and poor readers are 
more context-driven. 
Allington and Strange t s (1977) study required their subjects to 
read texts in which one letter had been changed in 5% of the words 
(eg. "farn was printed as "fan";; "over" was printed as "oven"). 
Allington and Strange found that: 
1. good readers read the actual (mis-spelled) word mere often than 
did the poor readers, which seemed to indicate that better readers 
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paid ~eater attention to ~aphic info~tion; and 
2. both good and poo~ 4th ~de ~eade~s (ie. aged 9.0 - 10.0) 
~esponded fo~ a majo~ity of the time with the contextually 
app~op~iate o~igirAl wo~d ~ather than the actual (mis-spelled) 
wo~d. 
These two findings seemed to indicate that, while both ~oups used 
context to facilitate p~ocessing, the good ~eade~s paid more 
attention to ~phic information. 
Allington (1978a) required his 4th ~ade su~jects (12 good and 
12 poor ~eaders) to read a story of 175 words, both as a list of 
~andom wo~ds and as a passage of meaningful text. His results led 
him to conclude that good reade~s we~e more reliant on context for 
fluency and poor ~eade~s we~e more reliant on context for accuracy. 
Stanovich (1980) suggested that the previous pieces of evidence 
indicated that all readers appe~ to use context to facilitate word-
recognition, but that there seems to be no strong tendency for more 
fluent readers to show a greater reliance on context. Indeed, the 
opposite is often t~e. He went on to suggest that, if the 
contextual facilitation observed in poorer reade~s is of a type that 
takes attentional capacity, then these reade~s may have less capacity 
left over for comp~ehensional processes. 
(e) The Posner-Snyde~ Theory. 
Stanovich stated that some research had supported the Posner-
Snyder two-process theory. This hypothesises that semantic context 
affects recognition via two processes that act differently and have 
different p~ope~ties. It is possible that the ~eaderts mind uses 
whichever process of the two is more suitable for achieving word-
recognition as the text is scanned. 
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The automatic sn.:-ead.i:-~2-acti va +, ion "8!'ocess is: 
fast acting, 
does not use attentiorAI capacity, ar~d 
does not affect the .:-et!'ieval of ~£o!'mation f~o l' . 
- m memo.:-y oca~~o~s 
unrelated to those activated by the context. 
(B) ~e conscious-attention mechanism is: 
(1) slow acting, 
(2) utilizes attentional capacity, and 
(3) inhibits the retrieval of L~o!'mation from unexpected locations. 
West and Stanovich (1978) obtained results in their study which 
indicated that word-recognition in adults is so fast that a target-
word can be na~ed before the slow-acting conscious attention mechanism 
can have a~ inhibitory effect. It seems that only the automatic 
spreading-activation component of contextual processing has tL~e to 
operate before the word is recognised. 
Stanovich suggested that it may be the case that the rapid word-
recognition of fluent readers simply short-circuits the conscious-
attention mechanism. The facilitation displayed in the performance 
of the fluent readers is probably due to automatic-activation processes 
that use no cognitive capacity. Stanovich pointed out that the 
LaBerge and Samuels (1974) model was similar to the interactive-
compensatory model at word level, but did not allow for compensatory 
processes. Both models agreed, however, that fast and automatic word-
recognition is an important determinant of fluent reading. 
Stanovich suggested that it may be that good read~s use context 
more effectively to monitor comprehension, whereas Foor readers use it 
as an aid to word-recognition. It is possible that beyo~d the " " .. ~vl3.-,-
levels of reading fluency it is word-recognition speed, rather than 
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automaticity, that is the major factor in skill development, since it 
has been ~easonably well established that context-free recognition 
speed is a major dete~inant of individual differences in reading 
fluency (Shankweiler and Liberman, 1972). Stanovich believed that t~e 
good reade~ identifies wo~ds automatically and rapidly - whether by 
direct visual recognition or by phonological recoding. 
(f) Conclusion. 
Stanovich commented that both top-down and bottom-up models of 
~eading predict that higher-level conceptual processes will be more 
implicated in the performance of better readers. He claimed that a 
review of the literature indicated that this prediction had not been 
borne out. He quoted Rumelhart (1977) as suggesting that an 
interactive-compensatory model of individual differences in reading 
ability best accounted for the pattern of results in the literature. 
The author believes that it is desi--able to continue to investigate 
the nature of word-recognition in relation to the models of Goodman 
and Guthrie, but that Stanovich's model should also be considered 
. 
when analysing the ~esults. The next section describes how the author 
used a piece of research by Dr. Allington as a starting point for his 
own research into the nature of word-recognition. 
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7.3 Rese~ch bv Allington and ~'kGill-~anzen. 
In o~de~ to unde~take his fi~st piece of ~ese~ch into t~e ~atu=e 
of wo~d-~ecognition skills, the autho~ decided :0 attempt a F~tial 
~eplica tion of the study by Allington and :l,cGill-F:-anzen (1980). 
Thei!" investigation had been in acco~dance '!Ii th a well-es~ablished 
p~ocedu~e fa!" expe!"irnental !"esea!"ch, in which good and poo!" readers 
a:-e compa:-ed as to their pe!"fo~ance on a task, or set of tasks, and 
conclusions a:-e then d=awn from the results. The rest of this section 
p~esents a summ8-~ of the~ !"ese~ch-study. 
Allington and McGill-F~anzen refe!"!"ed to the p!"actice of using the 
analysis of er=o~s made by 1'001' !"eade~s, when reading isolated words, 
as a means of attempting to unde!"stand the ways in which such readers 
were deficient in wo~d-recognition st~ategies. They suggested that 
this practice ~esulted f:-om a misunderstanding of several studies, 
which had repo:-ted positive co:-relations between wo~d identification 
in isolation and wo!"d identification in context. They suggested that 
these strong co~:-elational results had indeed indicated that one could 
use a wo:-d-recognition task to some extent to predict the gene!"al 
level of reading ability, but that such a task did not necessa:-ily 
identify specific weaknesses in word identification. 
They explained that the pu-~ose of thei:- study was to show the 
difference between gene:-al co~:-elations and the p!"edictive 
significance of individual er=o!"s made in !"eading wo!"ds in isolation 
as opposed to context. They quoted an ea:-lier study by Allington 
(1978b), which had demonst~ated that only 25% of the er:-o!" in reading 
the words was common to the two coriditions (ie. connected text and 
'-
isolated words), but they suggested that the gene!"alizability of 
these !"esults was questionable due to the small size of the sa~ple 
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(?T = 16) and the liIni ted nmnber of stimuli (72 words). 
Their (1980) study involved ~"o passages, each of about 200 
one of which was rated as being at second grade level, and 
as being at fourth grade level, and each of which was presented in 
two sep~ate conditions: 
(a) the original fo~at, and 
(b) with the words in random order. 
Their subjects were 12 good readers and 12 poor ~eaders chosen 
randomly fr9m la=ger ~oups of good and poor readers in the fourth 
~ade of a ~al element~~ school. The definitions and selection 
of "good" and "poor" readers had been obtained by administering the 
Word Identification sub-test of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests. 
The mean raw scores of these subjects were equivalent to Grade 2.8 
for poor readers and Grade 4.9 for good readers, while the mean 
cr~onological ages were 9.5 and 9.6 respectively. The group of poor 
readers consisted of 9 boys and 3 girls, while the good ~oup 
consisted of 6 boys and 6 girls. 
The children were tested individually in a small room, where they 
were asked to read each of the selections aloud as well as they could. 
The sessions were recorded on tape for later scoring and analysis. 
All the subjects read the 2nd grade passage (in both conditions), but 
the 4th grade level passage (in both conditions) was presented only to 
the good readers, following the same procedures but on a separate day. 
An analysis of variance indicated that: 
1. The performance of the good readers was significantly different 
from that of the poor readers (F=14.26, p~.OOl), 
l. 
2. The random word task produced significantly more errors than the 
context task (F=57.73, p<: .001), and 
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3. '2:he inte!'ac-tion ";as also sig::1ificar~t (?=28. 73, :;:<. OC1), 7::--.ic;. 
indicated "that the ~.c-context task was :no::--e iis!'Uptive ~"c.:- :::-:e 
poo:- :-eade.:-s. 
~n anal.7sis of va=iance was also ca..!':-ied out C!'. t':1e geed .:-eaie.:-s' 
pe:-fo~ance on the 2nd and 4th g:-ade ;,~ te:-ials, wr.ic':1 i:-.dic2 ted that: 
1. Thei= pe:-fo:-mance was significantly poo=er on the mo:-e difficult 
4th g=ade mate:-ial (F=26.46, ~.OOl), 
2. Thei:- pe=fo~ance on the no-context task was significantly poo:-e= 
than on the context task (~=28.61, p«.OOl), and 
3. The inte:-action was also significant (F=6.32, p<:.05). 
They =efe=:-ed to the data in thei:- Table 3 (see Table 4). This 
depicted the commonality of e==o= in the two conditions of context and 
no-context, which seemed to indicate that in gene=al the poo= readers' 
e=:-o.:-s in eithe:- condition we=e more likely to p=edict specific e==o:-s 
in the othe= than was the case fo= good :-eade=s. The total common 
e=-=o= fo= Poo= Readers was 18/6 and fo= Good Reade=s was 5/~. 
Spea=man Rank Co=:-elation Coefficients we:-e computed for the 
pe=formances in the two conditions. The method of computing these 
coefficients was appa=ently as follows: 
1. The good =eade=s we=e put in o=der of accu=acy with =ega=d to 
thei:- :-esponse to a list of wo:-ds: ie. those who made the fewest 
e==o=s we=e =anked first;: those who made the la=gest nurnbe= of 
e=ro=s we=e ranked last. 
2. The good =eade=s we=e then put in =ank order with regard to their 
response to the equivalent text: ie. those who made the fewest 
errors were :-anked fi:-st; those who ~ade the largest numcer of 
e:-rors were :-anked last. 
3. The following formula was then applied: 
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Table 1. Fo~th g=ade=s' ~ean e==o=s in wo=d =ecog~itio~ on 
second grade mate=ial 
200 wO!'ds in context 
Good =eade=s 1.83 2.52 4.42 3.03 
Poo= reade=s 11.75 12.63 26.75 17.16 
Table 2. Means fo= good !'eade=s in both conditions on second and 
fou=th g=ade ~aterials 
200 wo=ds in context Same words in =andom order 
Mate=ial difficulty Mean e=rors S.D. Mean e.=rors S.D. 
G=ade 2 1.83 2.52 4.42 3.03 
G=ade 4 5.75 3.22 12.92 5.38 
Table 3. Commonality of error in two conditions - context/no context 
Mean number of e~ors 
Reading ability and Common to both Unique, in Unique, in 
mate=ial difficulty conditions context random o=der 
Good reade!'s, g=ade 2 mate=ial .08 1.75 4.34 
Good readers, grade 4 material 1.00 4.75 11.92 
Poor reade=s, g=ade 2 material 7.09 4.66 19.66 
Table 4. The three tables of statistics presented in their a=ticle 
'-
(Allington and McGill-F'=anzen, 1980, pages 797 and 798). 
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S = 1 -
'" 
-i 2 
2, d = the sum of the squa:es of -I:he diffe!"ence ir. ~a:":'< 
fo!' each subject when compa:ed fo!" list and text; a:!1d n = 
numbe!" of subjects. 
4. This p!"ocess was then !"epeated fo!" the weak !"eade!"s. 
Allington and ~cGill-F!'anzen obtained the following Spe~"'man ~a~k 
o~de!' coefficients: they we!"e .22 and .28 fo!" the good !"eade!"s' 
pe!"fo=-mances on ~nd and 4th g!'ade materials respectively, and .94 fo!" 
the poor !"eade!"s' pe!"fo!'mances on 2nd grade mate!"ials. 
A coefficient of .2 indicates that the!'e was a low co!"!"elation 
between the o!"de!" of the subjects with !"egard to thei!" accuracy when 
reading a list as compa=-ed with thei= o!"der when reading the 
equivalent text. A coefficient of .9 indicates that there was a nigh 
cOr!"elation between the o!"der of the subjects with regard to thei!" 
accuracy when !"eading a list as compa:ed with their o!"der when !"eading 
the equivalent text. 
Allington and McGill-F=anzen commented that: 
1. The poo!" !"eaders' coefficient of .94 was in the same range as that 
p!"esented by Shankweiler and Liberman (1972); and 
2. such a result had been used to support the hypothesis that wO!'d 
recognition in isolation predicts the ability to read in context. 
They suggested, however, that thei!" (1980) analysis of the commonality 
of error indicated that this hypothesis was not necessarily accurate. 
Their study supported the !"esults of Goodman's (1965) research in 
so far that both good and poor groups were significantly more acClL~ te 
when reading connected text than when !"eading the same words in random 
o~der. 
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0nlike ~he ea=lie~ Allington study (1378b) none of tte poc~ 
~eade~s in the 1980 study fe~fo~ed better when ~eaQi~~ ~o~is i~ a 
~qndom list, but this may have been due to t~e fact that t~e ~ean ~~e 
of the poo~ ~eade~s in the ea=lie~ study had been nea=ly two yea=s 
highe~ than that in the 1980 study. 
The ~esults of thei= 1980 study demonst~ated the facilitative 
effects of context on wo~d ~ecognition. Poor ~eade~s benefited mo~e 
than good ~eade~s f~om the additional info~ation p~ovided by context, 
but even the g~eate~ impact of contextual info~ation did not allow 
the poo~ ~eade~s to attain the ac~acy level of the good ~eade~s. 
The diffe~ences in ac~acy level in this study p:ecluded useful 
compa~isons as to the extent to which good and poo~ ~eade~s ~elied 
upon contextual info~ation. 
Allington and McGill-F~anzen suggested that the results of thei~ 
1980 study unde~ined the widely held assumption that wo~d ~ecognition 
in eithe~ context o~ isolation could be employed to p~edict simila= 
e~~o~s in the othe~ condition, since the commonality of e~o~ was low 
fo~ poor readers and almost non-existent for good reade~s (~ee Table 
4). Allington and McGill-Franzen suggested that when wo~d­
identification e~~o~s we~e p~oduced during a test of isolated words, 
this did not provide a solid basis for p~edicting e~o~s in connectea 
text. Their findings suggested that: 
1. it is unprofitable to use word lists to identify which wo~ds need 
to be taught to ensure their ~ecognition in context; and 
2. it will be equally inaccurate to use e~~o~s from reading cor~ected 
text to identify wo~ds to be taught in isolation. 
They ~ema=ked in conclusion that the measurement of something as 
seemingly st~aightfo~a=d as wo~d ~ecognition was no easy matter. 
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uespite this comment, the autho~ unde=took a s~~ila= ?iece of 
~ese~ch by compa=ing the pe=fo~ance of good and weak ~eade~s. ~e 
chose to use the te~:n "weak ~eade~stl ~athe~ than "disableci/~oo~ 
~eade~s. " F~st, howeve~, he COITUTI1L."1icat ed wi th :::J~. Allington. 
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7.4 Co~~esDondence with ~. Alling~on. 
In ~eply to a lette~ f~om the autho~, ~. Alli~gton ?~cvi~ed 
answe~s to the following th.!'ee questions: 
1. Question: Did you time the ~eading of each text i:1 o~de~ to 
asce~tain each subject's ~ate of ~eading? 
Answe~: No, unfo~tunately, we did not (measure the) mean ~ate 
of reading in the Reading Teache!' study. Howeve~, I have 
enclosed a !'ep!'int of anothe~ study using diffe!'ent g~ade foU!' 
subjects and diffe!'ent mate~ials but a simil~ experimental 
procedure. I also measu~ed ~ate of !'eading and found an 
inte~esting ~esult, as discussed. (~. Allington enclosed a 
~ep~int of his 1978a study). 
2. Question: Did you compa~e the numbe~ of co~!'ected miscues with 
the numbe~ of unco~~ected miscues fo~ each subject and group of 
subjects? 
Answer: No, we did not compa~e co~!'ected and unco~ected miscues. 
3. Question: Did you initially p~esent the Poor Reade~s with Grade 4 
texts and then decide to exclude them from your statistics? 
Answer: No, we decided not to use the grade four difficulty 
test with the poor readers. We felt that material at that level 
was simply too demanding fo~ children reading at a second grade 
level. We included the fo~th grade level mate~ial for better 
readers in an attempt to avoid the problem of having poor readers 
read material "on-level" on good ~eaders reading material that was 
"below-level", o!' quite easy fo~ them. (sic) 
Allington's (1978a) ~ticle commented on the possible relationshi~s 
between reading ability, ac~acy, and rate of reading, when subjects 
are requi~ed to ~ead a list of ~andom words followed by the same wO!'is 
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as a piece of connected text. He suggeste~ ~~at: 
1. If the list and text sco:!'es a:-e si.-:J.ila:- with :-ega:-c.. to accu:-aC'T 
v , 
and the text is :!'ead much ~o:!'e quickly ~~a~ the l~st, t~e~ it 
indicates t~at tte :-eade:!"s knowledge of syntax is bei~~ used 
p:!'ima:-ily to inc:-ease the :!'ate of :!'eading :-athe:!' than to inc:!'ease 
the accu:-acy of wo:-d-:!'ecognition. 
2. If the list and text sco:!'es a=e ve:!'y dif~e:!'ent with :!'ega:-d to 
acCU:!'acy, and the:!'e is little diffe:!'ence in the :!'ate of reading 
eithe:!' list 0:- text, then this indicates that the :-eader's 
knowledge of syntax is being used p:!'L~a:-ily in o:!'der to i~:-ove 
accu:!'acy of wo:!'d-recognition, rathe:- than to inc:-ease the :-ate 
of :!'eading. 
Allington commented that the conclusion seems to be that weak 
:!'eade:!'s need to pay attention to the utilisation of linguistic skills 
as an aid to word recognition and the:!'efore do not have sufficient 
attention available for the utilisation of linguistic skills as an 
aid to fluent, meaningful :!'eading. 
The autho:!' set out to replicate the :!'esea:-ch study of Allington 
and McGill-F:!'anzen (1980) in the following respects: 
1. He compa:!'ed the pe:!'fo~ance of 12 good :!'eaders and 12 weak :!'eade=s. 
2. The task involved fi=st :!'eading wO:!'ds in random o:-de:!' as a list, 
and then =eading the same words as a connected text. 
3. The author subjected his data to the same three kinds of 
statistical analysis as Allington and McGill-Franzen. 
His study varied from theirs in the following respects~ 
1. He used foU:!' main lists and texts instead of two. 
2. He measU:!'ed the subjects' :!'ate of reading, as well as their 
ac~acy. 
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8.0 Expe~i.rnent One. A ~eDlica-+;icn cf Allington and ~.fc::;'il':-F".!'anzen (1'230). 
8.1 In~~od~ction. 
8.2 Method. 
8.3 F~ocedu~e. 
8.4 Results (a) Statistical analysis. 
8.5 Results (b) Desc~iptive analysis. 
8.6 Discussion. 
8.7 Conclusion. 
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3.1 Int~oduction. 
~~e cont~adictions between the two ~ode13 of ~oo~~an a~d ~utr=~e 
a~e not easy to ~esolve. ~he autho~'s class~oom expe~ience a~d ~is 
consideration of the lite~at~e led hi.'":1 to sj'"'T:nat:'lise with :-utr...:-ie's 
belief that reading is a hierarchical process i~ so fa= tnat good, 
fluent reading would seem to be possible only once the ~eader is 
confident in his-her ability to recognise individual written words. 
The author's pu-~ose in undertaking Experiment One was two-fold: 
1. To replicate the study of Allington and McGill-~anzen (1980) in 
order to develop his unde~standing of ~esearch techniques; and 
2. To use this replication as a means of comparing the two schools 
of thought represented by Goodman and Guthrie. 
It was expected that the author's results would tend to support 
either Goodman or Guthrie, since their two models p~esent contrasting 
theories. In order to produce a hypothesis which could be tested 
empirically, the following predictions were made (see Fig. 3). 
According to Goodman's model there is no fundamental difference 
between individual readers in so far that all readers rely primarily 
on their linguistic skills, but it is probable that Beginning Readers 
need to rely on visual cues more than Experienced Read~s. If we 
equate Good with Experienced Readers, and Weak with Beginning Readers, 
then Goodman's model presents two possible implications: either 
1. there is no fundamental difference between Good and Weak Readers, 
since all readers rely primarily en their linguistic skills and 
so there will be no significant difference between Good and ','; eak 
Readers in the amount of List-Text Change which each group 
makes; or 
2. if there is a significant difference, it will be that Good Readers 
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(A) Gocdman 
o!" 
~k '::.'i::"1e taken 
Numbe!" o~ e~o!"s 
List Text 
(B) Guth.!"ie 
Time taken 
o!" 
Numbe!" o~ e~o!"s 
List Text 
Figu!"e 3. P!"edictions as to the amount of ~ist-Text Change p!"oduced 
by Good and ~eak Reade!"s when !"eading a List followed by 
its equivalent Text, as implied by C\) Goodman I s model, 
and (B) Guth!"ie's model cf !"eadingo 
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imp!"ove mo!'e than the '''ieak Reade!'s, when !'eac..ing a list fol="o'Ned ":::" 
its eauivalent text, because the :;00:3. Reade!'s a!'e :-:1o.:-e expe!'ier.ced a': 
using thei!' linguistic skills (see Fig. 3A). 
Acco!'ding to Guth.!'ie's model, Weak Reade!'s should imp!'ove :!1o!'e 
than Good Reade!'s, when reading a list followed by its equivalent 
text, because they tend to !'ely on thei!' linguistic skills in o!'der 
to imp!'ove the accuracy of thei!' wO!'d recognition. Good Reade!'s a!'e 
al!'eady acCU!'ate at basic wO!'d !'ecognition and therefo!'e do not need 
to rely on thei.!' linguistic skills so much as Weak Reade!'s in o!'der 
to imp!'ove their accu!'acy. They will the!'efo!'e not make as much 
improvement as the Weak Reade!'S when reading a list followed by its 
equivalent text (see Fig. 3B). 
It was predicted that one group of reade!'s would make significantly 
more improvement than the other, when reading a list followed by its 
equivalent text. If the Good Reade!'s made significantly more 
improvement, this would tend to suppo!'t the Goodman model of reading. 
If the Weak Readers made significantly more improvement, this would 
tend to suppo!'t the Guth!'ie model of reading (see Fig. 3). 
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8.2 '~e"tr_od. 
'::.'~e subjects we::e twenty-fo~ pupils f::-cm a ~ro::-:h-=-or.c..on boys' 
comp::ehensive school. ~>·.ey we::e seen individually and tested O~7 t~e 
8utho::. 3ach session lasted fo:: about thi::ty :ninutes. ?I-'.e::-e we::e 
twelve Good Reade::s and twelve Weak Reade::s, who we::e :na tched :-'0:: age 
but not fo:: intelligence (see Table 5). 
In a study of good and weak ::eade::s it is usually conside::ed 
desi::able to match both g::oups fo:: intelligence, but the autho:: was 
const::ained by the need to use pupils available at his sChool. He 
was also influenced by two ~the:: conside::ations. Fi::stly, the 
a::ticle by Allington and McGill-F::-anzen (1980) did not specify the 
mean intelligence quotient fo:: each of thei:: g::oups of subjects, a~d 
so it was not appa::ent as to whethe:: they had been able to match thei:: 
g::oups fo:: intelligence. Secondly, seve::al of the studies mentioned 
p::eviously, in which good and weak ::eade::s we::e cornpa::ed, made no 
mention of matching the two g::oups fo:: intelligence (Katz and 
Wicklund, 1971; Samuels, Begy and Chen, 1975; Golinkoff and Rosinski, 
1976" Patbe::g, Dewitz and Samuels, 1981). The autho::- the::efo~e felt 
justified in using two g::oups of subjects with widely diffe::ing mean 
intelligence-quotients. 
The subjects we::-e ::equi=ed to ::ead lists and texts, and thei:: 
::esponses we::e ::eco::ded on to casette-tapes. Each subject ::ead six 
texts, each of which was p::esented and read aloud as a list of wo::ds, 
befo::e being ::ead aloud as a meaningful passage. Each list and its 
equivalent text we::e 150 wo::ds long, and each list consisted of its 
related text typed out in ::eve::se o::de::. The fi=st two list-texts 
we::-e used as p::actice items; the othe:: fo~ constituted the main test, 
with a total of 600 wo::ds. They had been taken f::om six diffe::-ent 
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Good Reade~s 
Weak Readers 
Mean 
Reading 
Quotient1 S.D. 
126.5 3.6 
76.4 8.5 
Mean 
Intelligence Age 
Quotient2 S.D. Years S.D. (months) 
115.0 8.7 12.2 4.1 
82.4 10.1 12.4 4.0 
l Wide Span Reading Test, Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd. 
This involves reading pairs of sentences. The reader is required 
to choose the most suitable wo~d f~om the first sentence of each 
pair to fill a gap in the second sentence. 
2Non-Verbal Test DH, National Foundation for Educational Research. 
Table 5. Mean Reading Quotient, Mean Intelligence Quotient, and 
Mean Age of the two groups of subjects in Experiment One. 
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sto!'y books, which the pupils had appa!'ently not seen p::-eviousl- r • 
The fo~ ~ain texts 7ie=-e at a !"eading level ap~~:,oxir:1a -+:ely tr.!'ee yea:::-s 
below that of the ch:-onological age of the subjects. 
Afte::- ::-eading each text the subject was asked to !"e-tell "tr.e stc:-: r 
in his own wo:-ds. This p!'ovided some indication as to how well ~e 
had unde!"stood and ::-emembe::-ed the passage. 
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8.3 P!"ocedU!'e. 
The pe~fo~ance of each subject was analysed by !"eplaying :~e 
tapes. Times and e~o!"s we!"e noted on copies of t~e o~iginal tex~s. 
The following miscues we~e counted as e!"!"o~s: 
1. inse!"tions, 
2. omissions, and 
3. substitutions. 
When a miscue was co!"!"ected by a subject, it was not counted as an 
The e~~o!"s in each list and text we!"e totalled to p!"ovide the 
mean numbe!" of unco!"!"ected wO!"ds !"ead by each ~oup of !"eade!"s. This 
p!"ovided a measu!"e of thei!" inac~~acy (see Fig. 4 and Appendix 1). 
The time taken to read each list and text was measU!'ed in seconds, 
and these times we!"e totalled to provide the mean time taken by each 
g!"oup of !"eade!"s. This p!"ovided a measU!"e of speed/!"ate of reading 
(see Fig. 5 and Appendix 2). 
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Figu!"e 4. Expe~iment One: mean sco~es fo!" the number of unco!"!"ected 
e!"!"o!"s made by Good and Weak Reade!"s when !"eading a total 
of 600 wO!"ds. 
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1000 
Time in 
seconds 
soo 
a 
I 
1 
~ 
List Text 
Weak Readez-s 
Good Readers 
Figuz-e 5. Expe!"iment One: mean time taken (seconds) by Good and 
Weak Reade!"s to !"ead a total of 600 wo~ds. 
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8.4 Results (a) Statistical analysis. 
Allington and ~,fcGill-F!"anzen subjected tt.eir data to :~ee :-::'!"'.clS 1"-' 
statistical analysis! 
1. An analysis of va=iance to comp~e Good and Weak 2eade!"s wi~h 
~eg~d to the~ accu~acy when ~eading a list followed by a text 
consisting of the same wo~ds. 
2. A conside~ation of the commonality of e~~or in the two conditions 
of context (text) and no context (list). 
3. Spe~~an Rank Orde~ Co~elation Coefficients in o~de~ to compa=-e 
the pe~fo~ances of the two g~oups of ~eade~s in the two 
conditions of context and no context. 
The autho~ subjected his data to the sa~e statistical analysis, 
except that he produced an analysis of variance both fo~ accuracy and 
fo~ speed/rate of ~eading, since some authorities have suggested that 
rate of reading may be an important element in the reading process. 
(1) Analysis of Variance. 
(a) Accuracy. 
The author took his subjects' raw scores for e~o~s (see Appendix 
1) and subjected them to a two-way analysis of v~iance, reading level 
(Good, Weak Reade~s) as Factor 1, by type of reading (lists of words, 
connected texts) as Facto~ 2, with repeated meas~es on the last 
facto~. The following results were obtained (see Table 6). 
The obtained value for Facto~ 1, F = 37.8, exceeded the F of 7.9 
at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was therefore rejected and 
it was concluded that, as expected, the Good Readers sco~ed 
diffe~ently from the Weak Readers so f~ as accuracy was concerned, 
to a significant extent. 
The obtained value fo~ Facto~ 2, F = 44.2, exceeded the F of 7.9 
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• 
AYlal"[sis of Va.:-iance: Acc1.:.:-acy. 
Sou.:-ce of 
Va.:-iation 
Facto!' 1 
Facto.:- 2 
Inte.:-action 
'.vi thin Subjects :s~~o:!' 
Between Subjects E.:-.:-o.:-
Total 
Sum of 
Squa.:-es 
46252.17 
3605.42 
2699.84 
1794.74 
26933.83 
81286.00 
d. f. Va.:-iance p 
1 46252.17 37.8 .01 
1 3605.42 44.2 .01 
1 2699.84 33.1 .01 
22 81.579 
22 1224.265 
47 
Table 6. Expe.:-iment One: analysis of va.:-iance fo.:- accu=acy in the 
pa.:-tial .:-eplication of Allington and itfcGill-F.:-anzen IS 
(1980) study. 
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at the 0.01 level. ~~e null hypothesis was t~e~efc~e ~e~ecte~ ~ ~+ v ".... a1"".u .J.. ... 
was conclud.ed that the diffe~ence between the Lis1:;s ar.d t:.e Tex~s 
p~oduced a significant effect upon the pe~fo~ance of ~he ~eade~s ~~ 
the test situation. 30 l:h ,-;'cod and 7,-eak Reade~s ~eai '"::-'.e connected 
texts significantly mo:-e accu.:-a tely than the:! ~ead t:.e Sa'-;"le -NCO:::'iS 
p:-esen~ed as lists. 
The obtained value fo~ the Inte~action, ? = 33.1, exceeded the 
F of 7.9 at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was the~efo:-e 
~ejected and it was concluded that the cc~bined effects of Reading 
Skill (Good vs. V,Teak) and FO!"mat of P!-esentation (Lists vs. Texts) 
had a significant diffe:-ential effect upon the pe~fo~ance of the 
~eade~s in the test situation, so f~ as accu:-acy was conce~ned. The 
no context task (lists) was significantly mo~e dis:-uptive fo~ the 
weak ~eade~s, which seemed to suppo~t the Guth~ie ~odel of ~eading. 
(b) Speed/~ate of ~eading. 
The ~aw sco~es fo~ speed/~ate of ~eading, (see Appendix 2), we:-e 
subjected to a two-way analysis of v~iance, ~eading level (Good, Weak 
Reade~s) as Facto~ 1, by type of ~eading (lists of wo~ds, connected 
texts) as Facto~ 2, with ~epeated measu:-es on the last facto:-. The 
following ~esults we:-e obtained (see Table 7). 
The obtained value fo:- Facto~ 1, F = 27.5, exceeded the 1" of 7.9 
at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was the~efo:-e ~ejected and it 
was concluded that, as expected, the Good Reade~s sco~ed differently 
from the Weak Reade:-s, to a significant extent. 
The obtained value fo:- Facto~ 2, F = 123.9, exceeded the :5' of 7.~ 
at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was the~efo~e rejected and i~ 
was concluded that the ~iffe~ence between the ~ists and the Texts 
produced a significant effect upon the perfo~ance of the ~eade~s l~ 
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So~ce of Sum of d.f. Va:iance 
Va:iation 
Facto!' 1 1225282.5 1 1225282.5 27.5 .01 
Facto!' 2 200079.2 1 200079 0 2 123.9 .01 
Inte!'action 18447.53 1 18447.53 1104 001 
',','i thin Subjects E~~o:!' 35532 .. 77 22 1615.1 
Between Subjects E=!'o!' 980346 .. 8 22 44561.2 
Total 2459688.8 47 
Table 7. Expe!'i~ent One: analysis of va!'iance fo!' speed/~ate of 
~eading in the pa:tial ~eplication of Allington and 
'1cGill-r':'anzen's (1980) study. 
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in the test si tlla tion so fa: as :"a te of :"eadi:'.2: '.vas cor c..... ' 
-' • e_ ::-:e:1.. 
'~ood and -,':eak Reade~s ~ead the connected tex-:s si5:-.i~-"ica::-:-+:ly :r.c.:-e 
Quickly than they :"ead th.e sa""":e wO!"ds p:"esen<:ed as lists. 
~~e obtained value fo:" t~e Inte~action, ? = 11.~, exceedei t~e 
i1' of 7. 9 at the 0.01 level. T'ne null hJIlothesis ',V3.S the~efc~e 
~ejected and it was concluded that the combined effects of Reading 
Skill (::;'cod vs. 'i.Teak) and ?o~at of ?~esentation (:=":'sts vs. Texts) 
had a significant effect upon the pe~fo~ance of the :"eade~s in the 
test situation, so fa: as the .:-ate of .:-eading was conce!"nei. The no 
context task (lists) was significantly mo:"e dis:"Uptive fO:".the weak 
.:-eade.:-s, which seemed to suppo.:-t the Guth:"ie model of ~eading. 
It was the~efo.:-e concluded that: 
1. as expected, the~e was a significant diffe.:-ence between the Good 
and Weak Reade~s in accu.:-acy of ~eading and in .:-ate of !"eading; 
2. the.:-e was a significant diffe~ence between the Lists and the Texts 
in the~ effect on acCU!"acy of .:-eading and rate of .:-eading; and 
3. the combined effects of Readi..'1g Skill (::;'ood vs. '/ieak) and FO!"rr.at 
of P.:-esentation (Lists vs. Texts) affected the acCU!"acy and !"ate 
of ~eading to a significant extent. This Interaction (exp~essed 
in Figtl!"p.s 4 and 5) indicates that the:"e was little diffe:-ence in 
the pe!"fo~ance of the Good Reade~s with :-ega:-d to ac~~.:-acy and 
!"ate of .:-eading lists followed by texts; the~e was, howeve~, a 
significantly g~eate~ diffe:"ence in the pe:-fo!'mance of the Weak 
Reade:-s. 'I'his diffe:-ential effect suggests that the 'Neak Reade.:-s 
benefited to a significantly greate~ extent than the Good Reade:-s 
f~o~ the linguistic cues p.:-ovided by context. This seems to 
suppo~t the Guth:"ie model of .:-eading (see Fig. 3). 
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A.llington and ~~cGill-7~8nzen p~esen +:ed a + able w:Cic::' i::.iica ted. t.~e 
cOrrJJT10na li ty of e.:-:-o::- in t~,e two conditions of cor}:ex"": and :-,.c ccr.tex"': 
(see ~able 8A). They gave no i~dication as to 
(a) ~ow they defined 'e::-.:-o~s'; 
(b) how they computed the commo~~lity of e~~o~ f~om thei: data. 
The following methods we::-e the::-efo~e adopted. 
Only "substitutions" we::-e judged as common to both lists and 
texts; "omissions/inse~tions" we~e not conside~ed ::-e-;Levant to this 
pa::-t of the statistical analysis. It was also decided that a 
substitution did not need to be exactly the s~~e in both list and 
text in o~de::- to be conside~ed common to both conditions. Fo::-
example, Subject 13 p~onounced "madman" as "madam" in both list B3 
and text B3, which was the::-efo.:-e counted as an e~o::- common to both 
conditions. He p::-onounced "f~antically" as "f::-antill" in list B4, 
but as "f::-anchilly" in text B4. These miscues we::-e also counted as 
an e~::-or common to both conditions. 
It was assumed that Allington and McGill-F::'anzen had used a 
fO!'mula of the kind Ce = C X 100 , 
L + T 1 
whe~e Ce = the pe~centage c~monality of e~or; C = n~~be~ of e~~o~s 
common to both list and text; L = total numbe~ of list-e~o.:-s; and 
T = total number of text-e~ors. 
The commonality of e~~or fo~ Experiment One was computed with the 
following ~esults (see Table 8B and Fi~e 6B). The Good Readers 
p~oduced a commonality of e~~o~ of 9%, which was sL~ila::- to the 
findings of Allington and McGill-F::'anzen, whose Good Reade.:-s p::-cduced. 
a commonality of e~o::- of 5;S. The Vi eak Readers' commonali ty of e:-::-o!' 
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A.. Allington and McGill-F!'anzen (1980). 
Mean nuTJlber of e!To!"s 
Reading ability and Common to Unique, in Unique, in Cornrnonalitv 
" 
~ate!"ial difficulty both context random 
conditions order 
Good !'eade!'s, .08 1.75 4.34 l e1 ;0 
g!"ade 2 mate!"ial 
Good !'eaders, 1.00 4.75 11.92 5% 
grade 4 mate!'ial 
Poor !'eade!'s, 7.09 4.66 19.66 1~~ 
grade 2 mate!'ial 
B. The author' s Expe!'irnent One. 
Good Reade!'s .34 .75 2.25 
',Veale Reade!'s 24.42 18.08 49.5 21% 
Table 8. The commonality of e~or for the two conditions of context 
(text) and no cont~xt (list) as found by (A) Allington and 
McGill-F!"anzen (1980), and (B) the author in his Experi:nent 
One. 
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A. Allington and ;~cGill-?:-an~en (1980). 
r;.:-ade 2 ma-i:e-ial 
c;.ood Reade:-s 
COITh'11on (0.08) 
list_~ -text 
(4.34) (1.75) 
G~ade 4 mate~ial 
Good Reade~s 
common (1.0) 
list text 
(11.92) (4.75) 
B. The autho~'s Experiment One. 
Good Reade!"s 
common (0.34) 
list ___ -cL_-----text 
(2.25) (0.75) 
CC~~'"10Y1 (7.09) 
\ 
\ 
list----.:~.~text 
(19.66) ,~. (4.66) 
Weak Reade~s 
list ____ 
(49.5) 
COIr1Jnon 
text 
(18.08) 
FigtU"e 6. The mean nurnbe~ of e!TO~S p~oduced by Good and 1,','eak 
Reade~s when !"eading lists and equivalent texts, as found 
by (A) Allington and McGill-F-:-anzen (1980), and (:0) the 
autho!" in his Expe!"iment One. 
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was 21;~, which was sLrnila: to the 18)~ ?!'oduced ~n 
'fC'~ill-F:-anzen t S study. 
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Spe~:;r:an Rank 0:-de:- Co.:-.:-elation Coefficie:'"'."+:s we.:-e cc~r-u~ed fc.:- t:-.e 
pe.:-fo.:-:na::.ces of--;'ood ar_d -,':eak Reade:-s ir: t:-.e :',';0 co::.cii "'::ic::s of cc::-:tex: 
8!',d no conteX1:: (see Table 9B). T:-.e :oes"'JJ. ts '.ve.:-e si.~ila: to t::'cse c:;:' 
A:lington and :.:cGill-?:oanzen, and 7le:oe p.:-oduceci i:'"'_ 
The 12 good .:-eade:-s we:-e put into :-ank c:-de.:- in acco:-::ar..ce wi :1-'_ the 
ave:-age numbe:- of e:-.:-o.:-s which they had made when :-eading t~e foU:' 
lists: ie. the subject with no ~istakes was ranked as numbe:- 1; the 
two subjects with the most mistakes we:-e :-anked last as number 11. 
The 12 good :-eade:-s we:-e then put into rank order in accc:-d2:;:ce wit~ 
the ave:-age numce:o of e~o:-s which they had ~~de when reading t~e fou:-
texts: ie. the subject with the most mistakes was ranked last as 
number 12. 
S 
.,.. 
Spearman's fo~la was then applied: 
= 1 - -,-....;;6::-.~+-d.:;;.2_...,.... 
n(n+l) (n-l) 
, 
where td2 = the sum of the squa.:-es of the diffe:-ence in :-ank for 
each subject when compa.:-ed fo.:- list and text; and n = the numbe:- bf 
subjects. This p:-ocess was then repeated for the 12 weak readers. 
The resulting coefficient indicated the amount of co~elation 
between a group's response to the lists and to the texts: ie. a ~ig~ 
co~elation, such as .9, indicates that those who were most acc~.:-ate 
at reading lists we:-e also most accurate at reading texts; a low 
correlation, such as .2, suggests that those who were most acCU!'ate 
at reading lists were not necessarily most acCU!'ate at reading texts. 
The results of Experi~ent One were similar to those of Allington 
and ~vfcGill-Franzen (see Table 9). 
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A. Allington and '.~cGill-?:-anzen (1980). 
S~e~1an Co~elation Cceff~cients 
Reading mate~ial Good Reade~s Poor Reade~s 
2nd 6-'ade .22 .94 
4th g~ade .28 
B. The autho~'s Expe~i~ent One. 
Spea-~an Co~elation Coefficients 
Reading mate~ial 
6-'ade 3 
(approximately) 
Good Readers 
.27 
Poor Readers 
.99 
Table 9. Spearman Rank Order Co~elation Coefficients for the 
performances of Good and ~,Veak Readers in the two conditions 
of context (text) and no context (list), as found by 
(tt) Allington ar.d ~llcGill-F~nzen (1980), and (3) t:--.e au~hc!" 
in his Experiment One. 
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8.5 Results (b) Desc!'iptive a!'-8.1ysis. 
A conside!'able quantity of desc!'iptive :::a ta was p:-o::luced. "N:".eY'. ::".e 
!'esponses of the "tweY"lty-foU!' sub,jects we!'e t:-ar:.sc:-i"ced f:-c:-:-; tax e cr;. 
to copies of tr~e two p:-actice-texts and foU!' :r.ai!'.-texts. ~ ., .... _- ............. ~ 
..... \. --
pu:-poses of this study it was decided to li.:1i t the use C~' 
to a b:-ief comment about two of the subjects who we:-eiissi.-,,:"la.: ~ ~ 
thei!' accu:-acy and !'ate of !'eading List B1 and its equivalent 
Text B1. MArk R. (Subject 17) was a 7feak Reader, whe!'eas Sterhen B. 
(Subject 5) was a Good Reade!'. 
Stephen B. made roo mistakes when !'eading t~e list, no!' when :-eadir.g 
the text which contained the same words. The list took hk 73.0 
seconds and the text took him 44.0 seconds. At 2.0 wo:-ds per second 
he !"eadthe list foU!' times more quickly than ;ITark R. At 3.4 wo!'ds 
per second he !"ead the text six times mo!'e quickly. His L~provement 
in speed of !'eading, when changing from the list to the text, was 
25~~, which was twice that of Ma!'k t s 12.616 imp!"ovement. Stephen !'ead 
the list quickly, with intonation which suggested that he was 
:-esponding to the list in a simil~ way to that of !'eading a text. ~e 
!"ead the wO!"ds fluently in g!'oups rathe!" than as individual entities. 
He was clea=ly quick and accU!'ate at basic wc!'d-!'ecognition at this 
level of vocabula!"y. He then !'ead the text s~oothly and fluently, wit~ 
meaning~ul intonation. 3is !"e-telling of the sto!'Y ~ilmediately afte:-
:-eading it revealed a clea= comp!"ehension of the text in gene!'al 
outline, in details and in some of its implicat:"or.s. 
Ma!"k R. !"ead list B1 and text B1 :TIuch :nc!'e slowly and less 
accurately than Stephen, and !"a!"ely p!"oduced a sequence of words 
which flowed togethe!". ~e !"ead the text in a SL:1ila:- way to that of 
:-eading a list. 
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~e~ding the lis: a~d t~e text, was t~at he used ?ho~ic s:~ate~ies i~ 
ways that ::-eveal fault:, ~honic unde::-s1:a~:Qir.g (see ':able :1.:). 
t:-.at his kno',vledge of :phonic }:::-ir:ciples (ie. ~p~e~e-pr.one~e 
associations) was at a level which did not p.:-ovide hi.:l "Wi:~ effecti','~ 
st.:-ategies fo.:- aiding his linguistic knowledge. 
Fo::- example, he .:-ead the phonically regula::- "dog" co!":'ectly when 
it was pa::-t of the list, but took 3.0 seconds to ::-ecognise it in the 
context of the text (see Table 10). It took hi.~ 13.0 seconis to 
::-ecognise the wO!'d "sometimes" in the text, though it had taken on1:r 
7.0 seconds to ::-ecognise it in the list (se~ Table 10). 
It is inte::-esting to note that context helped hi:n to ::-ead the wo.:-ds 
"thought" and "pump" mo::-e quickly than when they we::-e in a list, but 
the wo::-d "sometimes" took h:Lll almost twice as long to ::-ead in context 
as out of context. This is in acco:!"dance with the views of so~e of 
the autho!'s mentioned p::-eviously. Fo:!" example, Hunter (1978) 
suggested that being mentally p::-epa::-ed in the W:!"ong di.:-ection is 
wo::-se than being ::-elatively unp::-epa::-ed, since ~ental expectations of 
what is to come may sometilles illpede ::-ecogr~tion ::-athe::- than 
facilitate it. Samuels, Begy and Chen (197 5) demonst.::-atei that '1+ 
ph.:-ase level contextual cues may sometLlles have the effect of 
.:-eta::-ding the speed of wo::-d ::-ecognition, rathe::- than imp::-oving it. 
Despite his diffi~ulties, howeve::-, when he was asked to .:-e-tell 
the story in his own wo::-ds, >fa=k seemed to have g:-asped the gist of 
the sto::-y, even though he seemed less awa.::-e of some of the details 
and implications than Stephen. This is ccnt:-3.-J to S:ni th IS (1,j78) 
comment that it is impossible to comp.:-ehend a w::-itten text i: it is 
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T' t ~. 
remember 
watching 
from 
thought 
bu.rst 
rushed 
back 
notice 
burning 
st~rted 
swiftly 
pump 
water 
water 
sometimes 
leave 
burning 
leave 
.respond correctly 
(in seco:-1ds) (i::c seccn:i.s) 
4 newspape= '-' 
5 
3 
3 thought 2 
3 could 2 
2 dog 3 
6 
10 
2 
2 
3 
4 pu.l!p 3 
8 aimed 4 
2 
7 scmet·iiles 13 
2 
5 
2 
Table 10. :~k R. 's cor.rect resFonses to tr,cse wo::-ds i:,_ list Bl 3.:,.c. 
text Bl which took longer than one second to :r:-cc:_'~ce. 
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~ext. 
~:-iginal ~:-igi~l 
P:-onunciation -,.,'o!'d 
newspape!' newspa:e (5, ~To ) 
wa.tching wo:-ch (5, Yes) 
back dock ( No) 
fi!'e fea!' ( No) 
daughte!' dun, down, downter daughte!' dainte!' (6, ~ro ) 
(10, No) 
st=-uggling st:-ung, st!'ongly (5, :Jo) 
excited ext, excavit (8, No) excited exit (9, 'T ) 1<0 
d.!'ive d.!'ove (2, No) 
act ask ( ~o) 
g!'abbed g!'abbit (8, No) g!'abbed g=-ubbled (3, No) 
bicycle bicky, bickly (15, No) bicycle bickue (10, v ) ,',e 
pump poo (4, Yes) pump poop (3, Ye:::,) 
could cold (2, No) could couldn't (2, i'T 0) 
mayo!' may-o!' (6, No) mayor menor (5, No) 
sometimes some-thing (7, Yes) sometimes smote (13, Yes) 
leave live (3, '" ) l~O 
ciga=- ke!', ke!'gge!', ciga!' chegge!' (4, ~c) 
ke.!'nel (10, No) 
Table 11. \1a:-k R. 's attempts to use phonic st!'ategies as an aid to 
wo!'d-!'ecognition when !'eading list 31 and text Bl 
(with time in seconds and whethe!' co!'!'ected c!' ~ct). 
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~e~d as slowly as one wo!"d ~e!" secor::i. 
O~e final obse!"Vatio~ see~s pe~ti~e~t to ~~e 
wo!"d-!'ecogni tion skills. -;'i;--,en :-eadir.g list B1, ~·:a:'"k ? • .:'e'le9..':'e':' 
difficul ties in speed of wo!"d-!'ecogni tior. and f['~cr .. :..c-9.. ttack Sf::"~=-3 
with 42 of the 150 wo:-ds (28/~). 28 of t~e p:cblems we:-e ove:cc~e, 
leaving 14 unco::ected wo!"ds (9;6). ',',::en :-eading text 31 he revealed 
difficul ties in speed of wo!'d-!'ecogni tion ar~d phonic-a ttac:<: w-:" t:1 24 
wo~ds out of 150 (16/;). 15 of the p!"oblems we!'e ove:come, leaving 
only 9 miscues (6A). 
Ini tial difficulties in wo:-d-!'ecogni tion with 28/; of the list 9..'_Cl 
16); ot' the text seem to indicate tha t ~,:a=k was at a disadvantage 
compa!"ed with Stephen. >1a=k appeared to be !'elying on his linguistic 
skills as an aid to wo!"d-!'ecognition fa!' mo:e than was the case fo!" 
Stephen. Stephen appa!'ently did not need to depend on his linguistic 
skills as an aid to wo:-d-:-ecognition, since he had p!'eviously !'ead 
the same ~o:ds fluently as a list. This is in acco!'dance with 
Allington's (1978a) views that good !'eade!"s seem to :ely on context 
mo:-e as an aid to fluency than as an aid to accu:-acy, whe=eas poo: 
!'eade:-s may :ely on context p!"i~a!'ily as an aid to accu:-acy. 
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S.G :Jiscussion. 
(a) Sta~istical a~alvsis. 
"'':1e :-esults of "the s"ta"tistical ar.a,l.ysis p:-oviied. sc:;e s·:~~o.:-: -'.~~ 
both '"!lcciels of :-eadir_g - that of :~ocd--:-:aYl ar.G. t~.a -: O:i:'~'u t:-::ie. 
(1) \r.alyses of va:.:-iar.ce. 
The analysis of va:.:-iance of "the subjects I sco.:-es fo:- aCC"Ll..:'ac',,-
(see Table 6) p:.:-oduced .:-esults which we:.:-e simila:- to those of 
Allington and McGill-F:.:-anzen (1980). They found that, as expected, 
the pe:-fo:.:-mance of "the good :-eade:-s was significantly diffe:-ent f:-c~ 
tha t of the poo:- :-eade:-s (:2 = 14.26, p< .001). ~:xpe:-i'";",ent 0!le (Facto:-
1) also indicated that the good :-eade:.:-s' pe:-fo:-mance was significant~y 
diffe:-ent f:-om that of the poo:.:- :-eade:-s (F = 37.8, p<: .01). 
Allington and ~fcGill-F:-anzen found that the :-ar.do:n wo:-d task 
p~oduced significantly rno~e e~o:.:-s than the context task (F = 57.73, 
p~.OOl). Expe:.:-i~ent One (?acto:- 2) also indicated that the :-andom 
wo~d task p:-oduced significantly mo=e ~=o:-s than the context task 
(F = 44.2, p<:.Ol). This see~s to suppo~t the Good~an model of 
:-eading, which suggests that ~eade~s can ~ead a text mo~e acc~ately 
than a list because they can utilise linguistic cues :-athe~ than 
me:.:-ely :-ely on g~aphic cues (see Fig. 3). 
Allington and Y~c(~ill-F.:-anzen found tr.a t the ir.te:.:-action was 
significant (? = 28.78, p<.OOl), andExpe~i~ent One also ir.iicated. 
that the inte~action was significant (F = 33.1, p~ .01). ~his 
indicated that the no-context task (list) was mo:-e dis~ptive fo:- .... J.e 
poo~ =eade~s than fo:- the go~d ~eade:.:-s: ie. the weak :.:-eade:.:-s benef~te< 
significantly :no:.:-e than the good :-eade::os f:-om the oppo.:-t'Jr.i :::,; ~=cvi:ie':: 
by texts to utilise thei= linguistic skills. ~nis seems to su~;c=t 
the Gutr-..!"ie :nodel of :-eading which i-:lL'lies that weak :-eade:-s 'Ni~l 
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fcl:owed by its e~uivalent ~ext (3ee ?ig. ~). 
2illila!" !"esul ts we~e cbtained w~"eE the subjec-:s' 
~3. te of ~eadin.g we!"e subjectei to a~~ ar~alysis of va:ia~.::e (see 'Ia:;_e 
7). (Allir.gton and 'rc(~ill-?::-ar.zen did not :'!easu_"'e 1::'lis as;::ect of 
::-eading in thei::- 1980 study.) Expe::-iment One (:'acto::- 1) i:.d.icated 
that, as expected, the weak !"eade!"s !'ead wo::-ds significantly :r.o~e 
slowly than 'the good reade!'s, both in lists and in texts (:2 = 27.5, 
significantly less tLlle to !"ead the texts than the lists (~ = 123.9, 
p < .01) • This seems to suppo!"t the Goodman model of ::-eading, which 
implies that !"eade::-s can ~ead a text more quickly than a list because 
they can utilise linguistic cues !"ather than merely rely on g!'aphic 
cues (see Fig. 3). 
The inte!"action in Expe!"iment One was significant (F = 11.4, 
p< .01). This indicated that the weak !"eade!'s benefited s~gnificantly 
mO!'e than the good ~eade::,s f~om the op~o::'tunity provided by texts to 
utilise thei::' linguistic skills. This seems to sup~o~t the Gutr~ie 
model of !'eading which implies that weak !'eade!'s will inc::-ease thei!" 
rate of reading more than good reade::,s 'nhen ::-e3.a.ing a list followeti 
by its equivalent text (see Fi~e 3). 
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(2) Commonality of e':-':-o!". 
The ar...alysis of t:-:e CC:-rL'":1c~':.3.li ty of e!"".!'o!" be t-,ye e!'. l:"s-:s aY'.J.. tex-:s 
in ~XFe':-L~ent One p:-oduced s~~ila.:- !"esults to those of A~:i~gtcn a~~ 
\:C:-;'ill-p--anzen (see Table 8 3.nc. Figu:e 6). :::=t was concluded t~3. t ':~.e2' 
h~d been justified in ~uestioning tr.e assu-:1:ption t:-:at "io.:-d-:-eccc~:" -:::..=~ 
in eithe:- context 0:- isolation can be employed to ~:-edict s~~i:a!" 
e!'!"o!"s in the othe:- condition. 
(3) Spea~an Rank O:-de:- Co.:-.:-elation Coefficients. 
The computation of Spea.:-man Rar~ C:-de:- Co.:-.:-elation Coefficients i~ 
Expe:-iment nne p:-oduced :-esul~s which we!"e ve:-y simila.:- to those of 
Allington and ?~cGill-?~ar.zen (see Table 9), and seem to lead to the 
sa~e conclusions. Such co:-.:-elations do not in themselves indicate 
that one can use wo:-d-:-ecognition in lists to p:-edict ability to :-eaci 
the same wo!"ds in context. The co~.:-elations me:-ely indicate that one 
can p:-edict to a ce:-tain extent gene!"al ~eading ability based upon 
the :-esults of a wo:-d-recognition task. This is not the same as 
using a reade~'s perfo:-mance on a wo:-d-list as a neans of 
asce:-taining specific weakness in wo.:-d identification. 
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(b) Desc:,i'Dtive analysis. 
T':"1e desc:'iptive data also :;::-ovided sc:-;:e sUFrc:,~ :"c;:=- ::o-+:~'1-::c:::..eJ...s c: 
:=-e8di::l.g. Good.l1an st.:'essed tt_e :-eade:-' s '--13e of cCr'.text as the ~:=-i."";'.a:':' 
ele:ne~;.t in :=-eading, but scrn.e of t:-:e fi.::.di:lgs i::-l Z~e:=-:_:"':'.e::.t O::-:.e 
p:=-ovided evidence w~ich cc::_flicted 7,i tn t:---.is view 21::.::1 was :-lc:=-e 
suppo:=-tive of Guth:=-ie's belief that basic wo:,d-:-ecognitio~ is t~e 
p:-ima:=-y element in :-eading. 
Stephen B., a Good Reade:-, was able to :-ead ~ list of context-
f:-ee wo:-ds quickly, acCU:'ately and fluently. His :-hythl1 and 
intonation we:-e in the style of :-eading connected text, both when r,e 
:-ead the text and when he :-ead the list. ~'~a:'k R., a '.veak Reade:-, 
tended to :-ead the wo:-ds slowly and inaccU.:'ately, whethe:- they we:-e 
in context 0:- not. ~is :-hythl1 and intonation we:-e in the style of 
:-eading a list of unconnected wo:-ds, both when ~e :-ead the list aud 
when he :-ead the text. These two examples seem to p:-ovide some 
suppo:=-t fo:- Guth:-ie's belief that quick, accu:-ate, context-f:-ee 
wo:-d-:-ecognition is of p:-i..l1a:-y importance in enabling :-eaders to 
utilise thei.:' lin6~istic skills. 
The desc:-ip+ive findings of Expe:-il1ent One also ?:=-ovided some 
suppo:-t fo.:' Gcodrnan' s views. 3ctr. Stephen and '.:a:-k :-ead text Bl J:1o:=-e 
quickly than they :-ead list Dl. Stephen tock 73 seconds to :-ead the 
list, but only 44 seconds to :-ead the text; :,La.!'k took 303 seconds to 
:-ead the list, but only 235 seconds to :-ead the text. ~,:a:-k :nade 
14 ~istakes in the list, but only 9 mistakes in the text; Ster~e~ 
made no mistakes in eithe:- list 0:- text. 
Contextual cues appa:-ently helped :"1a:-k to :-ead mo:-e accu:-a tely, 
and both Stephen and >fa.!'k appa:-er.tly :-ead mo:-e quickly because of t:-.C 
p:-esence of context. I~r:-ovement in Stephen's accu.:'acy was ~ct 
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measu!"able ir. case, since ;.e :::ade ~cC :nis"":akes ';;~.e:o. .:-eadi::-.~ 
"'::-.e 
lis~. 
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8. 7 8cnclusior .. 
evidence to suppo:-t sc~e a spects of Doth T;odels of :-e3.dir_.;. 
~he st;'l tistical analysis ar~d cons~J.e!"3. tion of sC::.e cf !':-.e 
desc:-iptive data suppo:-ted Goodman's model i~ so :a~ that t~e ~esu~ts 
indicated that both the Good and the ",Veak Readers !"ead tte texts 
significantly mo:-e acCU:'ately and more quickly t~a~ the lists. ~~e 
same data also p:-ovided suppo~t fo!" Guth!'ie's model in so f~ that 
the ~esults indicated a significant diffe:-ential effect between the 
imp:-ovement of the Good and the ','ieak Reade:-s, when :-eading lists 
followed by texts. This irnp:'ovement was seen in bo~h ac~U:'acy and 
speed/:'ate of :'eading, and indicated that the ",l,-eak Reade:-s benefited 
mo!"e than the Good Reade!"s f:-cm the oppo:'tunity to use context as an 
aid to wo!"d !"ecognition. 
The :-esults of Expe:-L~ent One the:-efo!"e seem to ~:-ovide suppo!"t 
fo:- Stanovich's (1980) view that a new, inte~-active model of :-eading 
is desi=able. Such a model would attempt to integ:-ate bottom-up 
models (such a.s G-u trJ.!'ie ' s) with top-doV'm models (such as Goodman's). 
Allington and ~fcGill-F~anzen (1980) cOr:'_--:1ented that the ii:"fe:-ences 
in the level of ac~acy of thei= two g:-cu~s precluded useful 
compa:'isons as to the extent to which good and :poo!" ~eade:-s =ely 
• on contextual info:-mation. The same p:-oblem was expe:'iehced in 
Expe:'L~ent One. Texts which a!"e suitable fo!" weak :-eade!"s a:-e too 
simple fo~ good :-eade:-s. The :-esul ting "ceiling effect" fo:' t:-.e 
Good Reade:,s (see Fig. 4) p:-events a ~eaningful cc~:pa=ison of 
:-elative impo!"tance of context and basic wo!"d-!"ecognition fo~ each 
g:-oup. The diffe:-ential effect between the two g:-cups, wr.ich see~s 
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to sup:;:o!'+; the ';-ut~ie Godel of :nay be 
usi~g t~e kind of +.:est ins+':~Teht desc~ibed i~ ~~e~~~e~t C~e. 
Reade!'s ·.ve~e r.ot -::a +.:ched fo~ intelligence ie :;:;x;e~i.-:-:e~.t 2r.e. 
mean i~+;e l2.igence quotient of t:-.e ':,'eak Reade!'s was 76.4-; t::o.. t 
Good Reade~s was 126.5 (see Table 5). " ~k ~, - ~ ~ .'.a.:: _ .:c. S 1.. <>;'. was c4, whe~eas 
Stephen B.'s I.Q. was 122, and this diffe~ence :nay expla~~ tte 
diffe~ences in thei!' fluency and thei!' comp!'ehension ~~en ~es~cr.ding 
to text B1. 
:ILa~k' s tendency to ~ead the text sJlowly ar:d ~r.accura tel::r in t:-,e 
style of a list could be asc!'ibed to his gene~ally low level of 
intelligence ~athe~ than to his slow and inaccu!'ate basic wo~d-
~ecogni tion. Likewise Stephen's ability to ~ead the text fluentl:r 
could be asc~ibed to his gene~ally high level of intelligence ~athC'!' 
than to his quick and accu!'ate basic wo!'d-~ecognition~ 
M~kts app~ently poo!' memo~ fo~, and comp~ehension of, details 
in the text may also have been a result of his low intelligence. 
Stephen B. may have been able to unde~stand and ~emernoer the details 
of the text rno~e accu~ately because of his highe~ level c~ 
. + 11· lnve 1ger.ce. 
It seemed desi~able to de',elop a ~the~ test inst~..llTlent as 3. :r!ea!'~s 
of compa!'ing the two models of ~eading p~eser.ted cy Gcocb.ar.. a~"i 
Gut~ie. Such an inst!'Ument would need to: 
1. produce a text which would be suitable fo~ both g~oups of ~eade~s; 
2. find a way to compa~e List-Text Change, so as to allow fo!' the 
Good Reade~s' supe~:i.o~i ty in basic wo:!"d-!"eco~r.i tion. 
It would also be desi!'able to :natch the ~NO G!'0eps fo!" the~ level 
intelligence. Expe:!"iment Two was an attempt to achi~le this. 
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9.1 I~t~oduc~ion. 
A ~eview of the Ii te!"a tu="e (C':1a:'Cte~s ~,yo ~o .seven) i::-.-:!ica -:es ::-.3.:-
it is no easy task to -:-::~oduce test ir:st.:-u:::.e:-1.ts w...-dch ',vil'::" i::dic2.:e 
t:1e :,ela tive iInpo~tance of basic 71O:-d-!"eco§;ni ticn skil:::"s SLi 
linguistio skills in the !"eading ?:'ocess. One d~~~ic:'l~u ~s ~.~.a+v ~ ~-.. - ~ l..... 'J v" _ _ 
Good and ',I[eak ~eade:-s va::y conside~ably in thei!- abiii ty tc res?o:'.c. 
quickly and accu:-ately to p!"inted words, whether ir: isola--::icr. or in 
context. It was decided to use two techniques in order to ~!"ovide 
alte~ative means of compa!"ing these tNO groups: 
1. The amount of L~!"ovement within each g~oup was ~easu=ed when the 
subjects !"ead lists followed by thei!- equivalen~ texts; and 
2. One of the texts presented to each subject included ho~ophones. 
(a) An Index (coefficient) of List-Text change. 
Rese~ch has indicated that readers are able to utilise their 
knowledge of language in order to speed up the p~ocess of !"ecognising 
individual words, when these words are p~t of connected text. The!"e 
is also, usually, an improvement in accu=acy. It was assumed in 
Experiment Two that the measurement of this List-Text change might 
p!"ovide data to be used for fUrther ap~lysis when testing the 
pe!"fo!"rnance of !"eaders. 
Ma!"shall, Caplan and Holmes (1975) !"efe!"!"ed to the p!"oblem of 
const!"Ucting measures which would cope with the fact that subjects 
may diffe!" conside!"ably in the overall accuracy of ttei!" pe!"fo~ar:ce. 
They suggested a fO!"rnula to p!"oduce a suitable coefficient. 
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It was iecided to use this fo:-mula iT"'. :Sxpe:-i.-::eT"'."t n;:-NO as a ',';'3.-: 0:' 
coping with the p:-oble::l of cc;::-pa!'ir.g::;'ocd '3.r..d. ',':eak ':-eacie:-s, ',y;-,c 
usually p.:-oduce widely diffe!'i::.g SCO!'8S 'Nr,e:-: cc;rrpa:-eCi i~ ""ectly :'r. 
p!'oduce the following: 
Ic = A - B X 100 , 
A + B 1 
whe:-e Ic = the Index (coefficient) of the pe.:-centage :-ate of cha:1ge 
(imp!'ovement) when !'eading a list followed by its equivalent text; 
A = the total numbe!' of wO!'ds !'ead co!'!'ectly f:-om a text (o!' the ti-;-le 
taken to !'ead a list in seconds); and B = the total numbe!' of wO!'ds 
!'ead co!':-ectly f!'om the equivalent list (o!' the time taken to :-ead 
the equivalent text in seconds). 
This index made it possible to measU!'e each subject's amount of 
List-Text change in !'elation to his overall pe!'fo!i1lance. It was usei 
to meas~e imp!'ovements both in accuracy and in speed. The index of 
change fo!' each subject was then used as a !'aw sco!'e fo!' fU!'the!' 
statistical analysis. It was ass~~ed that this pe:-centage index-
sco:-e could be conside!'ed as Pa!'t of an inte!'Val scale in so fa:- that 
no change (Ic = 0.0/;;) !'ep!'esents a base line, and a change of n(' .• L.V;O 
!'eally does !'ep!'esent a change for one subject which is tw"ice as 
la!'ge as a 10% change fo!' anothe!' subject. 
The use of this fo~ula p!'ovides an alternative means of 
evaluating the :-esponse of Good and Weak !'eade!'s to tl:.e sa.lle list 
and text. The two g:-oups a:-e not judged di!'ectly by the speed o!' 
aCCU!'8CY of thei:- :-eading: Good Readers can be expected to :-ead ~is~3 
and texts mo:-e quickly and accurately than ',\'eak Readers. Each s:-c'J~ 
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is fi!'st evaluated '.vi tr.in i ~self: one set of sco!'es is cC:T:? ~ed wi '":r. 
fo:- ~:--l('lt g:-oup when char-.ging f:-om a !'andom set of '.vo.:-ds (list) 
same wO!'ds a s a connected pa ssage (text). Ther. the t;NO f:':-C~:= s 
compa:-ed ~o asce:-tain whe~':-1e:, the!"e is a sie;nificantly g!"eate.:-
:0 t:,e 
imp!'ovement by the Good Re8 de:,s 0:' by the '''leak Reade:'s, o!" whethe~ 
the!'e is no significant diffe~ence in their amount of ~up!"ovement. 
The two models of !"eading p:-esented by GoeQ~ar. and Gutr~ie ~~ply 
that the!'e are alte:-native possibilities as to the amount of 
imp!"ovement which Good and Weak Reade!"s will make when changing f:-c~ 
a list to its equivalent text. Acco!"ding to G-uth.!-ie's model, Weak 
Reade~s should imp!"ove more when !"eading a list followed by its 
equivalent text, because they tend to rely on thei= linguistic skills 
in o:-der to imp!'ove the accu!"acy of thei= wo!"d recognition. Good 
Reade!'s a.:-e al!"eady accu:'ate at basic word recognition and therefore 
do not need to rely on thei:- linguistic skills so much as ?/eak 
Readers in o!"der to imp!"ove thei:- accu!"acy. They will the!"efo!"e not 
imp!"ove so much when -:-eading a list followed by its equivalent text 
as the Weak Reade!"s (see Fig. 3B). 
Acco-:-ding to Good:-nan the:-e is no fundarnental diffe!"ence bet'/leeYl 
individual readers, in so fa:- that all reade!'s .:-ely p:'i.'1la:-il:r en thei: 
linguistic skills, but it is p!'obable that Beginning Reade!'s need to 
:-ely on visual cues more than Expe!"ienced Reade!'s. If we equate Good 
with Expe!"ienced Reade!"s, and Weak with Beginning Reade!"s, then 
Goodman's ~odel p.:-esents two possible implications: either 
1. the!"e is no fundamental diffe!"ence between ~ood and ','Ieak Reade!"s, 
since all !"eaders !"ely p!"ima:-ily en linguistic skills and the:-e 
will the!"efo.:-e be no significant difference between Good and -.'leak 
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makes; 0:-
2. i~ tr:e~e is a significant diffe!"ence, it -,;i:;"l be tr-la t ';coo. ?ead.e:-.::; 
". t -. l.... .." ~~s ::~~c~ea cy 
equivalent text than the 'ileak Reade:-s, '::lecause tr.e .~ocd. ::'~e3.c.e:-s 
a~e mo!"e expe:-ienced at using thei!" linguistic skills (see 
Fig. 3A). 
(b) The inclusion of homophones. 
It seemed desi~able in Expe!"iment ~vo to find a way to co~pensate 
fo!' the diffe:-ences in wo:-d-!'ecogni tion ability between ::;'ood and 'i,'eak 
Reade:-s. Expe!"irne:1t One had suffe!"ed f:-om the same p:-oblem as that 
of Allington and ~v:cGill-F:-anzen (1980): a text which was sui table fo:-
Weak Readers was too easy fo:- the Good Readers and the!'efo!'e p~ecludec.. 
meaningful compa!"isons. One of the ways in which Good and ',veak 
Reade!'s a~e distinguishable is that the latter ~oup usually cannot 
!'espond as quickly and ac~ately as the Good Reade!"s to a pa:ticula: 
list of wO!'ds. 
LaBerge (1972, page 244) quoted a sentence f:om S~nuels, which 
contained seve!"al homophones used incong:=uously: "The buoy and the 
none tolled hymn they had scene and herd a pea: of bear feat in the 
haul." This seems to L'7lply that the incong:::-uous use of homophones 
within a text could be used to examine the possible role of visual 
cues on the p~ocess of !'eading. Much of the cont:ove!'sy between the 
two schools of thought rep:-esented by Good~an and ::;'~~hrie has cent!'ed 
around the !"elative importance within the reading p!'ocess ofceing 
able to decode individual words quickly and accu:ately solely on the 
basis of their visual impact. 
The two models of !"eading ~ply that alte:-native predictichs a:e 
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possible as to the amount of :"'--:-.p:-ovement ·,yhich::;'ocd ar:.ci ',','ea~ =":.,=aie!"s 
:-:-,ay :-rl8ke when changing f:-om a list to i ~s equivaJ..e;.-: -:::x~, :':" -'::-,a t 
text includes ':lc:nophones used ir.cong:-uously. ~: ... e pa tte:-::-: o:~ 
p:-edictions is sirnila:- to tha t p:-e3eY'~ted iY'. sec-: ::"c!:. (a) 'Nher. 
explaining the use of ~he Index of ~ist-Tex-: c~~nbe. 
Acco.:-ding to Guth:-ie I s model, l,Veak Reade:-s should l.71p:-ove mo:-e 
than Good Reade!"s when :-eading a list followed 1:::y ::"ts equivalent 
text. Good Reade:-s a.:-e appa=ently able to :-ecognise wo:-ds quickly 
and accu:-ately befo!"e using their linguistic skills, and the=efo:-e 
a=e likely to be adve:-sely influenced by the inclusion of incong:-uous 
homophones within a text. Weak Readers tend to need. to use "thei:-
linguistic skills as a ~eans to, and therefore befo:-e, :-ecognising 
wo:-ds, and therefo.:-e should be less affected by the inclusion of 
homophones wi t:-.in a text, because they do not look at the spelling 
patte:-ns of each wo:-d as accu:-ately as the Geod Reade!"s (see Fig. 3B). 
According to Goed.'11an t~;.e:-e is no fundamental difference between 
individual :-eade:-s in so far that all reade!"s depend en thei:-
. 
linguistic skills as their p:-Lllary seU!"ce of obtaining cues when 
:-eading. He does suggest, howeve!", that it is p:-obable that 
Beginning Reade:-s need to :-ely mo:-e on visual cues tnan SXfe:-ie~ced 
Reade:-s. Goodman I s model the:-efo!"e seems to i":",ply ~r,a t t;;e:-e will be 
no significant diffe!"ence between Good and ',\'eak Reade:-s in tr.e amour.t 
of List-Text change which each group makes. If the!"e is a significant 
diffe!"ence between the two groups, it will be that the ~ood Reade:-s 
make more improvement than the 'Neak Readers when :-ea:ii::-:g a :::"ist 
followed by its equivalent text, since they do not :,.eed to ::"cok at 
individual wo.:-ds as accll!"ately as '::eak Reade:-s ar..,j therefo:-e will ne': 
be so affected by a text which includes ir.co:-:g:-ucus :-c:-".o:-: ~c!'.es \ see 
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1:0 skim wo.:-ds wit';lout being 
~xpe=L~ent ~NO the=efo~e co~sis~ed of a cO~f8.:-ison of ~~e ar._c~n1: 
of ~ist-Text change wi tn.ir: each g=oup of Geed. and 'Neak ~ea(ier's i:-. 
=esponse to homophones used incong=uously in a text 'fIr.ioh ','tas a"": a 
suitable level fo= the ',t,'eak Reade!"s. 
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9.2 ~i~ethod.. 
'-=':'"le subjects we!:'e t'.','enty-fou= pupils f:-C:Tl a =~ortr..-:="o~.:icn ccys I 
comp!:'ehensive school. They were seen ind~vi:iua~ly and eacr.. te3t 
session lasted fo:- about bie!"lty :-:1i['.u-+:es. T:--.e:-e ':;e::e t·.';e~.:/e ~ccd 
Reade!:'s a:::d twelve ':,reak Readers, ',,-ho were :-:-.2. tched. fc:: age 
intelligence (see Table 12). 
Experi~ent One had been unsatisfacto!:'y i~ so far that Good ~n~ 
'reak Reade!:'s had not been matched fo!:' intelligence. In Experiment 
Two, pairs of Good and 'Neak readers we!:'e :Tlatched as closely as 
possible fo!:' intelligence, but their levels of reading abi::'i ty Vie::e 
as different as possible. 
Each subject was p!:'esented with a text of 600 wo!:'ds, which had 
been devised special~y for this experi~ent. This text was divided 
into three shorter texts, each of 200 wO!:'ds. Each short text was 
presented in one of three ways: 
1. it could be listened to as a tape-reco!:'ded passage, \vith no 
visual display (L); 
2. it could be seen as a typed text consisting solely of words spelt 
acco!:'ding to standard English orthog!:'aphy (S); and 
3. it could be seen as a typed text 'Nhich included apprcxii'a tely 
seventy homophones in place of standard spellings (H). 
The homophones we!:'e hete!:'ographic: ie. each homophone was 
p!:'onounced in the same way as the original wO!:'d in the text, but was 
spelt diffe!:'ently from it and had a co~pletely different meaning, 
ego blew and blue. There were seventy homophones in Text One, sixty-
five homophones in Text ~NO, and seventy-five ~c~ophones in Text 
Three. These 210 homophones constituted 3.5,~ of the total text, ar.d 
had been chosen from a specially prepared list. 
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"Mean Mean 
Reading Intelligence 
Quotient1 S.D. Quotient2 S.~. 
Good Reade~s 113.75 
',veak Reade~s 89.92 
3.9 
3.3 
106.75 
105.8 
11.2 
10.3 
~,:ean 
Age ::3 • .u. 
(Yea!'s) C,1onths) 
12.0 
12.0 
4.9 
3.6 
1Wide Span Reading Test, Thomas ?~elson and Sons, =..td.. 
2Non-Ve~bal Test DR, :iational Foundation fo!" :5:du::a "':ior.al Resea:-c:h. 
Table 12. Expe!"i;l1e~t Two: ~,:ean Reading ~uctient, :~e:l!": Intelli,:::e;-.ce 
Quotient, and :,:ean Ae;e of the two g:-oups c:~ subjects. 
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A sui ~able list of homophor.es was lacki~g. Such a ~is~ 'vas 
t::e!"efo!"e devised :y c~oosir.g sets af VTO!'c1s f:-c;-:<. :::::01.=-:':-.s ':::::'C-+::'0:-2.::7 
of tr.e English ~anguage (1979). T:.'1is was used to p:-cviie :-:1 a -te:-ial 
fo!" EX}:e!'iment Two a:1d was tr-.en r:ublisr.ed: 
(see Appendix 3). 
In o!"de!" to assess the subjects' corr::r::!"ehension 0::::-' ~he texts, 
several questions we!"e asked L~ediately after each text ~ad 8ee~ 
~ead by each subject. It was thought that if questio~s were asked 
which involved the p!'oduction of certain "target-words", this ',voule.. 
provide a more effective way of assessing the affects of homophc~es 
than if each subject were asked to re-tell the passage in his o~. 
words, as had been done in ~xperiment One. 
However, the p~ocess of oral reading produces an additional load 
on the reade!"'s at-tention, and this may affect both comprehension a~d 
recall. '{,'hen a reader pronounces written words aloud, this requires 
mental processes beyond those used for the nc~al comprehension of 
spoken language. Reading aloud may be considered a p!"ocess of 
simultaneously looking, speaking and listening. The reader pronounces 
written words aloud and then needs to :-:1cnito!" what has been heard as 
one way of extracting meaning from it. 
Each subject was therefore required to listen to a text and 
answer questions about it without seeing the printed wo!"ds either as 
a list or as a text. It was thought that this would p!"ovide a case-
line f!"om which to compare the !"elative effect on comp:-ehension 
produced by reading homophone-texts and standard-texts. 
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3.3 P:-ocedu:-e. 
~8ch subject was :-equi:ed. to lis~er'. "':0 one of t:~.e texts. :-e?.i 
3loud a second tex~ p:-inted i~ st~~da:-d ~r'.g~ish, 
tr.i!"d. text w'r".ich i::--.cluded hcmcpho~es. 'ihe th=ee sr..c:-t texts we:-e 
31ways p.:-esented i~ t~le sa'":!e o:-de:- so as to ::;::-oduce a cc::_ti~_uC'.ls 
sto:-y. 
',\-he:-e a text was to be !"ead aloud, the subject was fi:-st .:-ec;.ui=e~ 
to :-ead the 200 wo:-ds of the text p:-esented as a list of '.vo:-cls ir.. 
:-~ndom o:-de:- mounted on a sepa:-ate ca:-d f:-cm that of the text. 
Afte:- a text had been hea:-d 0:- seen, the subject was asked seve:-al 
questions about it, and ce:-tain "ta:get-wo:-ds" we.:-e :-equi.!'ed as -pa!"t 
of the answe.:-. Each ta:-get-wo:-d existed as a homophone, eg. fo:-t a~d 
fought. 
After each subject had been exposed to the th:-ee texts and had 
answe=ed questions about them, th:-ee final questions we=e asked in 
o:-de:- to obtain info~ation about the subjects' pe:-ceptions of the 
expe:-iment. 
Each twenty-minute session was tape-:-eco=ded and late:- t:-ansc:-ibeG 
as follows: 
1. E:-:-ors were t:-ansc:-ibed on to copies of the lists and texts. 
non-standa=d :-eading of the expected wo:-d, if unco.:-:-ected, was 
considered to be an e.:-:-or. The mean numbe:- of wo:-ds :-ead 
co:-.:-ectly was calculated fo:- the two groups of Good and ',I,-eak 
Reade:-s when :-eading lists and texts in the two fO.:"::la ts invclvir.E: 
Standard Spelling and Homophone Spelling (see ?ig. 7, and 
~ppendices 4 and 5). 
2. The time taken by each subject to :-ead each list and text was 
noted, and the mean time taken by the two gro"J.:r:; s of ,~ocd and -'.-e,J.~ 
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Geod Reade::-s 
'.'ea:;]. n1.lJnbe::-
of "No::-ds ::-ead 
co::-::-ectly 
li5 -
Standa:d Homophone 
toO; lit eak Reade:r-s 
'lean nurnbe:r-
of wo:r-ds ::-ead 
co~ectly 
Standa:d Homophcne 
"G'" 7 
_ 1. gtl:!'e • ~/:ean nurnbe::- of wO!'ds ::-ead co::-:-ectly by ,~ocd. aY'_ci 
Reade:r-s when ::-eading lists ar.d texts in t~.e two fc:-.a-!:s 
involving Stan~q:r-d Spelling and Homophcr.e ~pel~i~~. 
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Reade:-s to :-ead lists and texts was ca~c'...l~3. :ec. :"c:- '":~"'..e t"NO 
fo~ats involving Stan~d Spelli.l'lg 3..r_d ~c;rioDhone S-;e::":::'i~g (see 
Fig. 8, a~d Appendices 6 and 7). 
'='he subjects' answe:-s to all the q'-lestions :-e~a tee. ::ii:ect.:. ~,- "tc 
" 
the texts we-::e t:-ansc-::ibed. A. ~a:-k ',vas given fc:- eacr. ta:;e:-
wo:-d which the subject was able to p!"oduce as :'lis answer 0:- ~C":1.:-: 
0:' an answe!". The!"e we!"e ten ta!"get-wo:-ds fo!" each text. 
total numbe:- of ta:get-wo!"ds achieved by Good an.d "",Teak Reade:os i:1 
response to the tr~ee fO!"mats was then calculated (see Fig. 9). 
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Figtl!"e 8. Mean time taken by Good and Weak Reade!'s to :-eaa lists ar.=. 
texts in the two formats involving Stan~d Spelli~g and 
Bornophone Spelling. 
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Figtt.!"e 9. Total numbe!" of ta=get-wo..:-ds achieved by Good and "!leak 
Reade!"s in !"esponse to questions relating to the t~ee 
texts in the th!"ee fO!'mats of Listening (L), o!"al reading 
of a text p!"inted in Standa=d Spellings (3), ana o~al 
!"eading of a text including Homophone Spellings (n). 
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9.4 Pesu:J...ts a S-l:atiS1:ical "'~.'l.al'rsis. 
'::':'1e fo:-mula Ic = A - 3 X 100 was ap:p lied to t:--:e =-':3...,v scc=-es c:' eac~ . 
. \ + B "1 
:-eade!" in !"esponse to each lis1: and text (ie. 3tar .. ~,3 '~::. 
~TO;"l.OFhone Spelling). In the case cf )~cc'J.:acy, A = "':i".e nL:.-,ce= 0:'-' tex-:-
wo=-ds !"ead co~!"ectly and B = the number of list-'No~d.s ~e3.:: co~ec"': .:..:-
(see Appendices 4 and 5). In the case of Speed/:-ate of reaQing, 
A = the time taken to !"ead the list ( in seconds) aLd 3 = the ti~e 
taken to !"ead the text (see Appendices 6 and 7). 
The !"esulting index (Ic) rep!"esented each subject's percentage 
change (irnp!"ovement a!" dete!"ioration) (see FiGUres 10 and 11). ~he 
index scores were then used as data for ~ther statistical analysis, 
as explained in the Introduction to Experiment Two. 
These index-scores were subjected to a two-way ar~lysis of 
variance, reading level (Good, 'ii eak Readers) as Factor 1, by ty}) e of 
spelling (Standard Spellings, Eomophone Spellings) as Factor 2, with 
~epeated measU!'es on the last factor. The following results were 
obtained (see Tables 13 and 14). 
(1) Accuracy. 
The obtained value for Factor 1, ~ = 3.08, did not exceed -:r.e ? 
of 7.9 at the 0.01 level. The null hJ~othesis was therefore accepted. 
It WRS concluded that there was no significant ::ifference bet'Neen t':-'.e 
Good and Weak Readers in the irnprove'TIent of their accu=acy when 
:-eading the two lists (Standard Spellings, Homophone SpelJ..ings) 
followed by the equivalent texts. 
The obtained value for Facto!" 2, F = 0.78, did not exceed the? 
of 7.9 at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was therefore accep"':ei. 
It was concluded that the:-e was no significant difference between ~~e 
Standard Spellings and the nomophone Spellings in their effect on :~e 
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Figu=e 10. Expe=iInent Two: mean sco=es of the acc:u.=acy irdices fc= 
Good and '\..'eak Reade!"s when o!'a.lly !"eading lists followed 
by equivalent texts presented ei the!" i:, .. standa=-:: s"Celli.r.-
0= in texts including homophones. 
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Figu!'e 11. Experiment Two: mean scores of the speed indices fer 
Good and 'Neak Readers when o!"ally readi:lg lists foL_c'Hee. 
by equivalent texts presented ei the!" in stancia.:'d. sp el.L::'~,~ 
or in texts including homophones. 
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A.nalysis of 'r~iance: :\ccu"ac~r. 
SoU!"ce of 
Va:-iation 
Facto!" 1 
Facto!" 2 
Inte!"action 
'Nithin Subjects 
Between Subjects 
Total 
3~~o-= 
E:-:-o!: 
S1.L'11 of 
Squa.!'es 
328.3 
60.3 
337.2 
1696.0 
2340.2 
4762.0 
d. f. '1 a.!'iance 
1 328.3 3.08 ~.~ • S. 
1 60.3 C.78 ='~ . ~ • 
1 337.2 4.38 iT. S. 
22 77.0 
22 106.4 
47 
Table 13. Experiment Two: analysis of va=iance fo:- accuracy i~ the 
study into the effects of Ho~ophones on the a'11ount of 
change in the pe!"fo=rnar.ce of Good and ','{eak Readers when 
!:eading lists followed by thei!" equivalent texts. 
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A""', .. al'!sl.' ':: of'_ '!'1_ .... l·"'ncp·. ~De<=>d.·/ ........ +p of .... eaa·l· ~ 
. L ~ . r.l- - V ~ - n J - no . 
Sou.:-ce of Swn of d. f. V ~iance p 
'1 a.:-ia tion Squa=es 
Facto!' 1 367.6 1 367.6 2.9 =r. s. 
?acto!' 2 1678.4 1 1678.4 97.0 .01 
Inte!'3ction 67.2 1 67.2 3.9 N.S. 
Within Subjects &!'o!' 379.9 22 17.3 
Between Subjects E~~o!' 2757.1 22 125.3 
Total 5250.2 47 
Table 14. Expe!'L~ent 7wo: analysis of va!'iance fo!' speed/=ate of 
reading in the study into the effects of ~-lo:r:m::;her:es on t:--;e 
amount of change in the pe!'fo!"ITlance of Goed and ~IYeak 
Reade!'s when !'eading lists followed by equivalent texts. 
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change in accu..:-acy when the subjects ::-ead the two lists followed ~=. 
the equivalent texts. 
~he ottai~ed value ~o::- the ~nte::-action, F = 4.38, did ~ot exceed 
the 2:<~ of 7.9 at the 0.01 level. Tr.e null h:;'Pothesis 'lias :;-,e::-e:'c::-~ 
accepted. It was concluded that the combined effects cf ~eade~s' 
:\.bility and Style of Spelling made no significant diffe~ence to 
change in ac~acy when subjects ~ead lists followed by the 
equivalent texts. This seems to suppo~t the Goodman model of ~eadiI'.~, 
which implies that the::-e should be no significant diffe!"ence between 
Good and 'Neak Reade!"s in response to texts which include homophones. 
(2) Speed/Rate of Reading. 
The obtained value for Factor 1, F = 2.9, did not exceed the? of 
7.9 at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis w~s the!"efore accepted. 
It was concluded that the~e was no significant difference between the 
Good and V'leak Readers in the improvement of thei.!- !"a te of reading 
when !"eading lists followed by the equivalent texts. 
The obtained value fo!" Facto!" 2, F = 97.0, exceeded the ~ of 7.9 
at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was the!"efore rejected. It 
was concluded that there was a significant difference be~Heen the 
Standa!"d Spellings and the Homophone Spellings in thei.!- effect upon 
the i~p!"ovement in the !"ate of reading when subjects read lists 
followed by the equivalent texts. 
The obtained value for the Inte!"action, F = 3.9, did not exceed 
the F of 7.9 at the 0.01 level. The null hypothesis was the!"efore 
accepted. It was concluded that the combined effects of Readers' 
Ability and Style of Spelling ~ade no significant diffe!"ence tc the 
imp!"ovement in the rate of reading when subjects read. lists follcwed 
by the equivalent texts. This seems to support the Good~an model c~' 
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!'eading, which i:nplies that 1:he!'e should be no signific'lI'.t c..if~-'e!'e~.ce 
between Good and 'iVeak Reade!'s in !'esFonse to ~exts ·,vr.ic:"_ i:r.cl'.1::'c 
homophones. 
(3) Listening ccrr:::a.:-ed -"ith Reading Aloud.. 
The !'esults of the comp!'ehension questions (see ...., . ..:'1.g. 9) we!'e 
subjected to t-tes-i:s. Listening was co:np~ed with Standa.:-d-Texts 
and with Homophone-Texts; Standa!'d-Texts were comp~ed with Homophone-
Texts. 
IVhen a two-tailed t-test was applied to the indices fo!' each pair 
of conditions, the !'esults indicated that there was no significant 
diffe!'ence between the Good and Weak Readers with :-egard to the 
amount of change in thei= comp!'ehension when answe!'L~g questions 
about Homophone texts as compa!'ed 'Nith answe!'ing questions about 
Standa!'d texts. Nor was the!'e a significant difference between the 
Good and Weak Reade!'s with regard to the amount of change in their 
comp!'ehension when answe!'ing questions after listening and after 
!'eading aloud (see Table 15). 
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I..is~eninp-' - S"tar..da:-d STelling: IT'.dices (C:o!":':?reheY'.sion) 
:,:ea:1 S.IJ. d.t'. ~ 1: ~ 
Good Reade:os -2.091 19.72 
1::' +0.39 .... ,~ ~ - ~ . ...:, . 
','\:eak Reade:!"s -10.866 27.35 
(A) ?.1ean ir:dices showing the :-ate of cha:::.ge l.Y'c 80r:Tf:-eher.sior. ·Nr~e!'. 
changing f~cn Listening to Q:oal Reading ot' texts involvir..g 
Standa:!"d Spellings. 
Listening 
-
qomophone Snel".;.ing: Indices (Comprehension) 
:~ean S.D. d.f. ~ P 
"" 
Good Readers +3.766 17.26 
~1 +0.829 " C"' .. '~ . ~. 
Weak Reade:os -6.452 39.03 
(B) Mean indices showing the rate ot' change in Comp:-ehension when 
changing t'~om Listening to Oral Reading ot' texts involving 
Homophone Spellings. 
Standa:-d Suelling - Homophone Snelling: Indices (Comprehension) 
Mean S.D. d.t'. t p 
Good Readers +6.121 16.06 
11 -0.134 ~'T .s. 
ylJeak Reade:-s +7.447 30.39 
(C) Mean indices showing the :-ate of change in Comp:-ehension when 
changing from o!"al :-eading ot' texts involving Standa....-a. Spellir:.gs 
to texts involving Homophone Spellings. 
Table 15. Experi~ent Two: listening compared with ~eading aloud. 
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As pa.!"t of the investiga"'::ion each session e:-'.C:e:i wi::". t:-':ee 
questions. Tr.e :-rlain -rlL~ose of this was to asce!"tain r.o'.'l :'a: "'::r.e 
subjective i."'TIp~essions as to how fa:, and iT: · ... ·r.a"': ·,v2..)"S, tr-.ei.: ::-e2..'ii::--.,:: 
had been affected. ~hei::- answe!"s we~e t!"ansc.::-ibed ir. full 
tapes, classified, ar.d -tabulated in o.::-der to indicate tr.e ideas ·N!'lic;"". 
they exp.::-essed (see Tables 16, 17, 18 and 19). 
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~ues1:ion 1: """ha.t do vou feel about this e:rue~i~er,t? 
1. ~;on-ccmmi ttal ~esponse 
sx.~,~~S: (1) ~Tot!:ing ~eally (31) ••• (2) All r-iG~n.: (.32) ••• 
(3) ~'r 0 special feelings (S8) ••• (4) I don't k:;;.ow (Sl.5). 
2. ~idn't find it easy 
Ex)JI~LES: (1) I suffe= f=om asthma, and so it was heavy 
going (S4) ••• (2) It was quite ti=ing (S9) ••• (3) I'~ not 
hiding that I'~ not a ve=y good =eade=. It's easie= to 
listen to something than to ~ead it - and ~emember- (316). 
3. Enjoyed it 
EL~vWLES: (1) It was fun really (35) ••• (2) It was good (S10) 
••• (3) I enjoyed it (S24). 
4. Implied that some wo=ds we=e spelt w=ongly 
ELV~LES: (1) In the last stor-y I r-ead, the wo=ds wer-e -
they said the r-ight thing, but they meant othe~ things (314) 
••• (2) The wo=ds we=en't w=itten prop~~ly - as they would 
be (S18) ••• (3) Some of' the wor-ds wer-e the W!'"ong wo~ds! (323) ••• 
(4) I got a bit muddled up with the wo=ds, the say they we~e -
the spelling of them (S24) Note: 324 mentioned inco~ect 
spellings af'te~ mentioning enjoyment and so has been included 
in both g=oups. 
5. Stated that some of the wo=ds we=e spelt w=ongly 
EXA1WLES: (1) on one of the cards some things we=e 
spelt w=ong (S6) ••• (2) The spellings are all w=ong! (313) 
Table 16. The fi=st of' th=ee fir.al questions, p=esented separately 
in conve=sation at the end of each session, and the 
=esponses to it, with some examples. 
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9 
4 
25 
~uestion 2: ',';e~e any of ~he 'Nc~ds '.IT'J:sual iT'. a.n..v W3.:r? 
2. ::::o'r',!T",ented on unusual wo:-~ wi t:-.cut using ,,:je 'Ne:--:' "3~el~i:-.;:!f 
zx.:\,:,:F~:"~S: (1) A coup.ie of tr-.er:l were. ·,','ould. was 31:e.it 
',~;-O-O-D when it should be '''i-O-T~-~-:J (31) ••• (2) ':'::e:r looked. 
different to what I would usually say (320) ••• (3) I:-ls 1:ead 
of - say - "bear", they spel t the w=ong "bare" (323). 
3. 3tated that some words had been spelt w=ongly 
EXAMPLE3: (1) Yes. Bald/balled and things like that. 
They were spel t vrrong (33) ••• (2) :,~is-spel t (34) ••• 
(3) They were spelt w=ong. A different way (37) ••• 
(4) Yes. Like in the fi=st story - "son" is the opposite 
spelling (38) ••• (5) Yes. In one of the stories they were 
spelt vrrongly, but they were the same meaning (39) ••• 
(6) Yes. They were spelt incorrectly. And some were 
the different kind of other word (315). 
4. Commented that some words had not ~ad.e sense, but 
had no idea why 
7 
1: 
.-.1 
24 
Table 17. The second of three fi~Al questions, presented sepa=ately 
in conversation at the end of ea~h session, and the 
~esponses to it, with some examples. 
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~lles~ion 3 (a) Did vou find tha-t: -t::-;e UE1JSUa..l. snelli:r:.:cs 3..:"'>£'ec"::e:i 
YOU: ""eading? 
(b) If so, in what way? 
1. The unusual spellings had affected the suo~ec~s' ~eadi~g 
2. Subjects had been affected by some cf the words 
3. Some wo~ds had affected the subject; most of them had not 1 
4. Unaffected (S4 = 'Xeak Reader; S17 = Good rteader) 2 
5. Subjects' understanding of the text had been slowed down 
6. Subjects implied iten 5 9 
7. Subjects 34" and S17 were not slowed down 2 
8. Subjects 39 and S10 we"!:e not specific concerning speed 2 
24 
9. Subjects had found that saying the unusual wo"!:d aloud 
helped comprehension 9 
10. 318 had found that item 9 helped a little 1 
11. 32 didn't know whether item 9 was t=ue o"!: not 1 
12. Subjects didn't comment on this aspect 
24 
13. Subjects believed that the homophones had made them think 
in the W"!:ong direction on some occasions so that they had 
needed to think again 1.5 
14. Subjects didn't comment on this aspect 9 
24 
Table 18. The third of three final questions, p~esented separately 
in conversation at the end of each session, and the 
~esponses to it. 
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Tte:n 5: Sub,jects' 1J.n:ie.::-s-r:ar.di::::I 0-::' the tex-+: :--,~:i "::::ce:. 
3. I+'s not what ~ expec~ed ~o see. .::: saii it :"-C".'l i --: was sre':"": [' .:::: .. 1 ; \ ~ ... - / . 
4. 7,Tell, I was thi.:--..kir:fl of t~e -NC:-d.S they :::-eally :::e:u:t (S::...;). 
They slowed it dO'Nn conside~ably. I didn'~ :::-ecognise those 
wo.:-ds in the si tua tion. I would have expecte(i the p.::-cpe:::- wo.:-ds, 
and so I was :::-eady to :::-ead the p~ope~ ki~d of words, but those 
caught ~e off ~~a~d (S19). 
6. I could do it bette:::- when I was looking at it ~haY'. when I was 
listening to it (ie. he felt that he was quicke.:- when .:-eading 
visually than when needing to listen to hL~self :::-ead aloud)(S21). 
Item 13: Homophones led subjects to think in the w~ong di.:-ection. 
7. It was the othe~ kind of wo.:-ds, and you we~e used to saying the 
:::-ight kind of wo~ds. It was ve~y difficult because - if you had 
a "but", it was B-U-T and a T on the end, ar:d you got mixed up in 
yo~ b:-ain and you had to adjust you~ b~ains to what the lette~s 
We~e (S15). 
8. Like "when" - W-E-~r, that was difficult. vou have to pause to 
think, "Oh, that's what it was." (S18). 
9. Stopped quickly, then ~ealised what the -No.:-d was. I 7l01.:::"d thi:lk 
it was a diffe~ent sto:::-y (S20). 
10. They w~e the ~ong type - and I couldn't quite get tte ~eafiing 
that they meant (S23). 
Table 19. Some examples of the .:-esponses to t~e thi~d of t~e th.:-ee 
final auestions. 
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9.0 :0iscussion. 
~~e :-esults of this st;udy ~:-ovide sO:-r!e sUPI'0:-"": fo= ;ut~ie's v:'ew 
tr.8't :-e:o\de:-s a!'e aWa.!"e of t'r.e i;-:te:-nal s t=uctU.!'8 01:' "No=ds, ':::t:"': 3..lso 
suppo!'t {,~ocd.~ar:' s view that linguistic skills a=e of pa..:"a.;-;:our.t 
i.'"1P o!'tance. 
Guth=ie's model i~plies that both g:-oups should 8e irSluenced by 
homophones and that the Good Reade!'s should be ~o=e st:-ongly 
influenced than the '::eak Reade!'s. '2:'he Speed indices indicate that 
both g:-oups we!'e influenced by the homophone,s (see Table 14, Facto= 2). 
The Good Reade:-s appea:-ed to be mo:-e st:-ongly influenced 8y homophones 
since they suffe:-ed a 14/~ d!'op in list-text imp:-ovement, whe:-eas the 
Weak Reade:-s suffe:-ed only a 91~ d!'op in list-text imp:-ovement (see 
Fig. 11). This :-esult, taken by itself, might seem to suppo:-t 
Guth!'ie's model. 
Statistical analysis of the Speed indices, howeve:-, indicates that 
the:-e was no significant diffe:-ence between the two g:-oups in the 
extent to which they we!'e affected by the homophones (see Table 14, 
Inte:-action). This :-esult seems in acco:-dance with Goodman's model, 
which implies that the:-e should be no ~eat diffe!'ence between Good 
and 't'feak Reade:-s in :-esponse to texts which include homophones. 
The Accu:-acy indices indicate that the G-ood Reade:-s becaiTle mo:-e 
accu:-ate in :-esponse to the homophone texts, whe:-eas the Weak Reade!'s 
became less accu:-ate (see Fig. 10). These :-esults tend to suppo:-t 
Goodman's model since they imply that the Good Reade!'s dete:-io:-ated 
slightly when !'eading stand.a.!-d texts because they we!'e :-eading fo:-
meaning :-athe!' than looking closely at each wo:-d, whe:-eas they we:-e 
sufficiently awa=e of the homophones that they we!'e inclined to take 
mo!'e ca.=e. 
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Statistical analysis :.;f the AccU!'acy ind.ices indicates no 
signii"ic3.I1t diffe:-ence '8et'.veen ":~e 1:'.'[0 g::-OU?S (see '::'able :::). '='~_:'s 
seems to suppo::-t--;'ooci'":"',aYl' s view "':na t Good ar..d. 7:eaL Reade!"s !"espond tc 
texts in a sL~ila!" way by usir..g t~e~~ li~~i3tic skills ::-athe:' than o:r 
close at~ention to each ir..dividual wO!"d. 
The :'esponses to the comp::-ehension questions F:,oduced unexpected 
~esults. It had been assumed that the subjects would sco!"e ~ost 
highly on the listening task. In the event, both ~ccd and Weak 
Readers sco!"ed ~ost highly in :-esponse to reading the texts in 
Standa.!"d Spelling (see Fig. 9). Howeve!", statistical analysis of the 
80mp:-ehension indices indicated no significant diffe!"ence between the 
Good and "',Teak Reade!"s in thei= ability to answer questions about the 
Homophone texts as compa:-ed with the Standa::-d texts (see Table 15 and 
Fig. 9). This seems to support Goodman's view that reading is a 
holistic p!"ocess in which linguistic skills will t!"anscend 
conside::-ation of small units s~ch as individual wO!"ds. 
These statistical results may be contrasted with some non-
statistical evidence. ~nen asked whethe!" the homophones had affected 
their reading, only two subjects claimed that they had been 
unaffected (see Table 18). ~iscussion with each subject at the end 
of his session indicated that both Good and Weak Reade!"s had been 
awa:-e of homophones and that they felt that thei!" ability to !"ead had 
been adve!"sely affected. This tends to suppo!"t Guth!"ie's view that 
::-eaders a:-e aware of the inte!"nal structure of words, so that they 
may then utilise the~ linguistic skills. 
This pa~t of the investigation p!"cvides suppo:-t fo!" :~ose authors, 
such as Gough (1972), who have suggested that in SC:-'l.e respects 
:-eading must involve the pe!"ception of each lette!" in a wO!"d. ?i:'tee;'. 
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d~ectior. on srITle occasions, so -=:-,a t they had needed. "t c t:--.i~_'.( 3.c;ai.::. 
about the meaning cf a pa:-ticula: wo:-d. This seems -:0 suppo::-t :13.)-1 s 
(1969) sugGestion tr.3t the :-eade:- not o~.ly needs to ~:-eG.ict "Nr..a tONe::=-
is likely to apFea:- r:.ext in a sequence, cut should ~,er.tally cr.ec:k t:-.3"': 
his-he!" pe!"ception fits p:-evious lingtlistic expectmtions, so :::'3: as 
that !"eade:-'s knowledge of spellir.g patte!"ns makes possible. 
-:ro !"eade!" could know in advance which wo:-ds would be p:-esented as 
homophones. Both Good and Weak Reade!"s believed that they we:-e 
sometimes mis-led and slowed down by the inclusion of homophones. 
~his seems to indicate that the constituent pa=ts of some wo:-ds must 
have been pe:-ceived, as a stage towards obtaining meaning from text. 
Othe!'Wise the homophones should not l>..ave distracted the readers f!"o:1 
using the auditory elements of thei= linguistic skills, which a=e 
commonly used dU!"ing speech. It is equally possible that some wo:-ds 
we!"e not pe!"ceived as accu:-ately as othe!"s, since some subjects 
believed that they had been unaffected by the homophones, and the 
test did not include a technique to assess the individual effect of 
every single homophone on each subject. 
Some of the subjects' comments also suppo!"ted the views of Kole!"s 
(1970) and those othe!" autho!"s who have suggested that di=ect visual-
semantic associations a=-e possible when people read words. Several 
subjects implied that the visual aspect of a wo:-d was more impo:-tant 
fo!" !"apid !"eading than its auditory equivalent. This is a view which 
is appa:-ently sha=ed by such psycholinguists as Goo~~an and Smith. 
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9.7 
Cne in so fa:- t~a t t:"ey p:-ovid.ed so:ne evid.ence to suppc~~ ;ccs.:-::a~.' S 
"top-down 110del of !'eading, ar.c.. othe!' eviier-.ce w!'.ich SUFI: c:--:ei 
Guth:-ie's bottom-up ~ciel. 
The Index-sco:-es of List-Text change (which !'esults when :ists and 
equivalent texts a=e !'ead aloud) we!'e subjected to statistical 
analysis. This statistical analysis indicated no significant 
diffe!'ence between the Good and ',\'eak Readers, which is ir. acco~dance 
with Good~an's psycholinguistic model. 
The comments of the subject~ in conve!'sation we!'e also subjected 
to analysis. This desc!'iptive analysis indicated that most of the 
!'eade!'s: 
1. had been aWa!'e of the use of incongruous homophones, ~~d 
2. believed that they had been mis-led and slowed down by them. 
This tends to suppo!'t Guth=ie's model, which suggests tha~ readers 
need to !'espond to the spelling patte!'ns of individual wO!'ds. 
Expe!'iment ~NO the!'efo!'e p!'ovided additional suppo:-t to the 
~esults of Expe!'iment One. Each of the autho:-'s !'esea!'ch studies 
seemed to indicate that !'eading is too complex a p!'ocess to be 
explained solely by the models of ei the!' C~oodman o!' Guth!'ie. ~he two 
expe!'iments seem to p!'ovide some suppo!'t fo!' Stanovich's (1980) view 
that a compensato!'y, inte~-active model of !'eading is desi!'able; 
which should be an attempt to integ!'ate top-down and bottom-up models. 
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10 0 GAne:-al Conclusion. . -
10.1 So~e possible L~01icatio~s of the autto~'s ~~ . _ ~ sea::-c; .• 
In gene~al, the statistical analysis of the au-:l1c~' s ::.vo 
expe~i~ental studies seemed to sup~o~t Good~an's view :~at =ea~~~~ is 
..::> 
a holistic p~ocess, in which linguistic skills ~~e of p - t 
a- a.: a.::: C 1.1 r. 
impo~tance. The autho='s o=iginal opinions, howeve~, were sympa-:~e:ic 
to the Guthrie school of thonght, which suggests that the =eading 
p~ocess is hie=a=chical in so fa~ that effective basic wo~d-
~ecognition skills ~~e necessa~ as a step towa=ds using linguistic 
skills. In o~de~ to help his pupils imp~ove the~ wo=d-~ecognition 
skills the author has used a mode~ analytical app=oach to phonic 
inst=uction as pa.=t of his teaching teChnique. 
Mo~ris (1983) explained that she had been somewhat shocked to 
discove= that Smith (1978b) appa=ently believed that the old-fashioned 
synthetic phonic app~oach was still used in education. The synthetic 
app~oach involves p~onouncing a wo~d lette~ by lette~. ~110!"ris agreed 
with Smith's comment that "phonics itself is almost useless fo!" 
sounding out wo=ds lette~ by lette~, since every lette= can represe~t 
too many sounds." She stated that this synthetic app=oach could ~ow 
be conside~ed out-of-date. 
She explained that teache~s today use an analytical app=oach to 
phonic inst=uction. Chil~en a=e encou=aged to lea::-n sound-symbol 
=elationships in the context of whole-wo=d recognition. She pointed 
out that Daniels and Diack (1954) had inco!"porated analytical phoniCS 
into thei!" se~ies of books, Royal Road Reade=s, and that this had 
ma=ked the beginning of mode=n analytical phonics. 
The author has used this se~ies as a teaching aid. ~he ar~lytical 
phonic app~oach includes the technique of introducing spelling 
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pa tte!"ns in ~ela tion to wo~ds used in T.eaning:"ul contexts. I:: :=toy3.1 
Road Reade~s, Book 3, fo~ example, Daniels and Diack int~oduced g=o~Fs 
of wo~ds such as book, cook, foot, boot; sc=een, t~ee, feet, s~=eet; 
b=ush, shelf, shed, fist; which we~e presented as lis~s .,..... .,. oeIc:::-e oe~ng 
used in sentences and passages of connected text. :~is ~ethod ~ay 
help =eade=s to acqui=e an unde=standing of the relationship between 
p~inted wo=ds and thei= possible p~onunciations. 
The autho~ has also been imp~essed by the book, Alpha to Omega, 
p~oduced by Ho=nsby and She~ (1975). This presented a c~efully 
st=uctu=ed p=ogramme of work fo~ dyslexic pupils, designed to help 
them to cope with the complexity of English spelling. The author 
believes that English school-teachers employ phonic schemes as one 
way of providing pupils with st~ategies which can help them to 
develop and use thei= sight vocabulary. 
Another reason for p~oviding phonic instruction, however, is that 
it enables the teache= to take control of the pupil's pro~ess. It 
seems less easy fo= teache~s to provide well-struc~ed programmes 
to enable pupils to b=oaden thei= general and linguistic experience 
than it is to help them to gain phonic understanding. The Guthrie 
school of thought, with its emphasis on phonics, is likely to lead to 
"teacher-cent~ed cont=ol," whe~eas the Goodman school of thought, 
with its emphasis on language, is possibly mo=e likely to lead to 
"pupil-centred cont=ol." 
In some ~espects, phonic teaching is a closed-system, with finite 
i terns to be lea...~t. An unde~standing of the usage of the lette= " e" 
is likely to be relevant to any piece of connected text, as in this 
sentence, fo= example. Semantic understanding of texts, on the othe= 
hand, is an open-ended p~ocess in so f~ that it depends on such 
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facto!"s as the !"eader's gene!"al knowledge and lir:g-u:,si::'c k..""'..cwled.~e. 
A pupil wit~ sufficient phonic knowledge may unde=stand how to 
pronounce the wo.:!"d "tide", but fail to understand Sr,aJ:esrea.!'e' s 
speech in Julius Caesa.:-, "There is a tide in the affai!"s of 2en ••• " 
(even when it has been t!"anslated into modern English), because he 
has insufficient knowledge of some wO!"ds and thei!" meaning. 
If Goodman's views a:-e co!"!"ect, and a knowledge of phonics is 
relatively unimpo!"tant compared with a knowledge of one's native 
language, then the diffe!"ence between Good and Weak Readers ~ig~t be 
the result of linguistic weaknesses among the latte!". In that case, 
it might be difficult to evolve schemes of remediation which are as 
well-st!"lictU!'ed as phonic schemes can be. Since some of the 
statistical results in Expe.:!"iment One and Experiment Two suppo!"t 
Good~an's view that reading is essentially a holistic p!"ocess, it 
seems likely that tape-reco=ded sto!"ies will provide a suitable, 
psycholinguistic technique for helping those pupils who a.!'e 
conside!"ed to be weak at reading. The autho!"'s pupils a=e now 
encoU!"aged to listen to a sto!"y while looking at the text in a way 
simila!" to that desc!"ibed by Gamby (1983). They are thus able to pay 
attention to the language and the ideas, with less need to pay 
attention to decoding from p!"int to sound. This enables them to 
approach !"eading in a holistic "Nay, and is similar to the expe!"ience 
t!"aditionally p!"ovided by mothers when reading aloud to thei!" 
child:!"en. 
Some of the author's !"esea.:-ch results tend to suppo!"t the~uthrie 
school of thought. This is particula:-ly so for some of the 
desc!"iptive evidence in both experiments. The autho= believes that 
there a!"e two !"easons why his study did not p!"oduce !"esults which 
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clea~ly suppo~ted one model ~athe~ than the other: 
1. The autho~ls ~esea~ch techniques we~e t~e~selves expe~~~e~tal tc 
some extent. He believes that i -: is desi:able to develop :-"...:~t:-_e.:' 
test-inst~ents which will be more suitable ~o~ investigating 
the natu!-e of the recognition of p~inted words (see Section 10.2). 
2. The reading process is so complex that no one ~odel can 
adequately encompass its nature. Jorm (1983), for example, 
suggested that readers combine "bottom-up" and "top-down" 
techniques when reading. He compared it with finding one's way 
to a particular place both by using a map and by looking at the 
wo~ld around. This is similar to the view advanced by Stanovic~ 
(1980), in so far that it indicates the need to utilise both 
top-down and bottom-up techniques during the process of reading. 
As a result of his resea=ch study, the author sj~pathises with 
these views (see Section 10.3). 
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10.2 Some nossible di=ections fo!" f1..1:-~::e!" resea=ch. 
The autho~'s expe~L~ental studies indicated some possible 
di~ections fo~ fu:-the~ ~esea=ch: 
1. It would be inte~esting to compa~e Good and Weak Reade~s f:-c~ 
the point of view of the total nu~be~ of ~iscues which they ~ake, 
!"athe~ than judge them solely by thei= ability to co~=ect the 
miscues. Is the co=~ection of miscues co=related with the ~ate 
of ~eading? Axe Good Readers bette~ at "fi=st-time guesses" 
than Weak Reade~s? If so, is this because of more effective 
linguistic skills, basic wo~d-recogni tion sk.ills, 0:- both? 
2. It was su-~~ising to find that at least one weak reader could 
~emembe~ the gist of a passage despite his snail-pace ~eading. 
Is the~e a diffe~ence between reading aloud fo~ oneself at the 
~ate of one wo~d pe~ second, and listening to a passage read by 
someone else at the same rate? To what extent is ~ate of ~eading 
less important than motivational and attentional facto~s? 
3. It would be interesting to develop a se~ies of investigations 
. 
into the effects of incong~ous homophones in texts. Since 
these sometimes lead readers in the ~ong mental di~ection, it 
might also be useful to p~oduce pseudo-homophones in English in 
a way simila~ to that of Reitsma (1983) in Dutch. 
4. It might be valuable to p~oduce descriptive data concerning 
miscues in a language such as Japanese, in which the same spoken 
text could be ~itten in two, th~ee, or even fo~ diffe~ent 
W!"iting systems. 
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10 3 F~~al conclusions. . ...-
r:!:'he au-tho!"'s !"eview of the l.ite!"aru:e and his own expe!"i:T.eE:al 
studies have led hL~ to the following conclusions: 
1. Goodman's holistic, psycholinguistic model of !"eadir"g seems to be 
the most useful model available fo!" teachers to follow, because 
it is "child-cent!"ed": ie. it suggests that the !"eader inte!"acts 
c!"eatively with a text by using language skills and knowledge of 
the wo!"ld as the p!"ima.-ry means by which to "guess at" meaning. 
2. Guth=ie's model is a usefUl ancilla~y to that of Goodman, because 
it focuses attention on the reade!"'s need to utilise grapheme-
phoneme association skills as an additional sou!"ce of cues. 
Whether the pupil's acquisition of phonic knowledge is "teache!"-
cent!"ed" o!" "child-cent!"ed" will depend to some extent on the 
teache!"'s sensitivity to the needs of each individual pupil. 
3. Neithe!" Goodman's top-down model, no!" Guth=ie's bottom-up model, 
is sufficient, by itself, to explain the observed diffe!"ences 
between good and weak readers, because neithe!" model conce!"ns 
itself in depth with such aspects of behaviour as specific memory 
p!"ocesses and emotional responses to texts. 
4. Teache!"s a=e therefore likely to benefit f!"om the information 
p!"ovided by continuing ~esearch into the natu!"e of !"eading. In 
o!"de!" to be of practical value to teache!"s, this !"esearch should 
involve a variety of academic disciplines and may well include 
neU!"ological, psychological, linguistic and psycholinguistic 
studies. 
5~ Such research may lead to the const!"Uction of fu!"the!" models of 
!"eading, which might enable teachers to help thei!" pupils more 
effectively. 
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APPK JIj IX 1. 
Good Reade!'s 
'tV eak 'Reac1e.:-s 
~~l .. unbe!' of inc o:-.:-e ct :iu;:oe::- of i::-'.co.!'""!"ect 
wO!'ds out of 600 wo:-ds out cf 6CO 
Ss List Text Ss List ~ext 
1. 11 3 13. 52 34 
2. 0 (0 14. 78 45 
3. 3 1 15. 129 76 
4. 1 1 16. 102 40 
5. 1 0 17. 11 '" _..I. 83 
6. 1 3 18. 129 89 
7. 4 3 19. 15 12 
8. 7 3 20. 39 18 
9. 10 ~ 21. 103 62 u 
10. 7 5 22. 31 16 
11. 5 2 23. 137 84 
12. 
--2. ~ 24. 2Q. 34 
56 28 981 593 
Mean 4.7 Mean 2.3 
S.D. 3.7 S.D. 1.7 S.D. 42.3 S.D. 28.4 
Expe!'iment One: :-aw sco!'es of the ~~be:- of unco:-.:-ected e!'!'o!'s ~ade 
by Good and Weak Reade!'s when !'eading a total of 600 wO!'ds. 
~:..:? f~\m I={ 2. 
Good Reade!"s .. ". ........ .. 
'f eak . :teaG.e::-s 
TiTne taken to ::-ead 600 'T" ~ lI:1e ~a~ze:-,. -+:0 ::'eai eco 
wO!'ds (in seconds) wo::-ds r • secor.cis ) (lr. 
Ss Lis-: Text Ss List 
':'ext 
1. 280 223 13. 743 561 
2. 285 216 14. 620 468 
3. 266 208 15. 575 477 
4. 274 220 16. 610 379 
5. 318 240 17. 1198 1004 
6. 373 250 18. 877 611 
7. 330 231 19. 325 279 
8. 272 202 20. 663 442 
9. 464 264 21. 613 519 
10. 283 205 22. 588 400 
11. 373 249 23. 900 662 
12. 335 268 24. 448 338 
----T"" 
3853 2776 8160 6140 
Mean 321 Mean 231 Mean 680 ~i:ean 512 
S.D. 58.9 S.D. 22.7 S.D. 228.0 S.D. 190.6 
Expe!"iment One: !"aw sco~es of the ti~e taken (in seconds) by ;ood 
and Weak Reade~s when !"eading a total of 600 wo::-ds. 
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A List of English Homophones 
c. D. Terrell 
The College of St. Paul & St. Alary, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, 
U.K. 
B. Meadows 
The Middlesex Polytechnic, Barnet, jWiddlesex, U.K. 
A list of 382 sets of English heterographic homophones compiled from 
Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979).1 
INTRODUCTION 
Heterographic homophones are words that have the same pronunciation 
but different spellings and meanings. They are being increasingly used 
as a research tool in a number of subject areas in psychology and 
education. The present authors, as part of a series of experiments 
concerned with the psychology of reading, required a comprehensive 
list. As no extensive list was available, one was compiled by systemati-
cally working through Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979).1 
The list, comprising 382 sets of English heterographic homophones, is 
for use by speakers of Standard English; in other dialects some of the 
words may not be homophonic. 
Requests for reprints should be sent to Colin D. Terrell, The College of St. Paul & St. 
,\liary, The Park, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, U.K. 
The authors are interested in updating this list and would be pleased to receive 
additional words. 
I Collins Dictionary of the English Language (1979). London: Collins. 
~' 1985 The Experimental Psychology Society 
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Table I 
A List of 382 Sets of English Heterographic Homophones Taken 
from Collins English Dictionary (1979) 
aunt aren't canon cannon 
awe oar or ore canvas canvass 
all awl orle cast caste 
aloud allowed cede seed 
bail bale cell sell 
baize bays cellar seller 
bald balled cedar seeder 
ball bawl cent sent scent 
base bass cents scents sense 
balmy barmy cereal serial 
band banned chased chaste 
bark barque cheap cheep 
beach beech check cheque 
bean been choir quire 
bare bear chord cord 
beer bier chough chuff 
beat beet chute shoot 
berth birth cite sight site 
bay bey clack claque 
bight bite byte clause claws 
blew blue climb clime 
bloc block coarse corse course 
boar boor bore coat cote 
board bored coal cole 
bode bowed conker conquer 
bole bowl caw core 
bold bowled cores cause caws 
boos booze council counsel 
boarder border caught court 
bough bow creak creek 
born bourn crews cruise cruse 
boy buoy curb kerb 
braid brayed currant current 
braise brays cymbal symbol 
brake break dam damn 
bread bred days daze 
brewed brood dear deer 
brows browse dew due 
brews bruise done dun 
berry bury doe dough 
berries buries does doughs doze 
but butt draft draught 
buy by bye ducked duct 
cache cash die dye 
calendar calender earn urn 
call caul ewe vew you 
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eye aye I high hi 
fail faille higher hire 
faint feint hoar whore 
fair fare hole whole 
fain feign hoard horde 
farther father hoarse horse 
feat feet hour our 
find fined hew hue 
fir fur him hymn 
firs furs furze m inn 
fern fun Ion iron 
fury furry cue kew 
flair flare key quay 
flaw floor knave nave 
flea flee knead kneed need 
flew flu flue knight night 
flight flite/flyte knit nit 
floe flow knot not 
flour flower knows nose 
for four fore know no 
forth fourth kop cop 
fort fought knew new 
foul fowl lade laid 
franc frank laager lager 
freeze frees frieze laik lake 
friar fryer/frier lakh lac lack 
gait gate lakhs lacks lax 
gays gaze lam lamb 
genes jeans lain lane 
gilt guilt laps lapse 
gin jinn larva lava laver 
gloze glows laud lord 
gnaw nor law lore 
grate great lea lee 
grays graze leach leech 
greave grieve leaf lief 
grisly grizzly leak leek 
groan grown lay lei 
guessed guest leaver lever 
gild guild links lynx 
guys guise 10 low 
gyve jive load lode lowed 
hail hale loan lone 
hall haul lawn lorn 
hair hare loot lute 
hart heart liar lyre 
heal heel made maid 
here hear mail male 
heir air main mane 
herd heard maize maze 
hay hey mall mawl 
heys haze manna manner manor 
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marc mark marque profit prophet 
mare mayor plum plumb 
maw moor more pole poll 
meat meet pray prey 
medal meddle praise prays preys 
metal mettle prise pries prize 
mean mien quean queen 
mined mind rack wrack 
miner minor raid rayed 
might mite rain relgn 
missed mist raise raze fays 
moan mown rail rale 
mode mowed rapped rapt wrapped 
mooed mood raw roar 
mom mourn read reed 
morning mourning real reel 
moat mote reave reeve 
muscle mussel red read 
nacre naker rest wrest 
naval navel retch wretch 
neap neep rhyme rime 
nay neigh right rite wright write 
nome gnome road rode rowed 
none nun roe row 
one won role roll 
oh owe rood rude 
packed pact rheum room 
pain pane root route 
pair pare pear rose rows 
pail pale rough ruff 
panda pander rouse rows 
passed past rye wry 
paced paste sac sack 
pause paws sail sale 
paw poor pore pour sauce source 
pawed poured saw soar sore 
pawn porn sawed soared sword 
packs pax scene seen 
peace piece sea see 
peal peel seam seem 
pearl purl sear sere 
pedal peddle seamen semen 
peer pier seize seas 
perse purse serf surf 
phial file serge surge 
philtre filter sew sow so soh 
pI pie sewn sown 
peek pique shake sheik 
pitta piner shear sheer 
plaice place shoe shoo 
plain plane shore sure 
pleas please side sighed 
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sighs size ton tun 
sign sine to too two 
sleight slight tore tor 
sloe slow tracked tract 
soak soke troop troupe 
soled sold tough tuff 
some sum vain vane vein 
son sun vale veil 
sole soul wade weighed 
spayed spade way whey weigh 
spoor spore wail wale whale 
staid stayed waist waste 
stair stare wait weight 
stake steak waive wave 
steal steel wain wane 
stile style ware where wear 
storey story warn worn 
stalk stork wax whacks 
straight strait weak week 
succour sucker weather whether 
suite sweet weave we've 
tacked tact we'd weed 
tae! tail tale we wee 
taper tapir we'll wheel weal 
tare tear what wot 
tear tier when .wen 
taught taut tort wet whet 
tea tee which witch 
team teem who hoo 
tern turn whig wig 
their they're there whine wine 
throe throw whirl whorl 
through threw weald wield 
thyme time white wight 
tide tied woe whoa 
tire tyre wood would 
tired tyred wart wort 
toe tow wring ring 
toed towed toad yaw yore your you're 
toes tows yoke yolk 
tolled told you'll yule 
)..F~':S:0IX 4. Expe!'iment Two: ::aw seo.:-es fa:: aC~aey. 
GCOD ~'GERS 
'Tu'TIbe:: of wo.:-ds ::ead eo~~ectly (out Q:' 2::::0) and .iY'.:iex c:~ 
Standa·~d Spelling 
Ss List Text List ':'ext Ie 
1. 198 189 -2.325 191 194 +0.779 
3. 198 198 0.0 198 197 -0.253 
5. 199 197 -0.505 198 196 
-0.508 
7. 195 198 +0.763 187 192 +1.319 
9. 199 197 -0.505 200 196 -1.01 
11. 195 196 +0.256 194 192 -0.518 
13. 195 198 +0.763 189 192 +0.787 
15. 195 19.'3 -0.515 194 192 -0.518 
17. 199 199 0.0 196 199 +0.759 
19. 198 199 +0.252 199 200 +0.251 
21. 199 198 -0.252 198 196 -0.508 
23. 198 197 -0.253 193 196 +0.771 
-2.321 +1.351 
Mean -0.193 ~~ean +0.113 
S.D. 0.807 S.D. 0.749 
.:U:~E:iD.iX 5. Expe!'illent T-'NO: '!:'aw sco!'es :'0:' accu=~cy. 
'Tu.llbe!' of wo.!"ds '!:'ead cc.:-'!:'ect1y (out of 2CQ) a::1r. Ir:c.ex c:" 
Standa.!"d Spe11i::1g 
Ss List ~ext Ie 
2. 191 190 -0.262 
4. 190 194 +1.042 
6. 191 199 +2.051 
8. 189 191 +0.526 
10. 193 197 +1.026 
12. 194 197 +0.767 
14. 191 195 +1.036 
16. 188 192 +1.053 
18. 193 197 +1.026 
20. 195 198 +0.763 
22. 191 195 +1.036 
24. 197 198 +0.253 
+10.317 
Mean +0.86 
S.D. 0.553 
':.1"' S 1'· -.o~opnone pe l.lr:;S 
l:..ist Text Ie 
178 
197 
192 
186 
182 
189 
184 
181 
193 
196 
191 
194 
173 
193 
197 
188 
191 
195 
186 
170 
194 
195 
191 
196 
, f 
.i.ean 
S.D. 
-1.425 
-1.026 
+1.285 
+0.535 
+2.413 
+1.563 
+0.541 
-3.134 
+0.258 
-0.256 
0.0 
+0.513 
+1.267 
+0.106 
1.467 
~ir.e taken to ~ead 200 wo~ds (in seconds) and Index of Change 
Stan~d Spelling Homophone Spel~i~g 
Ss List Text Ie =-.,ist ~ext Ic 
1. 136 73 30.14 146 114 12.31 
~ 121 68 28.04 129 110 7.95 u. 
5. 167 74 38.59 234 118 32.95 
7. 139 89 21.93 137 102 14.64 
9. 121 58 35.20 149 88 25.74 
11. 98 60 24.05 101 91 5.21 
13. 131 78 25.36 159 118 14.80 
15. 112 72 21.74 118 90 13.46 
17. 102 64 22.89 95 86 4.97 
19. 150 64 40.19 165 105 22.22 
21. 141 66 36.23 146 90 23.73 
23. 196 68 48.48 175 106 24.56 
372.84 202.54 
Mean 31.07 Mean 16.879 
S.D. 8.61 S.D. 8.898 
:\.?PS:,;I)IZ 7. Expe~iment ~lO: ~aw sco:-es fo~ speed/:-a te of :-eading. 
7.'EAK READERS 
~L7e taken to :-ead 200 wo:-ds (in seconds) and Index of Change 
Standa~d Spelling 
Ss ~ist Text Ie 
2. 239 
4. 145 
6. 154 
8. 173 
10. 121 
12. 136 
14. 132 
16. 121 
18. 173 
20. 123 
22. 122 
24. 170 
115 35.03 
92 22.36 
109 17.11 
109 22.70 
94 12.56 
112 9.68 
75 27.54 
70 26.70 
90 31.56 
67 29.47 
85 17.87 
101 25.46 
278.04 
Mean 23.17 
S.D. 7.674 
Homophone Spelling 
List Text Ie 
246 
151 
171 
202 
155 
140 
167 
135 
227 
154 
148 
191 
190 12.84 
115 13.53 
143 8.92 
151 14.45 
145 3.33 
148 -2.78 
123 15.17 
89 20.54 
119 31.21 
105 18.92 
105 17.00 
152 11.37 
164.5 
Mean 13.709 
S.D. 8.54 
